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1. Introduction 

1.1. Purposes and goals 

The purpose of this sociolinguistic survey of War-Jaintia (or War as it is more 
commonly called in Bangladesh) was to gather information that would be used to plan a 
language development program for the War-Jaintia living in Bangladesh. Within Bangladesh 
the War-Jaintia (or W-J for short from here on) constitute the largest group of people who are 
ethnically and culturally Khasi. (The Pnars and Lyngngams are far fewer in number.) We 
wanted to know which language variety, if any, the W-J community want to develop in terms 
of literature production and literacy programs. We also wanted to know, from an objective 
linguistic point of view, the pros and cons of choosing any particular language variety. To 
meet these purposes, the following goals were established: 

 
1. To investigate variation among W-J dialects 
2. To compare W-J dialects with standard Khasi 
3. To determine the W-J people’s attitudes towards their own dialect and towards other 

language varieties 
4. To assess the W-J community’s intelligibility in standard Khasi 
5. To assess the W-J community’s level of literacy in standard Khasi 
6. To assess the W-J community’s ability in Bangla 
7. To assess the long-term viability of the W-J language in Bangladesh 

 
To accomplish these goals, this sociolinguistic survey of W-J was carried out in four 

interrelated parts: (1) a study of the dialects of the language; (2) a language use, attitudes, and 
vitality study; (3) a bilingualism study; and (4) a study of literacy in standard Khasi. Figure 1 
gives a summary of the sociolinguistic methods used in this survey. 
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Figure 1: Overview of methods. 
 

Study Method Brief description Focus Sample size 

Lexical 
similarity 
comparison 

307-item wordlist 

• Lexical variation 
among W-J 
varieties 

• Lexical similarity 
with other dialects 
of Khasi 

• 7 W-J 
villages 

• 5 other 
varieties of 
Khasi 

Study of the 
dialects of 
the language 

Intelligibility 
study 

Comprehension 
test of recorded 
stories in W-J and 
standard Khasi 

• Intelligibility 
across language 
varieties 

• 29 subjects 
from 4 
villages 

Sociolinguistic 
questionnaire 

A 19-item 
questionnaire 

• 71 subjects 
from 7 
villages 

Post-HTT 
questionnaire 

4 questions about 
the storyteller’s 
speech and 
location 

• 10 subjects 
from 1 
village 

Language 
use, 
attitudes, and 
vitality study 

Post-RTT 
questionnaire 

4 questions about 
the storyteller’s 
speech and 
location 

• Language 
preferences 

• Attitudes towards 
various language 
varieties 

• Domains of 
language use 

• Long-term viability 
of W-J varieties 

• 17 subjects 
from 3 
villages 

Sociolinguistic 
questionnaire 

A 5-item 
questionnaire 

• Perceived ability in 
any second 
language 

• 71 subjects 
from 7 
villages Bilingualism 

study SRT (Sentence 
Repetition 
Test) 

A 15-sentence 
test calibrated to 
RPE levels 1 to 
4+ 

• Measured ability to 
speak Bangla 

• 82 subjects 
from 3 
villages 

Literacy test 

Reading fluency 
and compre-
hension testing in 
three graded parts 

Study of 
literacy in 
standard 
Khasi 
 

Post-literacy 
test 
questionnaire 

5 questions about 
the language 
variety and about 
reading practices 

• Ability to read and 
understand 
standard Khasi 
texts 

• Reading habits and 
practices 

• 68 subjects 
from 7 
villages 

 

1.1.1. Study of the dialects of the language 

Lexical Similarity Study 

The first method, or tool, used was a 307-item wordlist taken at nine Khasi villages in 
Bangladesh. These villages are commonly known as punjis. In most of these punjis, W-J was 
the dominant speech variety. When others like Pnar (or Synteng) and Lyngngam were 
observed, wordlists for these varieties were also collected. In addition, a standard Khasi 
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(Khynriem or Sohra) wordlist was collected in Shillong, India, a W-J wordlist was collected 
in Amlarem, India, and a Khasi War wordlist was collected in Shella, India. In total, twelve 
lists were compared in order to determine the lexical similarity between all these varieties. 
The results of the comparison also determined which dialects to use for further intelligibility 
testing. See appendix B.1. for standard procedures for counting lexical similarity. 

Intelligibility Study 

The second method used to study W-J dialects was Recorded Text Tests (RTT). The 
RTT was used primarily to determine how widely intelligible standard Khasi is among the 
Khasi communities of Bangladesh. In order to meet these purposes, two stories were 
recorded, one in W-J and another in standard Khasi. Tests for these were developed, and then 
both were tested for comprehension at selected Khasi communities. (See appendix C.1. for 
standard RTT procedures.) 

1.1.2. Language use, attitudes, and vitality study 

A sociolinguistic questionnaire was used to assess the W-J people’s pattern of 
language use, their attitudes towards their own and other languages, and the long-term vitality 
of W-J. Post-Hometown Text (HTT) and post-RTT questionnaires were used to shed further 
light on W-J speakers’ attitudes towards various W-J and Khasi dialects. This information 
gives an indication as to whether the W-J people would accept and use materials translated 
into their own language or into another language which is highly intelligible with their own. 
The sociolinguistic, post-HTT, and post-RTT questionnaires are given in appendices E.1, E.2, 
and E.3, respectively. 

1.1.3. Bilingualism study 

A Bangla Sentence Repetition Test (SRT) was specifically developed to assess the 
level of bilingualism among minority language speakers in Bangladesh. This test focuses on 
people’s ability to speak in Bangla, although it also gives an indication of people’s Bangla 
comprehension ability. In addition to using the Bangla SRT to measure W-J speakers’ Bangla 
ability, five questions from the above-mentioned sociolinguistic questionnaire were used to 
assess how W-J people perceive their abilities in other languages. 

 
The Community Information Questionnaire (CIQ) was also used to gather information 

about language vitality and the depth and breadth of bilingualism. (See appendix G.1. for 
standard SRT procedures; see appendix E.6. for the CIQ.) 

1.1.4. Study of literacy in standard Khasi 

It was felt that there was a need to assess the ability of W-J speakers to read standard 
Khasi texts as this would certainly affect any language development programs. The 
objectives of this testing were three-fold: (1) to find out how well W-J speakers could read 
and understand standard Khasi texts, (2) to investigate their reading habits and practices, and 
(3) to see how adequate standard Khasi texts were in meeting the literacy needs of the 
community. There were three parts to the literacy test. Part 1 contained six simple sentences 
in standard Khasi. Parts 2 and 3 had short standard Khasi texts (both narrative passages) and 
comprehension questions based on those texts. Subjects were also asked five follow-up 
questions, which primarily asked about their reading practices. This post-literacy test 
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questionnaire is given in appendix E.4, and the three parts of the reading test are given in 
appendix H.1. 

1.2. Geography 

In Bangladesh, almost all Khasi people live in the hills of Sylhet division located in 
the northeastern corner of the country (see figure 2). They live mainly in the band of land in 
Moulvibazar and Sylhet districts that borders India. That is, in Moulvibazar district, their 
lands are near Tripura state and Assam state, while in Sylhet district, their lands are near the 
states of Assam and Meghalaya. (See figure 3 for approximate locations of the villages we 
visited during the research.) 

 
A few Khasi punjis are easily accessible by a combination of public buses, rickshaws, 

and short walks, being fairly close to main roads and towns (e.g. Magurchora, Aliachora); 
most, however, are accessible only by jeeps or hikes (e.g. Panai, Niralapunji). All the punjis 
are inhabited almost exclusively by Khasi people. Furthermore, they are geographically set 
apart from villages inhabited by Bangladeshis in that they are situated on remote hillsides and 
hilltops in or near forests where they can do paan (betel nut leaf) cultivation. In Sylhet 
division, this kind of isolated communal living makes the Khasis unique. 
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Figure 2: Sylhet division, Bangladesh. 
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Figure 3: Approximate location of Khasi punjis that we visited in Sylhet 
division. 
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1.3. History 

There are no written records that give definitive statements about the origin of the 
Khasi people. Some scholars like Dr. Suniti Kumar Chatterji have pointed to the undeniable 
Mongoloid features of the Khasi people to say that they are a Mongoloid race. He posits that 
they came from the east to their present location and their language changed over time due to 
contact with people groups speaking Austro-Asiatic languages (Chowdhury 1996:66). Others 
point to ancient Austric beliefs and worldview that undergird the Khasi culture and assert that 
the Khasi are a proto-Australoid race with some Mongoloid overtones who came from the 
west to their present location (Chowdhury 1996:66–72). While the scholarly debate goes on, 
most Khasis themselves believe in their traditional stories in which their origin is heaven 
(Giri 1998:6). This was confirmed through our conversations with several Khasis who 
rejected the idea that they may have come originally from Thailand or Myanmar. What they 
objected to was not the specific assertion of migration from the east, but any attempt to 
identify an earthly place as the origin of the Khasi. This suggests that outsiders’ debate 
regarding their origin is not something that interests the Khasi. 

 
The Khasis now living in Bangladesh also believe in the traditional story of their 

origin, yet their political history is more clear. For who can deny that these Khasis lived in 
India until August 15, 1947, in East Pakistan after August 16, 1947, and in Bangladesh after 
December 6, 1971? Until recently, the Khasis themselves did not pay too much attention to 
these political borders. They were able to go back and forth easily from their villages in what 
is now Bangladesh to villages that now lie within the India border. That they now live in a 
different country is more an accident of history, of being on the other side of a politically 
drawn line. Thus, this fluidity of migration and travel back and forth between Sylhet division 
and Meghalaya—though curtailed somewhat in recent years by border police and visa 
requirements—suggests that the W-J in Bangladesh share a history with all the other Khasis 
living in the West and East Khasi Hills, as well as the Jaintia Hills, of Meghalaya, and that 
the events of the last sixty years are mere blips in the long, common history of the Khasi 
people. 

1.4. People 

“The Khasis are a singularly progressive and intelligent race with 
democratic tendencies” (Giri 1998:11). 

“The Khasis are an extremely disciplined people, often more democratic 
than most of India. Without a [written] constitution they function 
democratically and carry out the decisions made by their elders and 
representatives without exception” former Prime Minister of India 
Jawaharla Nehru (Giri 1998:12). 

“Generally speaking, ‘Khasi’ is a generic name given to the people of the 
Khasi and Jaintia Hills” (Giri 1998:6). 

The Khasis of whom these words are spoken are Mongoloid in physical features, 
matrilineal in society, and, since the mid-nineteenth century, mostly Christian in religion. 
(Though the traditional religion, a monotheism based on a belief in one Supreme God known 
as Blei Trai Kynrad, still exists.) The Khasi people of Bangladesh see themselves as no 
different from the Khasi in India. They say that they belong to the one ethnic group of people 
who live in the Khasi Hills and the Jaintia Hills and make no further ethnic distinctions: they 
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are Khasi, whether they say they speak W-J, Lamin, Nongtalang, Pnar, Lyngngam, Synteng, 
Darang, etc. 

 
Other literature, however, proposes a narrower categorization. It is asserted that those 

who live in the Jaintia Hills in Meghalaya are a separate tribe from those who live in the 
Khasi Hills—though they come from the same racial “stream” (Kowall 1995:22). Through 
personal conversations with other linguists, we have also learned that in fact the people of the 
Jaintia Hills see themselves as distinct from the Khasi, meaning that they would not primarily 
use the term Khasi, but rather Jaintia, to identify themselves (Troy Bailey, pers. comm.). 
Furthermore, the people of the Jaintia Hills say that their territory extends down into Sylhet, 
meaning that the W-J speakers of Bangladesh may be more closely identified ethnically and 
linguistically with the Jaintia of the Jaintia Hills. 

 
In some literature another name for the Jaintia is Pnar (Kowall 1995:22). Given that 

others say Jaintia is the same as W-J, the logical conclusion is that Pnar is the same as W-J. 
However, there are people in Bangladesh who say they speak Pnar and others who say they 
speak W-J—and both say that the two are quite different speech varieties. Perhaps this 
confusion is just a distinction between the name of the race versus the name of the tribe, and 
perhaps the distinction is ultimately not very important, but for the sake of completeness, the 
different points of view have been discussed here. We worked with the hope that our research 
would add a bit of clarity to the existing literature. 

 
According to the 1991 census by the government of Bangladesh, there were 12,280 

Khasis (not discriminating dialectal or tribal differences) living in Sylhet district and 
Moulvibazar district. The 1961 census reported more than 80,000 Khasis living in what was 
then East Pakistan. This suggests that many Khasis have returned to India where the Khasi 
people and language have much more power and influence. According to a Khasi community 
leader in Bangladesh, there are now approximately 20,000 Khasis in Bangladesh, comprised 
of 16,000 W-J speakers and 4000 Pnar speakers (Roosh Patam, pers. comm.). 

 
Perhaps no group is as intimately or singularly linked with its labor as the Khasi in 

Bangladesh. Nearly the entire Khasi community depends on paan cultivation for its source of 
income (with betel nut and lime cultivation and the growing of fruit also contributing a bit to 
their livelihood). The men go deep into the forest to gather paan, and the women gather on 
the verandahs of their strong, mud-walled houses to clean and package the leaves for sale. 
The images of Khasi men walking with their paan-collecting baskets and the Khasi women 
sitting together in groups hunched over piles of paan are forever etched into our minds. 

 
As alluded to in section 1.2, Khasis live almost exclusively in their hilltop punjis. 

There are perhaps ninety of these punjis in Bangladesh. Each punji has a headman who is 
looked to as the leader in social and economic affairs of the community. Though the Khasi 
are famous for their matrilineal society, there is no sign of matriarchy in the leadership of 
these punjis: every headman we met was a male. The Khasis live in clean houses made of 
either thick mud walls, planks, or in a few cases, concrete. Inside, the walls are typically 
decorated with framed photos of family, religious posters and pictures, and calendars from 
either businesses or churches. 

 
The Khasis work very hard to make a decent living at paan cultivation and are 

certainly better off than the average Bangladeshi. Because the punjis are somewhat isolated  
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and remote, most do not have electricity, but instead select homes are powered by generators, 
and televisions run on large batteries. In spite of the punjis’ remoteness, Bangladeshis often 
go to the punjis to sell fruits, vegetables, and other foods and goods. Thus, the Khasis seem to 
have most everything they need in their punjis, and are quite content with their punji-life. 
Even the educated members of their community who are comfortable in the larger society say 
that they prefer life in their punjis. On the negative side, however, the Khasis face struggles 
over land disputes with the Bangladeshi community. It is not uncommon for them to be 
involved in lawsuits or to be dispossessed of their land and house by force. 

1.5. Language 

Khasi belongs to the Mon-Khmer branch of the Austro-Asiatic language family. It can 
be sub-categorized as Northern Mon-Khmer and further sub-categorized as Khasian (Gordon 
2005:321). Linguists have generally and traditionally sub-divided the Khasi language into the 
following dialects: Khasi and Lyngngam. In reality, however, the linguistic picture may not 
be as clear as the list seems to indicate and is clouded by several factors and uncertainties. 

 
Whereas the subject of this report is War-Jaintia, a more precise name for the War 

dialect is Khasi War. It is only an unfortunate coincidence that they share the same name, 
since the two are quite distinct speech varieties and not mutually intelligible. This has been 
confirmed by our research in India (see section 2.1.1). Second, there has been some question 
as to whether Lyngngam can linguistically be considered to be of the same language as 
Khasi, in spite of their speakers’ close ethnic identification as Khasi (Gordon 2005:321). 
Third, a language discovered in the Jaintia Hills of Meghalaya that some linguists have called 
Amwi (or locally known as W-J) is the same language as the War spoken in Bangladesh. 
Though W-J speakers are undoubtedly one with standard Khasi speakers ethnically, 
culturally, and religiously, W-J as a speech variety is clearly distinct from standard Khasi. 
The question is whether or not it is distinct enough to be called a separate language. As 
linguists, we wanted to use this survey to try to clear up some of these questions and to place 
W-J as accurately as possible in relation to the whole sphere of languages that goes by the 
general name Khasi—not simply for intellectual or theoretical reasons, but for the very 
practical purpose of planning for language development work. 

 
One thing about which there is little question is that Khynriem, or alternatively Sohra, 

is accepted by everyone as the standard Khasi. It is the dialect spoken in Sohra, the original 
Khasi name for the village that was anglicized as Cherra and eventually called Cherrapunji 
(and is now famous as the wettest place on earth). It is this dialect that all Khasis refer to as 
Khasi; it is the language of education and mass media in Meghalaya and is officially 
recognized by the Indian government. The reason for its exalted status as the standard Khasi 
is simple: it is the only dialect of Khasi that has been written, and thus, it is the only dialect of 
Khasi that has any literature. 

 
And its literary history is substantial. Ever since Christian missionaries (namely 

Thomas Jones) reduced the Sohra dialect to writing using the Roman alphabet around 1842, 
written Khasi has thrived. (Interestingly, a previous attempt in the 1830s at using the Bengali 
script to write Khasi did not succeed because of a rumor that using the Bengali script would 
lead to blindness.) (Lamare) Khasi is now used for every conceivable form of literature and 
written materials, from primary school textbooks to pop song lyrics, from store signs to the 
Bible. However, W-J has never been written. Instead, W-J speakers in Bangladesh read and 
write in standard Khasi and Bangla, and these two languages are the language of instruction 
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in some of their village schools. The literacy study was done because we wanted to know 
how well standard Khasi in particular was serving the literacy needs of W-J speakers, to see 
if a literature development program should proceed using standard Khasi. 

2. Summary of findings 

2.1. Study of the dialects of the language 

2.1.1. Lexical similarity study 

A comparison of the wordlists shows a high degree of lexical similarity (86–92 
percent) among the W-J punjis in Bangladesh. This confirms what we repeatedly heard: that 
W-J is able to serve as the language of wider communication among the Khasis in 
Bangladesh even though the pronunciation from one punji to another may be noticeably 
different. Because W-J speakers form the majority among the Khasis in Bangladesh, speakers 
of other varieties like Pnar, Synteng, Jowai, and Darang have to learn to speak W-J. They do 
this out of necessity: the low degree of similarity to W-J means that it is more like learning a 
second language than picking up a dialect. 

 
Similarly, W-J speakers in Bangladesh would have to learn standard Khasi as a 

second language because there is only a 27–30 percent lexical similarity between them. This 
result is different from what many W-J would say: that W-J is just a dialect of Khasi. Though 
there is a clear connection between the two—much closer than two unrelated languages such 
as Korean and English—the distinctions go much further beyond matters of pronunciation. 

 
Finally, it was confirmed that the W-J spoken in Bangladesh is very much the same as 

that spoken in the Jaintia Hills of Meghalaya. The wordlist taken from Amlarem showed an 
83–89 percent similarity to the wordlists taken in Bangladesh. 

2.1.2. Intelligibility study 

The results of the lexical similarity study suggests that W-J speakers would have a 
very difficult time understanding standard Khasi. To confirm this, an intelligibility study 
using the RTT was carried out. The low average score and the high standard deviation of the 
scores from the standard Khasi story point to some good news and some bad news: the bad 
news is that intelligibility is indeed low and it is an acquired intelligibility. The good news is 
that the average score was not as low as it could have been because some have been able to 
learn some standard Khasi even through limited exposure and education. This means a 
sustained education program in standard Khasi, if implemented, could be highly successful. 

2.2. Language use, attitudes, and vitality study 

W-J speakers consistently reported that they use their own W-J variety in nearly all 
situations covered by the sociolinguistic questionnaire. They use W-J almost exclusively at 
home and with other W-J speakers in their villages. The only situation in which a language 
other than W-J is reported to be widely used is at church. The Khasi community as a whole 
has a long-standing tradition of Christianity, and both written and spoken standard Khasi are 
used in Khasi churches. Thus, it is not surprising that W-J speakers reported that they use 
standard Khasi in church. 
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W-J speakers seem to have distinct ideas about the domains in which various 
languages should be used. They are very positive about using W-J at home, but they also 
indicate that standard Khasi is the language that should be used in church. Bangla should be 
used in schools. There also appear to be generational differences in attitudes about W-J. 
Young people seem to be more open to using W-J and Bangla whereas people of the older 
generation prefer Khasi. 

 
There are also generational differences in attitudes about literacy classes. Older and 

younger subjects alike said they would be in favor of having literacy classes in standard 
Khasi in their villages, but younger subjects were much more positive about also starting up 
such classes in W-J. This may indicate that the younger generation of W-J speakers in 
Bangladesh feel less tied to their ethnic counterparts in India. 

 
The W-J language in Bangladesh appears to be a vital one. W-J subjects reported that 

all W-J children today learn W-J as their first language, and they think this practice will 
continue. It was also reported that W-J children speak their language well, a sign that the 
language is not undergoing dramatic shift or loss. 

2.3. Bilingualism study 

A large majority of W-J speakers in Bangladesh reported that they are bilingual in 
Bangla to at least some extent. Many people also said they know some standard Khasi. Still, 
W-J is the best, most-fluent language for nearly all mother-tongue W-J speakers. Measuring 
W-J speakers’ production ability in Bangla indicates that the average War speaker can speak 
Bangla with “adequate, basic proficiency.” Not surprisingly, those W-J speakers who have 
been educated in Bangla medium schools are the most fluent in Bangla. Still, our research 
indicates that over half of the population of W-J speakers in Bangladesh have considerable 
difficulty communicating in Bangla. This is another indication that W-J is a vital language. 

2.4. Study of literacy in standard Khasi 

The literacy testing showed that Khasi medium education is a major factor in 
determining people’s ability to read standard Khasi. Those with at least two years of a Khasi 
education were able to read more smoothly and fluently, and they also demonstrated a 
consistently better understanding of the texts. People who had not been educated in Khasi 
scored lower on average. There was a wide range of variation among uneducated people, with 
some unable to read at all, and others performing quite well due to variables like their life 
experiences and degree of motivation. Since only a small percentage of W-J speakers in 
Bangladesh are educated in standard Khasi, it is unlikely that materials written in standard 
Khasi would be adequate for W-J speakers without further education. 

3. Study of the dialects of the language 

3.1. Lexical similarity study 

3.1.1. Procedures 

Comparing the vocabulary of language varieties is one way to measure the lexical 
similarity among them. During the W-J survey, lexical similarities among varieties of Khasi 
(spoken in both Bangladesh and Meghalaya state in India) were calculated as a percentage of 
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words from a 307-item list which resemble each other in sound and meaning (Blair 1990:28–
29). In each area, a wordlist was gathered from one informant and sometimes checked with a 
second informant separately. Because of the great similarity among most of the varieties, and 
more importantly, because of the frequency with which the W-J move from punji to punji and 
have regular contact with those from other punjis, it was judged that checking with a second 
informant would not be as meaningful as if they had lived isolated in one punji their whole 
lives. Second informants were used to check obviously questionable, confusing, or aberrant 
data. The researchers transcribed the wordlists using the International Phonetic Alphabet 
given in appendix A. They then compared the wordlists by following the established 
procedures outlined in appendix B.1. The WordSurv© computer program designed by SIL 
(Wimbish 1989) was used to do the final lexical similarity calculations. 

3.1.2. Discussion of sample 

Wordlists were taken at the following punjis in Bangladesh from speakers who had 
lived there for a number of years: Aliachora, Barenga, Dabolchora, Magurchora, Niralapunji, 
Singur, Noksia, and Jaintiapur. Additionally, at Panai a wordlist was taken from a Lyngngam 
speaker who happened to be visiting that day. 

 
These punjis were first of all selected to give a geographically diverse sampling; no 

two punjis are close to one another, and they are situated across the whole of the band of land 
where Khasis live in Bangladesh. They also represent various degrees of remoteness, some 
being close to towns and cities, others being deep in the forest and hills. Figure 3 shows how 
these punjis are distributed across three of the four districts of Sylhet division. Though 
Noksia and Jaintiapur are fairly close to one another, wordlists were taken at both places 
because the Khasi varieties spoken there were said to be different from W-J as well as 
different from one another. 

 
Generally, only one full wordlist was taken from each site. However, where there 

seemed to be confusion over the meaning of a word or a question about the pronunciation of 
a word, those words were elicited from a second person from the village. In cases where two 
different but valid words were given by the two people, both were accepted. 

 
In addition to the nine wordlists taken in Bangladesh, a standard Khasi wordlist was 

taken from a lifelong resident of Shillong in Meghalaya, India. Also, a wordlist was taken in 
Amlarem located in the Jaintia Hills of Meghalaya to compare the W-J spoken in Bangladesh 
and India. Another wordlist was taken in Shella where the locals speak Khasi War. Thus, a 
total of twelve representative wordlists were taken in order to compare the W-J spoken in 
various punjis to one another, and also to compare W-J to other dialects of Khasi. 

3.1.3. Results 

Figure 4 shows the results from analyzing nearly 3,700 words (307-item wordlist 
taken from twelve different villages). The letters in parentheses are code letters, for the 
villages in the wordlists given in appendix B.3. 

 
 The first six villages (from Magurchora to Dabolchora) are W-J speaking villages in 
Bangladesh, though a couple of these villages also have a large number of Pnar 
mother-tongue speakers. 

 Amlarem is a W-J village in Meghalaya. 
 In Noksia, Synteng (possibly another name for Pnar) is spoken. 
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 Lyngngam is the name of a very-distantly related variety of Khasi; this wordlist was 
taken from a Lyngngam speaker whom we met in Panai village. 

 In Jaintiapur, we elicited a wordlist from a speaker of Jowai, which is a dialect of 
Pnar. 

 In Shella, a Khasi War (not to be confused with W-J) wordlist was taken. 
 In Shillong, a standard Khasi wordlist was taken. 

 
Figure 4 can be divided into two parts: (1) the first seven W-J villages (Magurchora 

through Amlarem) that show a high degree of lexical similarity, and (2) the rest. The results 
are analyzed in the following two sub-sections. 

Figure 4: Lexical similarity chart. 
 

   Magurchora (I) 
   92    Barenga (E) 
   90    91    Niralapunji (A) 
   90    89    88    Singur (D) 
   90    91    88    88    Aliachora (B) 
   88    86    88    86    87    Dabolchora (C) 
   89    86    85    87    87    83    Amlarem (J) 
 
   35    35    35    35    35    34    36   Noksia (F) 
   18    18    18    18    18    17    17   31    Lyngngam (H) 
   33    33    32    34    32    31    34   49    30    Jaintiapur (G) 
   25    25    26    26    25    24    28   51    34    48    Shella (K) 
   29    29    29    30    29    27    32   55    36    53    75   Shillong (L) 

Comparisons among W-J dialects 

The 83–92 percent similarity between the dialects in the W-J villages means that the 
W-J speaking area knows no divisional or national borders, that the same language is used 
from the Jaintia Hills of Meghalaya state down through Sylhet division. 

 
Of course, by “the same language” we do not mean that there are not dialect 

differences within W-J. There clearly are differences. In fact, many speakers named a specific 
dialect of W-J (usually the name of a village in the Jaintia Hills: e.g. Lamin, Nongtalang) as 
their mother tongue; and some people said that other dialects of W-J were “very different” 
from their own. 

 
One of two things might account for the high degree of lexical similarity despite the 

perceived differences: (1) the differences among the dialects are actually minor matters of 
pronunciation and not lexical in nature, or (2) the Bangladeshi W-J speakers have adopted a 
generic W-J to use when communicating with W-J speakers of a different dialect; that is, as a 
community they are all aware of a common dialect which is a mixture of various W-J 
dialects. Thus, whereas a particular dialect may have a unique word or a very different way to 
pronounce a word, its speakers also know the common word and pronunciation that would be 
better known by the whole community. Indeed, many W-J speakers told us that in 
Bangladesh, most people speak a mixture of dialects. While the first explanation is the 
stronger of the two, the second also seems to play a part. 
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Responses to some questions on the sociolinguistic questionnaire (see responses 
questions 1a., 1b., and 20 in appendix F.5.) support the lexical similarity percentages. A clear 
majority saw no communication gap between any of the punjis in Bangladesh. In response to 
the question “In which villages do the people speak very differently from you, so that you 
have trouble understanding them?” sixty-two percent replied “none” and eleven percent 
replied “don’t know.” Also, it seemed that those who replied with names of villages did so 
because they were aware of speakers of standard Khasi or Pnar who lived there—not because 
the W-J dialect there was very different. Indeed, Khasi and Pnar are quite different from W-J, 
and thus it would make sense to name places like Noksia, Jaintiapur, and Shillong. Thus, 
their responses do not weaken the finding that the W-J spoken across Bangladesh is highly 
intelligible among all W-J speakers. Finally, most people thought that any W-J punji would 
be a good place for a foreigner to learn W-J, while those who named a particular village 
usually gave the name of their own village. This shows that no particular dialect of W-J 
stands out as being more standard or prestigious—or different. 

Comparisons with other dialects of Khasi 

As the bottom part of figure 4 shows, W-J has very little lexical similarity (17 
percent–36 percent) with all the other varieties that are generally thought to be dialects of 
Khasi. While these other language varieties (Khasi War, Lyngngam, and the Synteng and 
Jowai varieties of Pnar) are not the subject of this survey, the wordlists were taken to give a 
more complete picture of the language situation among those who call themselves Khasi. 
They tell us that while there are many speech varieties that fall under the category of Khasi, 
they do not seem to be closely related to one another or to standard Khasi. The one big 
exception is Khasi War (in Shella), which has a 75 percent lexical similarity with standard 
Khasi, and thus seems to be a genuine dialect of standard Khasi; however, with their 
namesake W-J, there is only a 24–28 percent lexical similarity. The other lesser exceptions 
are the approximately 50 percent similarity between varieties of Pnar (spoken in Noksia and 
Jaintiapur) and standard Khasi; indeed, we were told by many people that Pnar is more 
similar to standard Khasi than W-J is similar to standard Khasi. 

 
Based on these wordlist comparisons, W-J is shown to be a distinct language and not 

a dialect of standard Khasi, though it is not without some slight resemblances to the other 
varieties of Khasi, since, after all, they do share a common ancestry and culture. This finding 
is in line with what many people told us: that W-J is very different from standard Khasi and 
that standard Khasi speakers cannot understand W-J speakers at all. 

3.2. Intelligibility study 

3.2.1. Procedures 

The RTT was used to assess how well speakers of W-J are able to comprehend 
standard Khasi. (For a detailed description of standard RTT procedures, please refer to 
appendix C.1.) First a W-J HTT was developed in Magurchora village since this village 
shared the highest lexical similarity percentages with most of the other W-J villages. In 
Magurchora a text was recorded and transcribed. Questions were then inserted into the text as 
a means of testing subjects’ comprehension of the W-J dialect. This text is given in appendix 
C.3.1. After the story was developed, it was validated by testing ten residents of Magurchora 
to ensure that the story and questions made sense and produced the predicted answers. The 
scores from the validation test are given in appendix D.2.1. 
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Later, an HTT in standard Khasi was developed in Shillong using very similar 
procedures. The standard Khasi story is given in appendix C.3.2. and the scores from the 
validation test are given in appendix D.2.3. 

 
Once both of these tests were developed and validated, it was possible to test W-J 

speakers’ ability to understand standard Khasi. First, W-J subjects were tested using the 
Magurchora HTT. This served as a control test by familiarizing subjects with the testing 
procedures and by alerting the researchers to subjects who may not have sufficiently 
understood the procedures or who for some other reason were unable to adequately complete 
the testing. Those who scored at least 70 percent on the HTT (see appendix D.2.4. for these 
scores) were then tested using the standard Khasi RTT (see appendix D.2.5. for these scores). 

 
Unrelated to the main purpose of the RTT, the Magurchora text was also tested in 

Amlarem, a W-J speaking town in Meghalaya, to see how well people there understand the 
W-J of Bangladesh. This was not a proper RTT because a local HTT was not first used as a 
control test. Thus, what was done in Amlarem can be seen as a type of HTT validation test. 
(See appendix D.2.2. for the scores from this validation test.) 

 
After each HTT and each RTT was administered, the subject was asked a set of post-

test questions. Data from these questions were used to gather further information about W-J 
dialects and about people’s opinions on the quality of the storytellers’ speeches. Post-HTT 
and post-RTT responses are in appendix D.3. 

3.2.2. Discussion of sample 

For validating an HTT, it is not necessary to sample the subjects based on factors such 
as age, sex, or education. The test is in their mother tongue, so they should all understand it 
equally well. Still, we did attempt to choose a variety of subjects based on these categories. 
Of the ten people who validated the W-J HTT from Magurchora, four were male and six were 
female; seven were younger than age 40 and three were older. (See appendix D.2.1. for the 
scores from the HTT validation test.) 

 
The standard Khasi text was validated in Shillong by ten mother-tongue speakers of 

standard Khasi. Among these ten subjects, six were female and four were male; seven were 
younger than age 40 and three were older; and nine were educated through at least class 8 
while one was uneducated. 

 
A total of seventeen W-J people took the standard Khasi RTT in three villages: 

Aliachora, Lawachora, and Magurchora. These subjects were all mother-tongue W-J speakers 
and can be categorized in the following manner: eight male and nine female; five educated 
(defined as having attended at least two years in standard Khasi medium schools) and twelve 
uneducated; and six older (defined as age 40 or older) and eleven younger. 

 
Because it was felt that formal education alone would not account for the breadth and 

depth of exposure to standard Khasi, other factors were also investigated. Each subject was 
asked about (1) their ability to read standard Khasi (since we had met a number of people 
who learned to read without formal education), (2) their regularity of church attendance 
(since that is the main place where standard Khasi is spoken in Bangladesh), and (3) their 
exposure to standard Khasi in the home (since it is possible for some to learn and use 
standard Khasi at home with relatives who had grown up in Shillong). And in fact, as 
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described in the following section, these factors proved to be even more important, even more 
explanatory than sex, age, or formal education. 

 
While it certainly would not have hurt to test more subjects from other villages, this 

was not done for several reasons: (1) time constraints, (2) the high degree of lexical similarity 
among all the W-J villages, and (3) the universality of the HTT (that is, the Magurchora text 
had not been identified by the HTT validation subjects as being from any particular village or 
area). We felt that testing these seventeen subjects gave us a valid representation of the 
standard Khasi abilities of the whole W-J community in Bangladesh. 

 
Finally, among the ten Amlarem subjects who were tested on the text developed in 

Magurchora, five were male and seven were female; six were educated and six were 
uneducated; and seven were younger and five were older. All were W-J mother-tongue 
speakers. With the exception of one father, all the subjects’ parents were also W-J mother-
tongue speakers. 

3.2.3. Results 

RTT results  

An RTT is typically used to test intelligibility between dialects of a given language. 
As determined by the lexical similiary study discussed in section 3.1, W-J is not a dialect of 
standard Khasi but rather a separate language variety that shares some similarities with 
standard Khasi. In this case, then, RTTs were used to test how well W-J speakers in 
Bangladesh have learned standard Khasi as a second language. RTT results in this type of 
situation are generally marked by a high standard deviation (greater than 12). Figure 5 shows 
the meanings of the four possible combinations of results for the average score and standard 
deviation (Blair 1990:25). 

Figure 5: Relationship between standard deviation and average score on RTT. 

Standard Deviation Average 
Score High (>12) Low (<10) 

High (>80%) 

Situation 1 
Many people understand the story 
well, but some have difficulty. 
Suggests high acquired 
intelligibility. 

Situation 2 
Most people understand the story 
of the test tape. Suggests high 
inherent intelligibility. 

Low (<60%) 

Situation 3 
Many people cannot understand the 
story, but a few are able to answer 
correctly. Suggests low acquired 
intelligibility. 

Situation 4 
Few people are able to understand 
the story. Suggests low inherent 
intelligibility. 

 
If W-J were a separate language variety from standard Khasi, we would expect RTT 

results to fit Situation 1 or 3. Conversely, if W-J were a dialect of standard Khasi, we would 
expect RTT results to fit Situation 2 or 4. Figure 6 shows the actual test results. 
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Figure 6: Summary of intelligibility testing results. 

x = average score 
s = standard deviation 
n = number of subjects 
NA = not applicable 

 

HTT RTT 

W-J subjects 

 

Magurchora Amlarem 

Standard 
Khasi 

subjects 

Bangladeshi W-J 
subjects 

W-J 
(Magurchora) 

story 

   x = 98 
s = 6.32 
   n = 10 

  x = 95 
s = 6.74 
   n = 10 

NA 
  x = 94 
s = 8.70 
   n = 17 

Standard 
Khasi 

(Shillong) 
story 

NA NA 
  x = 96 
s = 5.16 
  n = 10 

   x = 55 
s = 20.99 
     n = 17 

 
As would be expected, the scores on the HTTs were high, and the standard deviations 

were low. The ten Magurchora subjects who initally validated the W-J story scored an 
average of 98, and the ten standard Khasi subjects who validated the standard Khasi story 
scored an average of 96. In Amlarem, the test subjects did virtually as well as their 
counterparts in Bangladesh on the Magurchora story. This confirms the finding that the W-J 
spoken in India is the same as that spoken in Bangladesh. 

 
After the standard Khasi text was developed, it was brought back to Bangladesh and 

tested with seventeen W-J mother-tongue speakers. These seventeen subjects scored slightly 
lower than the initial HTT subjects, but they still scored an average of 94, which is easily 
within the acceptable range for an HTT. 

 
When these seventeen subjects then listened to the standard Khasi story and answered 

questions about it, they scored significantly lower. Their average score was 55, while the 
standard deviation was 20.99. These numbers fit into Situation 3 in figure 5. Many people 
could not understand the story, but a few people were able to answer correctly. This indicates 
that W-J is a separate language (or a very different dialect) from standard Khasi, and that the 
W-J people’s intelligibility in standard Khasi is an acquired one. 

 
It could be asserted that the W-J speakers’ average score of 55 on the standard Khasi 

RTT is actually somewhat high given that the two languages are fairly different lexically and 
that the W-J have very limited opportunity for a standard Khasi-medium education. Thus, we 
tried to discover other factors that might affect a W-J mother-tongue speaker’s ability to 
understand standard Khasi. Figure 7 shows how different non-educational exposures to 
standard Khasi affects on the RTT scores. 
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Figure 7: Summary of non-educational factors on RTT scores 

R = ability to read standard Khasi 
C = regular exposure to standard Khasi through church attendance (for example, 

having a member of the family who learned standard Khasi in Shillong and 
teaches it at home) 

E = exposure to standard Khasi at home 
x = average score 
n = number of subjects 
 

1. R 
only 

2. C 
only 

3. E 
only 4. R, C 5. R, E 6. C, E 7. R, C, E 8. Any R 

(1,4,5,7) 
9. Any C 
(2,4) 

10. Any E 
(5,7) None 

Score x=75 
  n=1 

x=20 
  n=1 n=0 x=58.3 

   n=9 
x=70 
  n=2 n=0 x=72.5 

     n=2 
x=62.5 
   n=14 

x=56.7 
   n=12 

x=68.8 
   n=4 

x=20 
  n=1 

 
Though figure 7 can be analyzed in many different ways, what stands out the most are 

the scores in bold. This shows that the ability to read standard Khasi (column 8) and exposure 
to standard Khasi at home (column 10)—but especially exposure at home—raises the average 
score noticeably above the overall average of 55 percent.1 Regular church attendance 
(column 9), however, only raises the average to 56.7 percent, and this suggests that church 
attendance alone is not very effective for acquiring standard Khasi. 

 
It is also not surprising that the ability to read standard Khasi (column 8) has less of 

an impact than speaking and hearing standard Khasi at home (column 10); as any student of a 
foreign language can attest, simply reading texts is not the best way to learn a new language. 
It also probably underscores the fact that the W-J people’s ability to read standard Khasi is 
not at a very high level (see section 6). Column 8 seems to have been unduly inflated by the 
anomalous column 1 which has only one subject, and also by the high scores in column 5 and 
column 7. That is, reading seems to raise comprehension when it is present in conjunction 
with exposure to standard Khasi at home: column 5 and column 7 together have an average 
score of 71.25 percent. Again, this shows that the most significant factor seems to be 
exposure to spoken standard Khasi at home.2 

Post-RTT questionnaire results 

First, we regret that the data from the post-HTT questionnaire conducted in the initial 
Magurchora HTT validation test were not written down. Mainly, the answers were not very 
revealing or were different from what was expected. 

 
We do, however, remember with a high degree of certainty that the answers were very 

similar to the answers from the post-HTT questionnaire for the Magurchora story 
administered during the RTT (see appendix D.3.4.) That is, all the subjects identified the 
language as being W-J, though most could not identify the speaker to be from Magurchora. 
Many people said that they did not know, and the rest ventured guesses based on non-
linguistic factors, such as, “Probably Aliachora, because a lot of foreigners go there” 
(implying that it was most likely that we would have gone there to collect the story). Also, 
they invariably said that the speech was good and also that it was the same as the way they 
                                                            
1Most of the sample sizes in figure 7 do not meet the statistically significant minimum of five people. Thus, we 
want to emphasize that the comments regarding, and the conclusions drawn from, these columns are merely 
speculative. They are suggestive and thought-provoking perhaps, but ultimately only speculative. 
2See note 1 above. 
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speak, with some adding that it was “mixed bhasa,” or a form of W-J which combines 
elements from several W-J dialects. 

 
Based on these responses, we concluded that the story is a good representation of the 

W-J dialect spoken in Bangladesh. We also concluded from the HTT validation test that the 
W-J spoken in Bangladesh is probably not localized by area: each Bangladeshi punji 
probably does not have a recognizably distinct dialect, and probably the W-J spoken in any 
particular punji can be easily understood by W-J speakers in any other punji. 

 
The post-HTT questionnaire responses in Amlarem served to highlight the fact that 

the W-J spoken in Bangladesh is highly intelligible among the W-J speakers in India. Only 
one of the twelve subjects correctly identified the speaker as being from Bangladesh, while 
eight of the twelve thought the speaker was from a W-J village in India. It seems that the W-J 
spoken in Bangladesh is not distinct enough to have identifiable marks—or at least no more 
than any other W-J village in India. 

 
From the post-RTT questionnaire responses (see appendix D.3.5.), we found that all 

seventeen Bangladeshi W-J subjects recognized the Shillong story as being standard Khasi, 
and all of them thought it was different from W-J. (Of that total, 71 percent said it was very 
different.) However, only 59 percent identified the speaker as being from Meghalaya, while 
29 percent thought the speaker was from a punji in Bangladesh; the other 12 percent said they 
did not know. Compare this to the post-HTT questionnaire conducted after the validation test 
of the Shillong story (see appendix D.3.3.), where 60 percent of the subjects identified the 
speaker as being from Shillong or Sohra (saying that both places used good standard Khasi), 
20 percent said the speaker was from a rural area (meaning the storyteller’s standard Khasi 
was not very good), and 20 percent said they did not know. 

 
All this brings up several possibilities: (1) standard Khasi is also as non-localized in 

practice as W-J is, so that it is difficult to know precisely where any particular speaker is 
from; (2) even if there is a clearly distinct standard Khasi, most people do not have enough 
exposure to the various ways of speaking standard Khasi to tie it to a particular place, 
suggesting that answers of “Shillong” and “Sohra” were not given because the subjects 
actually identified the speaker’s dialect, but rather because they are the most well-known 
places; (3) the teller of the standard Khasi story actually does not speak a pure standard Khasi 
dialect (again, if such a thing exists); and (4) there are people in Bangladesh who can speak 
standard Khasi well enough to pass as though they were from Meghalaya. Perhaps the 
possibilities can be boiled down simply to this: standard Khasi may be clear-cut when it is 
written, but in the realm of the spoken word, the concept of a pure, standard Khasi may be 
just that—a concept. 

4. Language use, attitudes, and vitality study 

4.1. Procedures 

A language use study is a method used to examine language choice. This is done by 
asking subjects which language(s) they use in various domains. Domains are everyday 
situations in which one language variety is considered more appropriate than another (Fasold 
1984:183). 
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A study of language attitudes is generally carried out in an effort to ascertain people’s 
perceptions of the different speech varieties with which they have contact. By studying how 
various languages are perceived, it is possible to determine how positive people are towards 
their own language. 

 
A study of language vitality is designed to assess the probability of whether a 

language will be used by mother-tongue speakers in the future. Such an assessment is an 
important part of the recommendations of a sociolinguistic report because any 
recommendations regarding language and literature development are dependent upon the 
projected long-term vitality of the language. 

 
A sociolinguistic questionnaire was administered as a way of gathering language use, 

attitudes, and vitality information. There were also questions concerning bilingualism, 
literacy, and dialect boundaries, the results of which are discussed in their corresponding 
sections. The questions were generally asked in Bangla. If a subject was not fluent in Bangla, 
the questions were asked in a language the subject was comfortable in, which in all cases was 
either W-J or English. The questionnaire is found in appendix E.1., while subject responses 
are given in appendix F. 

4.2. Discussion of sample 

The questionnaire was administered to eighty-one subjects in seven locations; 
however, the responses of only seventy-one subjects from six locations are analyzed below. 
After administering the questionnaire in a seventh location, Senrem, the researchers realized 
that the people there do not speak W-J. Because this is a sociolinguistic study of W-J, it was 
decided not to include the responses of the ten Senrem subjects in this analysis. These ten 
subjects’ responses are included in appendix F for the reader’s reference. 

 
The subjects were chosen to represent the population as a whole with regards to age, 

sex, and education levels. Among the seventy-one subjects, forty-two were younger (defined 
as age 40 or below), and twenty-nine subjects were older than age 40. Forty of the subjects 
were male, and thirty-one were female. Twenty-nine subjects were educated through at least 
class 8, and forty-two subjects had been educated through less than class 8. Furthermore, the 
six locations were chosen to represent the areas within Bangladesh where W-J speakers live. 
These locations were chosen based on factors such as remoteness of the village and access to 
primary education. 

 
The mother tongue of each of the seventy-one subjects is W-J, and seventy (99 

percent) of the subjects’ mothers also spoke W-J as their mother tongue. One subject reported 
that his mother spoke standard Khasi as her mother tongue but that his father spoke W-J as 
his mother tongue. In all, sixty-four (90 percent) of the subjects’ fathers spoke W-J as their 
mother tongue while three (4 percent) reportedly spoke standard Khasi as their mother 
tongue. One subject (1 percent) reported For each of the Pnar, Garo, Nepali, and Jaintia 
(meaning Pnar) languages as being his father’s mother tongue. 

4.3. Results 

For all questions in the questionnaire, data will be presented for all seventy-one 
subjects combined. In addition, notable responses that arise according to a particular 
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demographic factor such as age will be mentioned. Individual responses from each subject 
are given in appendix F. 

4.3.1. Language use 

The questionnaire contained five questions that asked subjects which language they 
speak in a given situation. The aggregate of subjects’ answers are given in figure 8 according 
to one of three categories: W-J, Khasi, and Bangla. The results are given as percentage of 
subjects who use a particular language in each of the five situations. Because some subjects 
said they use more than one language in some situations, the percentages for three of the 
questions are greater than one hundred percent. 

Figure 8: Language use among the W-J. 
 

Question Response 
What language do you use most of the time… W-J Khasi Bangla 

…at home? 100%    --   -- 
…at church?   33% 72% 6% 

…with neighbors? 100%   3%   -- 
…with a village leader? 100%    --   -- 

…in a typical week?   96%    -- 7% 
 
Results from the questions regarding language use among the W-J speakers in 

Bangladesh indicate that the W-J language is commonly used in most domains. It appears to 
be used exclusively at home and with village leaders, and it is almost exclusively used with 
neighbors as only two subjects (3 percent) said they use both W-J and Khasi with neighbors. 

 
When asked what language they use most in a typical week, sixty-seven subjects (96 

percent) said they use W-J. Four subjects (6 percent) said they use Bangla most of the time, 
and one subject (1 percent) said he uses W-J and Bangla equally. Of these five subjects who 
mentioned using Bangla more than or equal W-J, all were male and four were younger than 
age 40. 

4.3.2. Language attitudes 

Attitudes regarding language use 

Along with being asked what language they use in various situations, subjects were 
asked what language should be used in each of three situations. The results from these 
questions are given in figure 9. As in the section on Language use (4.3.1), participants gave 
more than one answer to some questions. Thus, the percentages for these questions equal 
more than one hundred percent. 
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Figure 9: Summary of responses to questions asking what languages should 
be used in various situations. 
 

Question Response 
What language should be used… W-J Khasi Bangla English "any" 

…between a mother and her children? 96%   1% 3%   --   -- 
…for worshipping God? 19% 78% 15% 1% 1% 

…as the medium in primary school? 16% 41% 49% 9%   -- 
 
The responses displayed in figure 9 suggest that W-J speakers think various languages 

should be used in various domains. They feel strongly that W-J should be spoken between a 
mother and her children, but they also feel that standard Khasi should be used for 
worshipping God. These responses are in line with the responses that people gave regarding 
the languages they actually do use in the home and in the church (see figure 8). They also 
support the researchers’ observations that W-J is commonly used in the home and village, but 
that standard Khasi is used at least for Bible reading and hymn singing. That some subjects 
said W-J (19 percent) and Bangla (15 percent) should be used for worshipping God does 
indicate that a significant number of W-J speakers do not think standard Khasi is sufficient 
for their religious activities. 

 
The responses in figure 9 also show there are varied opinions about what language 

should be used in primary school. Nearly half (49 percent) of the subjects said Bangla should 
be used while 41 percent said Khasi should be used. Another 16 percent and 9 percent 
responded that W-J and English, respectively, should be used in primary school. Looking 
more closely at the responses to this question reveals that age is a factor, as shown in figure 
10. 

Figure 10: Summary of responses according to age to the question, “What 
language should be used in primary school?” 

Response Question W-J Khasi Bangla English
Overall 16% 41% 49%   9% 

Younger people 21% 26% 57%   5% 
Older people   7% 62% 34% 14% 

 
Of the forty-two younger subjects, twenty-four (57 percent) said Bangla should be the 

language used in primary schools. Almost equal numbers of subjects said W-J or Khasi 
should be the language used in primary school with nine subjects (21 percent) mentioning W-
J and eleven subjects (26 percent) mentioning Khasi. Among the twenty-nine older subjects, 
however, only twenty-one subjects (7 percent) said W-J should be used in school, while 
eighteen subjects (62 percent) said standard Khasi should be used. Another ten older subjects 
(34 percent) said Bangla should be used in school. These responses indicate that today’s 
generation of W-J speakers in Bangladesh place importance on using Bangla in primary 
schools. The responses also indicate that younger W-J speakers are more open to having W-J 
spoken in schools and that they place less importance on using standard Khasi than do older 
W-J speakers. From these responses it could be argued that younger W-J speakers have a 
more positive attitude towards their mother tongue than do older W-J speakers. 
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Attitudes towards other languages 

In assessing people’s attitudes towards their mother tongue, it is often helpful to 
assess their attitudes towards other languages. Four questions on the questionnaire were 
designed to discover people’s attitudes towards other languages. These questions and their 
responses are given in figures 11 and 12. 

Figure 11: Summary of responses to questions regarding children’s speaking 
other languages and needed languages. 

Question Key: 
Children = “Do you think it’s okay if your children speak other languages 

better than your MT? 
Needed languages = “Do you think people in your language group need to 

learn other languages to have a good job and a good future?” 
 

Response Question Yes No 
Children 52% 48% 

Needed languages 94%   6% 
 

Figure 12: Summary of responses to questions regarding which languages are 
needed and the most useful language. 

Question Key: 
Other needed languages = “Which other languages do you need?” 
Useful language = “What is the most useful language to know in your 

village?” 
 

Response Question W-J Khasi Bangla English Hindi "all" 
Other needed languages -- 70% 78% 42% 2% 2% 

Useful language 82%   1% 21% -- -- -- 
 
Figure 11 shows that only about half (52 percent) of the subjects think it is okay if their 

children speak other languages better than W-J, but nearly all (94 percent) said W-J speakers 
need to learn other languages in order to have a good job and a good future. Thus, W-J 
speakers acknowledge the need for other languages, but they have mixed opinions regarding 
whether it is acceptable for children to speak any of these languages better than W-J. 

 
Those respondents who said W-J speakers need to learn other languages were then 

asked which languages they need to learn. Bangla was the most common response from 78 
percent of the respondents, and standard Khasi was another common response from 70 
percent of the respondents. Many (42 percent) also mentioned English as a needed language. 
In fact, 20 percent of the subjects said they need to know Bangla, Khasi, and English because 
Bangla is their national language, standard Khasi is “their” language, and English is an 
international language. It can be noted from figure 12 that one person also mentioned the 
need to know Hindi and another person said W-J speakers need to know all five languages. 

 
While generally acknowledging that W-J speakers need to learn other languages, most 

subjects also said that within their own villages W-J is the most useful language. Of that total, 
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58 subjects (82 percent) said W-J is the most useful language in their village, and 15 subjects 
(21 percent) said Bangla is the most useful language in their village. Only one subject said 
standard Khasi is the most useful language in his village. 

 
Responses to these four questions about attitudes towards other languages show that 

W-J speakers believe they need to know other languages, especially Bangla and standard 
Khasi. These languages, however, generally should not replace W-J, but instead should be 
used in addition to W-J, which most still consider to be the most useful language in their 
villages. 

Attitudes towards language classes 

Finally with regards to language attitudes, two sets of questions were asked about 
sending W-J speaking children to literacy classes in standard Khasi and in W-J. Figure 13 
displays a summary of subjects’ responses to the first part of each of these sets of questions. 

Figure 13: Summary of responses to questions regarding attitudes towards 
literacy classes. 
 

Question Key: 
Standard Khasi = “If your community leaders set up a class to teach 

young children how to read and write standard Khasi, would you 
send your children?” 

War-Jaintia = “If your community leaders set up a class to teach young 
children how to read and write War-Jaintia, would you send your 
children?” 

 

Response Question Yes No Do not know
Standard Khasi 97%   3% -- 

War-Jaintia 84% 12% 4% 
 

The responses summarized in figure 13 show strong positive attitudes towards W-J 
children’s learning to read and write standard Khasi. Nearly all subjects (97 percent) said 
they would send their children to such a class. This indicates that standard Khasi holds 
prestige among W-J speakers and is seen as a good language in which to be educated. This is 
influenced by the fact that most W-J speakers are Christian and are exposed to the standard 
Khasi Bible and to standard Khasi hymns during church services. It is also in agreement with 
a desire expressed by many W-J parents to send their children to school in Meghalaya, India, 
so they can learn standard Khasi there. 
 

When asked if they would send their children to a literacy class in W-J, the overall 
response was slightly less positive. Of the total, 84 percent said they would send their 
children to such a class while 12 percent said they would not. Looking at the responses to this 
question according to age again reveals an interesting pattern. These responses are 
summarized in figure 14. 
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Figure 14: Summary of responses to the question, “If your community leaders 
set up a class to teach young children how to read and write W-J, would you 
send your children?” 
 

Response Question Yes No Do not know
Overall 84% 12% 4% 

Younger people 93%   2% 5% 
Older people 72% 24% 3% 

 
Among the younger subjects nearly all (93 percent) said they would send their 

children to a W-J literacy class, and 5 percent said they did not know if they would send their 
children to such a class. Only one of the younger subjects said she would not send her 
children to a W-J literacy class. Among the older subjects, however, 24 percent said they 
would not send their children to a W-J literacy class. These responses again reveal a more 
positive attitude towards W-J among younger W-J speakers. 

 
For the second part of each of these two sets of questions subjects were asked why 

they had responded as they did. Figures 15 and 16 display their reasons. 

Figure 15: Reasons subjects gave for why they responded as they did to the 
question about sending their children to a standard Khasi literacy class. 
 

Response Reason Yes No 
To learn standard Khasi/own language 70% -- 
To learn/for education 13% -- 
For reading the Bible, hymns/for praying   9% -- 
To get ahead in life   3% -- 
No data   1% 100% 
Other   7% -- 
 

The most common and obvious reason subjects gave for saying they would send their 
children to a standard Khasi literacy class was to learn standard Khasi. Simply “to learn” was 
another fairly common reason given. It is worth noting that six subjects (9 percent) gave 
religious reasons for sending their children to a standard Khasi literacy class. These reasons 
included learning to read the standard Khasi Bible, learning standard Khasi hymns, and being 
able to pray in standard Khasi. 
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Figure 16: Reasons subjects gave for why they responded as they did to the 
question about sending their children to a W-J literacy class 
 

Response Reason Yes No 
To learn W-J (better) 56% -- 
Need to know own MT 12% -- 
To learn/for education   9% -- 
To learn the W-J alphabet   7% -- 
To save W-J   4% -- 
It's good to know all languages   4% -- 
No need -- 50% 
There's no alphabet -- 13% 
Already know W-J -- 13% 
It's better to learn standard Khasi -- 13% 
No data   9% 13% 
 

As with standard Khasi, the most common and obvious reason subjects gave for 
saying they would send their children to a W-J literacy class was to learn W-J or to learn W-J 
better. Some other responses were more specific. For example, four of the subjects (7 
percent) said they would send their children so that the children could learn the W-J alphabet. 
Two other subjects (4 percent) said they would send their children as a way to save W-J. 
 

Among the eight subjects who said they would not send their children to a W-J 
literacy class, four (50 percent) said they saw no need for such. One subject, who represents 
13 percent of these eight respondents, said it is not possible to read and write in W-J because 
there is no alphabet. Another subject said he would not send his children to a W-J literacy 
class because they already know W-J. One other subject thought it would be better for his 
children to learn standard Khasi. 
 

All of these responses indicate that W-J speakers as a whole are interested in having 
their children learn to read and write in both standard Khasi and in W-J. Older people have a 
greater interest in having their children learn standard Khasi, but younger people are equally 
interested in both. 

4.3.3. Language vitality 

In an attempt to assess whether W-J will be used by mother-tongue speakers in future 
generations, subjects were asked several questions about the vitality of their language. A 
summary of subjects’ responses to two of these questions is given in figure 17. 
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Figure 17: Summary of responses to questions regarding the languages 
children speak. 

Question Key: 
Children’s language = “What language do children in this village learn 

first?” 
Future language = “When the children in this village grow up and have 

children of their own, what language do you think those children 
will speak?” 

 

Response Question W-J Bangla Khasi 
Children’s language 100% -- -- 

Future language   94% 8% 3% 
 

According to these responses, all W-J children today speak W-J as their first 
language. Furthermore, most subjects (94 percent) think children in the next generation will 
speak W-J as their first language. These opinions indicate that W-J will be spoken for 
generations to come even though Bangla may also be used as a first language by a small 
percentage of W-J children. 
 

To better assess the vitality of W-J, three other questions were asked about the 
languages that children speak and how well they speak them. A summary of responses is 
given in figure 18. 

Figure 18: Summary of responses to three language vitality questions. 

Question Key: 
Before school = “Do many children in your village learn to speak another 

language before starting school?” 
Speak well = “Do young people (age 10) in your village speak your 

language well, the way it ought to be spoken?” 
Another language better = “Do children in your village speak another 

language better than your language?” 
 

Response Question Yes No Little 
Before school 16% 69% 16% 

Speak well 94%   6% -- 
Another language better   3% 97% -- 

 
The answers to each of these questions give further indication that W-J is a vital 

language. A majority of subjects (69 percent) said children do not learn to speak another 
language before starting school. By the time they start school, then, W-J has been established 
as the language they use at home. Also, nearly all subjects (94 percent) said W-J children 
today speak W-J well. This, too, is an indication that W-J is not losing its status but instead is 
being spoken regularly and fluently by children today. Finally, all but two subjects said 
children in their village do not speak another language better. In other words, nearly all of the 
subjects (97 percent) think that W-J children today speak W-J as their most fluent language. 
Of the two subjects who said children speak another language better, both said children speak 
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Bangla better than W-J. These responses, too, are a strong indication that W-J is a vital 
language. Although more and more W-J children may learn to speak Bangla in years to come, 
it seems likely that they will continue to use W-J widely in their homes and throughout their 
villages. 

4.3.4. Other aspects of language 

The sociolinguistic questionnaire contained questions about W-J speakers’ language 
use patterns, their language attitudes, and the vitality of the W-J language. The results of 
these questions have been discussed in sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2, and 4.3.3. The questionnaire also 
contained several questions about W-J speakers’ speaking and comprehension abilities in 
other languages. The results of these questions are discussed in section 5, Bilingualism study, 
along with the results of a Bangla bilingualism test that was administered to eighty-two W-J 
speakers. 

 
There were also two questions that asked subjects if they are literate in standard Khasi 

or in Bangla. The results of these questions are discussed in section 6, Study of literacy in 
standard Khasi. A much more in-depth literacy study was carried out to test the ability of W-J 
speakers to read and comprehend standard Khasi. The results of this study are also discussed 
in section 6. 

 
Finally, three dialect boundary questions were asked on the questionnaire. These 

questions ranged from asking subjects where people speak very differently to asking where 
the most “correct” W-J is spoken. The outcomes of these questions have been discussed in 
section 3, Study of the dialects of the language, along with a discussion of the results from 
wordlist comparisons and intelligibility studies. 

5. Bilingualism study 
 

Bilingualism refers to the ability of an individual or an entire speech community to 
communicate adequately in a language other than the mother tongue. Among W-J speakers in 
Bangladesh, two types of bilingualism data were collected: perceived bilingualism and 
measured Bangla bilingualism. 

5.1. Perceived bilingualism 

5.1.1. Procedures 

First, data about subjects’ perceived ability in various languages were collected. A 
series of five questions were administered orally as part of the sociolinguistic questionnaire. 
As mentioned previously in section 4, the questions were generally asked in Bangla. If a 
subject was not fluent in Bangla, the questions were asked in a language the subject was 
comfortable in, which in these cases was either W-J or English. The questionnaire is found in 
appendix E.1. while subject responses are given in appendix F.4. 

5.1.2. Discussion of sample 

The five questions that asked subjects about their perceived ability in various 
languages were part of the sociolinguistic questionnaire discussed in section 4. Thus, the 
demographic profile for these seventy-one subjects is the same as the one given in section 
4.2. regarding the questionnaire sample. 
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5.1.3. Results 

For all five questions regarding perceived bilingualism, data will be presented from 
all seventy-one subjects combined. In addition, responses that are notably different according 
to a particular demographic factor will be mentioned. Individual responses from each subject 
are given in appendix F.4. 

 
The most basic question about perceived bilingualism simply asked subjects what 

languages they speak. This question was followed by a question that asked subjects at what 
age they began to learn each language that they are able to speak. A summary of the 
responses to these questions is given in figure 19. 

Figure 19: Summary of responses to questions about what languages people 
speak and when they learned them. 

Question Key: 
Languages subject speaks = “Other than your mother tongue, what 

languages do you speak?” 
Average age learned = “At what age did you begin to learn each of the 

languages you can speak?” 
 ND = no data 
 NA = not applicable 

 

Response Question Bangla Khasi English Hindi other none 
Languages subject speaks 89% 54% 27% 4% 3% 8% 

Average age learned 9 12 12 ND ND NA 
 

Subjects’ responses indicate that most W-J speakers in Bangladesh (63 subjects or 89 
percent) feel they can speak at least a little Bangla. Another common language that W-J 
speakers reportedly are able to speak is Khasi. Of the total, 38 subjects (54 percent) said they 
are able to speak this language. Moreover, 19 subjects (27 percent) said they can speak 
English. Another 3 subjects (4 percent) said they speak Hindi, and 2 others said they speak 
another language, namely Garo or Pnar. Finally, 6 subjects (8 percent) said they cannot speak 
any language other than their mother tongue. Thus, among W-J speakers in Bangladesh, it 
seems that Bangla is the most common second language, though just over half of the 
population may speak some standard Khasi, too. 
 

Of the 63 respondents who said they speak Bangla, 51 gave an age at which they 
started. The average age for these 51 subjects was about 9 years old. The age at which W-J 
speakers start to learn Khasi and/or English, however, is older. Of the 38 respondents who 
said they speak Khasi, 30 gave an age at which they started: the average age was just under 
12 years old. Similarly, of the 16 respondents who gave an age at which they started to speak 
English, the average age was just over 12 years old. 

 
The results of these two questions indicate that Bangla is the most common second 

language among W-J speakers in Bangladesh. It is also apparently the language that W-J 
speakers learn earlier than any other second language. 

 
The subjects were also asked to name their most fluent and second most fluent 

languages. Their responses are given in figure 20. 
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Figure 20: Summary of responses to questions about language fluency. 

Question Key: 
Best language = “What language do you speak best?” 
Second best = “What language do you speak second best?” 
 

Answer Key: 
NA = Not applicable 

 

Response Question W-J Bangla Khasi English Pnar NA 
Best language 93%   4%   3% -- -- -- 
Second best   7% 58% 21% 4% 1% 8% 

 
Subjects’ responses to these two questions about language fluency indicate that most 

W-J speakers think W-J is their best language. This could mean either that they are most 
fluent in speaking W-J or that they are most comfortable using W-J. Of the total, 3 subjects (4 
percent) did say Bangla is their best language. All 3 are younger males who have been 
educated in Bangla medium through at least class 9. Another 2 subjects (3 percent) said 
standard Khasi is their best language. All 5 of these subjects (7 percent) who said that either 
Bangla or Khasi is their best language then said that W-J is their second-best language. 

 
Among the remaining 66 subjects who said W-J is their best language, 41 (58 percent) 

said Bangla is the language they speak second best. Another 15 subjects (21 percent) said 
standard Khasi is their second-best language. Of the total, 3 subjects (4 percent) named 
English as their second best language, and 1 subject said Pnar was her second-best language. 
This question was not applicable for the 6 subjects (8 percent) who had said earlier that they 
do not speak any second language (see figure 19). 

 
Looking at this question regarding subjects’ second-best language according to their 

age shows some interesting trends. Figure 21 displays the responses to this question from all 
the subjects, and also from the younger and older subjects separately. 

Figure 21: Summary of responses to the question, “What language do you 
speak second best?” 
 

Response Subjects W-J Bangla Khasi English Pnar NA 
Overall   7% 58% 21% 4% 1%   8% 

Younger 10% 67% 17% 5% 2% -- 
Older   3% 45% 28% 3% -- 21% 

 
The responses shown in figure 21 indicate that, among W-J speakers in Bangladesh, 

the younger people perceive themselves to be more bilingual than do the older people. For 
example, 21 percent of the older subjects said they do not speak a second language, but none 
of the younger subjects said this. Furthermore, comparing the older people’s responses with 
the younger people’s shows that more young people speak Bangla as their second-best 
language, and fewer younger people speak Khasi as their second-best language. Thus, the 
trend among W-J speakers seems to be heading toward fairly widespread bilingualism in 
Bangla. 
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After subjects named their second-best language, they were then asked two questions 
about their perceived ability in that language. Figure 22 displays a summary of responses to 
these two questions. 

Figure 22: Summary of responses to questions about ability in a second 
language. 
 

Question Key: 
Always say? = “Can you always say what you want to say in your second-

best language?” 
Understand jokes? = “Can you understand jokes and proverbs in your 

second-best language?” 
 

Response Question Yes Little No 
Always say? 72% 2% 26% 

Understand jokes? 69% 6% 25% 
 

The questions in figure 22 are attempts to ascertain just how confident W-J speakers 
are with using a second language. A majority of subjects said that they can always say what 
they want to say in their second-best language and that they can understand jokes and 
proverbs in that language. This indicates that W-J speakers in general are pretty comfortable 
using a second language to communicate, at least in the domains in which a second language 
is needed. It also indicates that W-J speakers have a fair amount of confidence in their ability 
to communicate in a second language. 
 

For most W-J speakers that second language is Bangla. For others it is Khasi or 
English or Pnar. To better assess W-J speakers’ ability in their most common second 
language, Bangla, a measured bilingualism test was administered to a number of people. 

5.2. Measured Bangla bilingualism 

5.2.1. Procedures 

The second type of bilingualism data that was collected was subjects’ measured 
ability in Bangla. This was done through the use of a Bangla, Standard Repetition Test 
(SRT). The idea behind the SRT is basic: participants listen to each of fifteen carefully 
selected sentences one at a time and are asked to repeat exactly what they have heard. Each 
repeated sentence is then scored according to a four-point scale (0–3), based on the 
participant’s ability to mimic a given sentence. The scores are tallied to a total out of 45 
possible points. The total score also corresponds to an equivalent bilingualism proficiency 
level, or reported proficiency evaluation (RPE) level. Figure 23 displays SRT score ranges 
with the equivalent RPE level for the Bangla SRT (Kim 2003). Appendix G.1. gives a 
detailed description of the RPE levels and of SRT testing. Appendix G.2. contains the final 
form of the Bangla SRT. 
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Figure 23: Score ranges on the Bangla SRT corresponding to RPE levels. 
 

SRT Raw 
Score Range 

Equivalent 
RPE level 

Summary description of 
proficiency level 

0 – 2 1 Minimal, limited proficiency 
3 – 8   1+ Limited, basic proficiency 

  9 – 14 2 Adequate, basic proficiency 
15 – 21   2+ Good, basic proficiency 
22 – 27 3 Good, general proficiency 
28 – 33   3+ Very good, general proficiency 
34 – 39 4 Excellent proficiency 
40 – 45   4+ Nearly native speaker proficiency 

5.2.2. Discussion of sample 

SRT methodology was developed as a means of testing a target community’s level of 
bilingualism in a national language or in another language of wider communication. In this 
case, the target community was W-J speakers living in Bangladesh, and the national language 
tested was Bangla. 

 
A total of 82 mother-tongue W-J speakers were tested using the Bangla SRT. Among 

the 82 subjects, 55 were younger (defined as age 40 or below), and 27 subjects were older. Of 
the total, 39 of the subjects were male, and 43 were female. Finally, 14 of the subjects were 
educated through at least class 8 in Bangla medium, and 68 subjects had been educated 
through less than class 8 and/or had been educated in a school where Bangla was not the 
medium of education. This definition of educated versus uneducated is different from the 
definition given in section 5.1, Perceived bilingualism. Those who had been educated in 
English medium, for example, would not necessarily have been exposed to Bangla to any 
greater extent than those who had little or no education. Thus, only for the purposes of this 
measured Bangla bilingualism study, the results of those educated in Khasi medium are 
analyzed together with those who have had less than eight years of education. 

 
The eighty-two SRT subjects come from either Aliachora, Panai, or Barenga, three 

villages within Bangladesh where W-J speakers live. These locations were chosen based on 
factors such as remoteness of the village and access to primary education. 

5.2.3. Results 

As was the case with perceived bilingual ability, measured bilingual ability also 
frequently correlates with demographic factors such as sex, age, level of education, and 
amount of travel. To adequately account for these factors, a sample of at least five people 
should be tested for each combination of demographic factors being researched. This section 
therefore presents the findings both as an aggregate of all eighty-two subjects and according 
to various combinations of age, sex, and education level. Each subject’s SRT test scores are 
given in appendix G.3. 

 
The eighty-two mother-tongue W-J speakers who took the Bangla bilingualism test 

had an average SRT score of 11.2 out of a possible 45 points. This SRT score equates to an 
RPE level 2, described as “adequate, basic proficiency.” A person who speaks a second 
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language at this level is one whose “vocabulary is broad enough for daily topics but limited in 
some common domains, and sometimes inaccurate. Hesitations and jerkiness are frequent” 
(Radloff 1991:152). Furthermore, comprehension for someone at an RPE level 2 “is possible 
if people speak carefully and simplify their speech somewhat, but they must repeat and/or 
rephrase frequently” (page 152). Thus, the average W-J speaker in Bangladesh might be able 
to “get by” using Bangla for common tasks, but he would not be able to hold a long or deep 
conversation in Bangla. 

 
Looking at the SRT data according to the three demographic factors of age, education, 

and sex shows that there are certain groups of W-J speakers who tend to be better Bangla 
speakers than other groups. Figure 24 gives statistics for each of two groups according to 
each of these three factors. It also gives the aggregate scores discussed in the previous 
paragraph. 

Figure 24: Bangla SRT results according to demographic categories. 

n = sample size 
SRT = average SRT score 
RPE = corresponding RPE level 
s = standard deviation 

 

Age Education Sex 
Overall 

Younger Older Educated Uneducated Male Female 
n = 82   n = 55    n = 27   n = 14    n = 68   n = 39     n = 43  

SRT = 11.2  SRT = 13.9 SRT = 5.9 SRT = 23.5 SRT = 8.7 SRT = 14.0 SRT = 8.7 
RPE = 2  RPE = 2 RPE = 1+  RPE = 3   RPE = 2  RPE = 2   RPE = 2 
s = 10.0      s = 10.1        s = 7.4     s = 8.3      s = 8.4      s = 10.5      s = 9.0 

 
The numbers in figure 24 show that within each demographic factor studied there is a 

difference in the SRT scores. Taking the demographic factor of age as an example, the 
younger subjects scored an average of 13.9 on the 45-point SRT, but the older subjects scored 
an average of only 5.9. These scores correspond to RPE levels of “2” and “1+,” respectively. 
Thus, W-J speakers in general are becoming more bilingual in Bangla; however, even the 
younger generation’s ability at an RPE level 2 is quite low. This is an indication that W-J 
speakers are becoming bilingual in Bangla at a slow rate. 

 
The most telling demographic factor studied was education, which is statistically 

significant at p<.01. W-J speakers who have had at least eight years of education in Bangla 
medium averaged an SRT score of 23.5. This score corresponds to an RPE level 3, which is 
briefly described as “good, general proficiency.” The uneducated W-J speakers, however, 
scored an average of only 8.7 on the SRT, which corresponds to an RPE level 2, described as 
“adequate, basic proficiency.” In fact, among the eighty-two individual SRT subjects, twelve 
of them (15 percent) scored 0 points on the SRT, and all but one of these subjects had no 
education. It can be assumed, then, that if more and more W-J speakers in Bangladesh are 
educated in Bangla medium, they will be more bilingual in Bangla. 

 
The sample sizes in the education category (figure 24) show that, of the eighty-two 

SRT subjects, only fourteen (17 percent) were educated in Bangla medium through at least 
class 8. In each of the three W-J villages where the SRT was administered, Bangla-medium 
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educated subjects were specifically sought out. In spite of this effort, only fourteen subjects 
among all three villages were available. There were two reasons for this: For one, some 
educated people from these villages were currently studying in high school or even in 
college, and were therefore not living in the village. Secondly, and more typically, it is still 
fairly uncommon for W-J speakers to be educated in Bangla medium through class 8. 

 
The Community Information Questionnaire data support this conclusion. Question 15 

asked village leaders how many young people in their villages complete class 10, and most 
leaders answered that “few” people do so. Thus, while it is apparent that W-J speakers who 
are educated in Bangla medium are significantly more bilingual in Bangla, it also seems true 
that such people represent a fairly small percentage of the population. It also seems likely that 
the percentage will not increase quickly. 

 
The sex of a subject was also a factor in how well he or she performed on the Bangla 

SRT. The thirty-nine male W-J speakers who were tested averaged an SRT score of 14.0 
while the forty-three female W-J speakers who were tested averaged an SRT score of only 
8.7. Both of these correspond to RPE level 2, but that for the males is a “high 2”, while that 
for the females is a “low 2.” 

 
In his thesis on indicators of bilingual proficiency in Nepali, Webster comments that 
 

It is hard to imagine any logical reason why gender, in and of itself, could 
be significantly related to [Nepali] proficiency. In that women are less 
likely than men to go to school or to travel, they are less likely to be as 
proficient in Nepali as men. But if education and travel are controlled for, 
one would not expect gender to significantly affect Nepali proficiency. 
(1992:63) 
 

However,Webster did do research in a language group in which gender was a 
significant factor even when the factors of education and travel were controlled for. He 
concluded that a factor which had not been accounted for must have affected the scores 
between males and females. 

 
That sex is a factor (though it is not significant at p<.01) in the SRT results among  

W-J subjects indicates there is likely a factor unaccounted for in the data. This could be a 
factor such as travel or contact with outsiders who visit W-J villages. Either factor could 
contribute to Bangla proficiency among males. 

 
Looking at each of these factors separately shows that whether a W-J speaker is 

Bangla-medium educated or not is the most telling demographic factor regarding his or her 
Bangla ability. Still, age and sex do appear to be important factors, too. Looking at all the 
possible combinations of these factors shows some more interesting indications. These results 
are given in figure 25. 
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Figure 25: Bangla SRT results according to combinations of demographic 
categories. 

n = sample size 
SRT = average SRT score 
RPE = corresponding RPE level 
s = standard deviation 

 

 Educated Uneducated 
 Younger Older Younger Older 

n = 9 n = 0   n = 16     n = 14 
SRT = 25.3  SRT = 14.7 SRT = 5.9 

  RPE = 3    RPE = 2+    RPE = 1+ 
Male 

   s = 8.8     s = 7.0      s = 7.5 
n = 5 n = 0     n = 25     n = 13 

SRT = 20.2  SRT = 7.9 SRT = 5.8 
  RPE = 2+  RPE = 1+ RPE = 1+ Female 

   s = 6.8       s = 8.5       s = 7.6 
 

The three factors of age, education, and sex result in eight possible combinations. 
Figure 25 shows that, among these eight possible combinations, no older educated people 
were tested. This is because older, Bangla-medium educated W-J speakers are rare. Although 
we asked for such people in each village where SRT testing took place, none were available 
for testing. 

 
It is not surprising that those subjects who were younger, educated males performed 

the best on the SRT with an average score of 25.3 (see figure 25). Conversely, those subjects 
who were older, uneducated females performed the poorest with an average SRT score of 5.8. 
This demonstrates a fairly wide range of Bangla bilingual ability among W-J speakers. This 
range for individual scores is given in figure 26. 

Figure 26: Range of individual SRT scores according to RPE levels. 

RPE level SRT scores Subjects 
1 0 – 2 26% 

  1+ 3 – 8 27% 
2   9 – 14 11% 

  2+ 15 – 21 18% 
3 22 – 27 10% 

  3+ 28 – 33   6% 
4 34 – 39   2% 

  4+ 40 – 45   0% 
 
Figure 26 shows that 26 percent of the SRT subjects scored only 0–2 points on the 45-

point Bangla SRT. Another 27 percent scored 3–8 points. This means that more than half of 
the subjects had only limited—if any—proficiency in Bangla. Their vocabulary would be 
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limited to basic and very common domains, and their understanding would be limited to 
slow, simple speech. Another 29 percent of the SRT subjects scored 9–21 points on the 
Bangla SRT, which equates to an RPE level 2 or 2+. These people’s Bangla proficiency 
would be at a basic level. 

 
Of all eighty-two SRT subjects, only fifteen (18 percent) had SRT scores of 22 or 

above. These subjects had good—or even excellent—proficiency in Bangla. Because 
educated W-J speakers were sought out to take the Bangla SRT, the sample of eighty-two 
SRT subjects is not representative of the W-J population as a whole. Rather, it is likely that 
the population in general is less bilingual than what these results show. Thus, a conclusion 
can be made that only a small percentage of the population is able to use Bangla reasonably 
well. These people’s vocabulary would generally be adequate, and they would be easily 
understood by other Bangla speakers. They would also be able to understand most Bangla 
speech with the possible exceptions of colloquial speech, very fast speech, or idioms. 

 
The measured Bangla bilingualism testing shows, then, that there are some W-J 

speakers in Bangladesh who have a good command of Bangla. These people tend to be 
educated in Bangla-medium schools through at least class 8. More often than not, they are 
also younger males. The majority of the population, however, is not able to use Bangla 
comfortably or adequately in all but the most basic speech domains. This will likely change if 
more and more W-J speakers are educated to high standards in Bangla-medium schools. But 
this rate of change looks as if it will be slow. 

6. Study of literacy in standard Khasi 

6.1. Procedures 

The literacy testing was designed to assess how well W-J speakers of Bangladesh can 
read materials written in standard Khasi. Subjects were asked to read some standard Khasi 
passages aloud and then answer comprehension questions about them. They were evaluated 
on two aspects: how fluently they could read the material without making mistakes, and their 
ability to answer the questions correctly. 

6.1.1. Description of the materials 

The literacy test consisted of three parts designed to increase from easy to difficult. 
(See appendix H.1. for the actual texts and comprehension questions.) Part 1 was a selection 
of six sentences in standard Khasi, arranged from shortest to longest. The first four sentences 
were selected from a Khasi primer which could be used to teach either English or Khasi in 
primary schools. The last two sentences were taken from the Khasi Bible. The subjects were 
asked to read the sentences aloud, while the researcher evaluated them on how smoothly and 
accurately they read. No comprehension questions were asked about Part 1. 

 
Part 2 was a fairly simple and familiar Bible story, five sentences long, taken from 

Luke 5:4, 6–7. With the help of our Khasi survey assistant, we inserted the name “Jesus” into 
the text of verse 4 to avoid an unclear pronoun reference. 3 As with Part 1, the subjects were 

                                                            
3When reading the passage, a significant number of subjects inserted the word “u” after “Jisu.”  We decided not 
to count these insertions as mistakes, since it was possible that they were caused in some way by our alteration 
of the text. 
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evaluated on how smoothly and accurately they read. This time, the Khasi research assistant 
asked three comprehension questions about the story. 

 
Part 3 was a longer Bible story taken from Acts 28:1–6. We chose this passage 

because it is a narrative that the subjects may not have heard before. The reading was 
evaluated in the same way as in Parts 1 and 2. For this longer passage, the research assistant 
asked four comprehension questions. 

 
Finally, at the end of the test, the assistant asked each subject some general questions 

about the test and about their reading habits. These questions are given in appendix E.4. 

6.1.2. Test administration procedures 

Each of the three parts of the reading test was printed separately and attached to a 
piece of cardboard so it would be sturdier and easier to hold. The subjects were given each 
part successively after they had finished the previous one. For Parts 2 and 3, they were 
allowed to keep their copy as a reference when they answered the questions. Subjects were 
also permitted to take as much time as necessary in answering the questions. 

 
The researcher had a fresh score sheet to use with each subject; it contained the text of 

all three parts so that markings could be made directly on the sheet as the subjects were 
reading. The W-J survey assistant asked the comprehension questions and post-test questions 
and recorded the answers in his data notebook, along with each subject’s biodata. Responses 
to the comprehension questions and the post-test questions are given in appendix H.3. 

6.1.3. Evaluation procedures 

The first form of evaluation was a fluency analysis; that is, an analysis of the mistakes 
that the subject made while reading the passages aloud. Every time the subject omitted a 
word, that word was circled on the score sheet. If the subject inserted a word, it was marked 
with a caret. Mispronounced or incorrect words were underlined. If the subject hesitated or 
repeated a word, it was marked with a dashed underline. 

 
In computing a score for the fluency analysis, it was recognized that certain types of 

mistakes are more significant than others. Hesitation and repetition of words are not as 
important as omissions, insertions, and mispronunciations. In order to reflect this, the total 
number of hesitations and repetitions was divided by two, and then the number of remaining 
mistakes was added to it. Subjects who were not able to read a section at all were given a 
score equal to the total number of words in that section. (Part 1 has 56 words, Part 2 has 97 
words, and Part 3 has 210 words.) Thus, subjects who could not read at all were given a score 
of 363. If a subject were to have read each part without making a mistake, his score would 
have been zero. In other words, the better readers received lower fluency analysis scores. 

 
The second form of evaluation was simply a scoring of the answers given to the 

comprehension questions. A “percentage-correct” was calculated for each of Part 2 and Part 3 
of the test and for the test as a whole. 

6.2. Discussion of sample 

Subjects were grouped according to three categories: age, sex, and education. People 
who were 40 years of age or older were classified as older, and those under age 40 as 
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younger. For the purposes of literacy testing, education was defined as at least two years of 
Khasi-medium instruction. Thus, for the purposes of standard Khasi literacy testing, even 
people who had completed their SSCs (Secondary School Certificate) in Bangla medium 
were still counted as uneducated if none of their education was in Khasi. In each village, the 
attempt was made to test at least five people in each of the six categories: male, female; 
young, old; educated and uneducated. In some places it was not possible to find enough 
people to fill all of these categories, but there were enough included in the survey as a whole. 

 
Among the seven villages where literacy testing took place, a total of sixty-eight 

subjects took the literacy test. Of these, thirty-seven were younger and thirty-one were older, 
thirty-three were educated in at least two years of Khasi-medium education while thirty-five 
subjects had less than two years of Khasi-medium education. Finally, of the sixty-eight 
subjects, thirty-four were male and thirty-four were female. 

6.3. Results 

6.3.1. Fluency analysis scores 

For all sixty-eight literacy test subjects the average fluency analysis score was 55, 
with a standard deviation of 104.0. This is a very high standard deviation, which indicates a 
wide range of variation in the data. This variation results in part from the fact that several 
people were not able to complete all the sections. Two subjects were not able to read Part 3, 
and six subjects could not read at all. If we look at a breakdown according to various 
demographic categories, we can see which groups had the most variation. This is shown in 
figure 27. 

Figure 27: Fluency analysis scores by demographic categories. 

n = sample size 
x = average fluency analysis score 
s = standard deviation 

 

Age Education Sex 
Overall Younger Older Educated Uneducated Male Female 
n = 68 n = 37 n = 31 n = 33 n = 35 n = 34 n = 34 
x = 55  x = 56 x = 53 x =16  x = 91 x = 56 x = 54  

s = 104.0 s = 105.5  s = 103.7  s = 11.0 s = 135.6 s = 104.1 s = 105.3 
 

Figure 27 shows that for male and female and for younger and older subjects, the 
average scores and standard deviations are very close to those of the overall sample. 
However, education is revealed as the decisive factor. Educated subjects made an average of 
only 16 mistakes, with a low standard deviation of only 11.0. Many uneducated people were 
not able to complete the test, and those who could made more mistakes, resulting in the 
average of 91 mistakes with a considerable range of scatter. 

 
Figure 28 shows how the individual villages performed on the fluency analysis. 
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Figure 28: Fluency analysis scores by villages. 

n = sample size 
x = average fluency analysis score 
s = standard deviation 

 

Overall Niralapunji Aliachora Dabolchora Singur Panai Barenga Noksia 
n = 68 n = 11 n = 12 n = 11 n = 7 n = 10  n = 9 n = 8 
x = 55 x = 50 x = 64 x = 54 x = 69 x = 18 x = 32 x = 108 

s = 103.9 s = 104.4  s = 112.6  s = 102.7 s = 130.4 s = 11.9 s = 77.2 s = 158.3 
 
As figure 28 shows, Panai and Barenga performed better than the average score of 55 

with scores of 18 and 32, respectively. Aliachora and Singur performed somewhat worse than 
the average with scores in the 60s, while Noksia performed the worst with a score of 108 and 
a wide range of scatter. 

 
It is difficult to find reasons why certain villages performed better or worse than 

others. Maybe people in some villages have more opportunity for exposure to standard Khasi. 
Noksia is the closest to the border with Meghalaya, so one might expect its residents to 
understand standard Khasi better. Actually, though, the opposite is the case based upon this 
sample size. It is also possible that church leaders in some villages have been educated in 
standard Khasi, so the people who attend those churches would naturally have more exposure 
to standard Khasi. 

6.3.2. Comprehension question scores 

Part 2 of the literacy test had three comprehension questions, and Part 3—the more 
difficult passage—had four comprehension questions. Overall results for each of these parts 
and for the two parts combined are given in figure 29. 

Figure 29: Comprehension question scores for all subjects. 

n = sample size 
x = average comprehension question score 
s = standard deviation 

 

Part 2 Part 3 Parts 2 & 3 combined 
n = 68 n = 68 n = 68 
x = 77 x = 54 x = 64 

s = 36.0 s = 34.0 s = 31.2 
 

Not surprisingly, subjects had a higher average score on Part 2 than on Part 3. As 
figure 29 shows, the average score on the three questions for Part 2 was 77 percent correct, 
and the average score on the four questions for Part 3 was 54 percent correct. Combining all 
seven questions from the two parts results in an average total score of 64 percent. These 
scores show that subjects had only partial comprehension of even fairly straightforward 
narrative passages in standard Khasi. 
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In addition to looking at the overall scores for all subjects combined, it is interesting 
to look at the scores according to demographic sampling categories. Figure 30 gives 
comprehension question scores according to these groups. 

Figure 30: Comprehension question scores by demographic categories. 

n = sample size 
x = average comprehension question score 
s = standard deviation 

 

Age Education Sex Literacy 
test 

section 
Overall 
n = 68 Younger 

n = 37 
Older 
n = 31 

Educated 
n = 33 

Uneducated
n = 35 

Male 
n = 34 

Female 
n = 34 

Part 2 x = 77 
s = 36.0 

x = 77 
s = 39.2 

x = 76 
s = 32.4 

x = 89 
s = 18.1 

x = 66 
s = 44.0 

x = 81 
s = 34.0 

x = 72 
s = 37.7 

Part 3 x = 54 
s = 34.0 

x = 53 
s = 32.9 

x = 57 
s = 35.8 

x = 61 
s = 26.1 

x = 49 
s = 39.2 

x = 57 
s = 33.9 

x = 52 
s = 34.5 

Combined x = 64 
s = 31.2 

x = 63 
s = 32.4 

x = 65 
s = 30.2 

x = 73 
s = 19.0 

x = 56 
s = 37.5 

x = 67 
s = 31.2 

x = 60 
s = 31.3 

 
Figure 30 shows that males did a little better than females, and older people did only 

slightly better than younger people, but in these categories the difference is relatively small. 
As with the fluency analysis test, the demographic factor that really makes a difference in 
comprehension test scores is Khasi-medium education. Educated people averaged 73 percent 
correct answers for the comprehension questions, whereas those without education averaged 
56 percent correct answers with considerable variation. 

 
We can see an even more interesting pattern if we break the scores down further into 

combinations of categories such as young, uneducated male or old, educated female. Figure 
31 summarizes these results. 

Figure 31: Comprehension question scores by combinations of demographic 
categories. 

n = sample size 
x = average comprehension question score 
s = standard deviation 

 

Educated Uneducated 
Part 2: 

Younger Older Younger Older 
n = 7 n = 8 n = 10 n = 9 
x = 94 x = 83 x = 82 x = 70 Male 

s = 13.5 s = 25.23 s = 40.5 s = 42.3 
n = 10 n = 8 n = 10 n = 6 
x = 93 x = 84 x = 43 x = 67 Female 

s = 13.9 s = 17.6 s = 47.3 s = 42.2 
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Educated Uneducated 

Part 3: 
Younger Older Younger Older 

n = 7 n = 8 n = 10 n = 9 
x = 58 x = 53 x = 57 x = 58 Male 

s = 20.4 s = 24.8 s = 37.2 s = 46.8 
n = 10 n = 8 n = 10 n = 6 
x = 68 x = 63 x = 32 x = 46 Female 

s = 29.0 s = 29.9 s = 31.3 s = 43.1 
 

Educated Uneducated 
Combined: 

Younger Older Younger Older 
n = 7 n = 8 n = 10 n = 9 
x = 74 x = 66 x = 67 x = 64 Male 

s = 14.3 s = 21.4 s = 36.2 s = 42.3 
n = 10 n = 8 n = 10 n = 6 
x = 79 x = 71 x = 37 x = 55 Female 

s = 20.5 s = 18.8 s = 33.1 s = 35.5 
 

As was shown in figure 30, males did slightly better than females overall. However, 
when further analyzed according to age and education, a noticeable difference emerges. 
Figure 31 shows the greatest gap between males’ and females’ scores is between those who 
are young and uneducated. That is, young and uneducated males scored considerably higher 
than young and uneducated females. Among older and uneducated subjects, the gap between 
the performances of males and females is less. Among the educated, females performed 
better than males. 

 
Among older males, there is practically no difference in the average scores whether 

they are educated or not. However, among uneducated males the standard deviation is higher, 
indicating that there is more variance. Some did very well, and others did poorly. For all 
other categories, education makes a large difference. The most drastic difference is among 
young females: those who are uneducated had the lowest aggregate score, while those who 
are educated had the highest aggregate score. 

 
Finally, we will compare the average scores of the various villages. These scores are 

given in figure 32. 
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Figure 32: Comprehension question scores by villages. 

n = sample size 
x = average comprehension question score 
s = standard deviation 
 

  

Overall 
n = 68 

Nirala-
punji 
n = 11 

 

Aliachora
n = 12 

Dabol-
chora 
n = 11 

 

Singur 
n = 7 

 

Panai 
n = 10 

 

Barenga 
n = 8 

 

Noksia 
n = 9 

Part 2 x = 77 
s = 36.0 

x = 88 
s = 30.8 

x = 75 
s = 45.2 

x = 73 
s = 32.7 

x = 81 
s = 37.8 

x = 74 
s = 30.6 

x = 75 
s = 38.9 

x = 70 
s = 42.3 

Part 3 x = 54 
s = 34.0 

x = 55 
s = 35.0 

x = 60 
s = 40.5 

x = 52 
s = 28.4 

x = 43 
s = 34.5 

x = 50 
s = 23.6 

x = 66 
s = 37.6 

x = 53 
s = 42.3 

Combined x = 64 
s = 31.2 

x = 69 
s = 29.2 

x = 67 
s = 38.7 

x = 61 
s = 24.0 

x = 59 
s = 30.2 

x = 60 
s = 24.1 

x = 70 
s = 36.2 

x = 60 
s = 40.9 

 
Figure 32 shows that there was not a lot of variation among the villages. Scores 

ranged from an average of 59 in Singur to 70 in Barenga. As with the fluency analysis, there 
is not enough information to make any conclusive statements about why Barenga scored 
higher than the average. There were only a few factors that set it apart from the other villages. 
One was that, according to the subjects’ biodata, most of them were born in Barenga and had 
lived there for their whole lives. Many subjects in other villages had moved several times. 
Barenga also had a higher percentage of Pnar speakers living together with the W-J speakers. 
Moreover, the village headman reported that some mother-tongue standard Khasi speakers 
also live in Barenga. Thus, W-J speakers living in Barenga may have more opportunity to 
interact with standard Khasi speakers, which may well have positively affected their literacy 
test scores. 

 
Both this comprehension scoring and the fluency analysis show that Khasi-medium 

education is a major factor in determining people’s ability to read standard Khasi. People 
who had been to at least two years of a Khasi-medium school consistently performed better 
both on the fluency analysis and on the comprehension questions. Those without Khasi-
medium education showed a greater range of variation in their performance. 

 
Personal conversations with the people who were tested also served as a valuable 

supplement to the statistical data. Some people had not been formally educated in Khasi, but 
through their own hard work and determination, they had taught themselves to read. This 
factor is reflected in the statistics, which show that the gap between educated and uneducated 
people is less for those over age 40. For some of those people, life experience makes up for 
the lack of education, but many others over age 40 are not able to read at all. 

 
One older woman has been attending church all her life and reading the Khasi Bible 

every day for her personal study. In her house she also has several plaques and decorations 
with Khasi Bible verses. She was able to read quite smoothly and missed only one question. 
We also met an older man who has been trying hard to understand the Khasi Bible. He said 
that several years ago God healed him from a serious illness, and since then his heart has 
been changed and he reads the Bible every day. Even so, he scored only 71 percent on the 
comprehension questions, and missed the key question of the passage: (“Why did the people 
call Paul a god?”) 
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Another man said, “When I read the Khasi Bible, I need three dictionaries—Khasi, 
English, and Bangla.” He had been educated up to class 12 in a Bangla-medium school, but 
read the test passages only with great difficulty. He scored 86 percent on the comprehension 
questions. It was also interesting to note that a church elder who gave the Sunday morning 
message in one of the villages we visited scored only 57 percent. 

 
For the majority of the people who took the literacy test, reading standard Khasi is 

clearly a laborious chore, not something that can be done effortlessly and for pleasure. 

6.3.3. Analysis of post-test questions 

After subjects had completed the three reading parts of the literacy test, the survey 
assistant asked them five follow-up questions. These questions were not applicable to those 
eight subjects (12 percent) who were not able to complete the reading portions of the test. 

 
The first two questions were about the texts themselves. The other three questions 

asked subjects about their reading practices. Figures 33 and 34 display subjects’ responses to 
the questions about the texts. 

Figure 33: Summary of responses to the question, “How much of these stories 
did you understand?” 

NA = not applicable 
 

Response 
Nothing A little/some Most All NA 

3% 65% 7% 13% 12% 
 
Figure 33 shows that a majority of the literacy test subjects (65 percent; 44 subjects) 

said they understood “a little” or “some” of the stories. Only nine subjects (13 percent) 
claimed to understand everything. Six of those nine scored 100 percent on the comprehension 
questions, but the others scored 86 percent, 71 percent, and 43 percent. This shows some 
discrepancy between their perception and their actual understanding. Again, these post-
literacy test questions were not applicable for the eight subjects (12 percent) who could not 
complete the reading portions of the test. 

Figure 34: Summary of responses to the question, “Is the language in these 
stories the same, a little different, or very different from the way you speak?” 
 

Response 
Same A little different Very different NA 
1% 21% 66% 12% 

 
During the course of the survey, we realized that the W-J survey assistant was 

actually wording the question, “Is standard Khasi the same, a little different, or very different 
from War-Jaintia?” This difference should be kept in mind when considering the responses. 
Regardless of the exact wording, this question shows that 66 percent of those who completed 
the test (45 subjects) think standard Khasi is very different from W-J. The one person who 
said standard Khasi and W-J are the same scored only 43 percent on the comprehension 
questions. 
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The remaining three post-literacy test questions probed W-J speakers’ reading habits. 
A summary of responses to these questions is given in figures 35–37. 

Figure 35: Summary of responses to the question, “How often do you read?” 
 

Response 
Never 1–2 times/week 3–4 times/week Every day Other NA 
24% 32% 9% 12% 12% 12% 

 
As with the previous question (figure 34), there was also some uncertainty about how 

this question was worded. Early in the survey the assistant was asking, “How often do you 
read things like this?” Because Parts 2 and 3 of the test were Bible passages, this caused some 
subjects to reply, “Once a week (in church).” This mistake was corrected early on, so it 
probably does not have a large effect on the results. 

The responses to this question as summarized in figure 35 show that 24 percent of 
those surveyed (sixteen subjects) said they never read. When people responded that they read 
1–2 times a week, they usually went on to add that they read only in church. Combining these 
two categories with the eight subjects (12 percent) for which this question was not applicable 
shows that around 68 percent of the subjects do not read much, if anything, outside of church. 
On the other hand, only eight subjects (12 percent) said they read every day. 
 

Those responses in the “other” category were ones such as “sometimes” or “often,” 
which are difficult to place into an exact category. They probably fall somewhere in the 
middle. 

 
The forty-seven subjects who said they do read at least once a week were asked what 

languages they read and what types of things they read. 

Figure 36: Summary of responses to the question, “In what languages do you 
read?” 
 

Response 
Khasi Bangla English W-J NA 
53% 13% 3% 1% 35% 

 
With this question, the assistant sometimes phrased the question as, “What languages 

do you read best?” While this probably did not have a large impact on the results, it should be 
kept in mind when considering the data. Some people gave more than one answer, so the 
responses add up to more than one hundred percent. 
 

In figure 36 we see that 53 percent of the subjects claim they can read Khasi, or that it 
is the language they read best. It is interesting to compare this response with Question 21 on 
the sociolinguistic questionnaire (see appendix E.1), which asked, “Can you read and write 
letters and messages in standard Khasi?” In reply, 53 percent said “yes” and 19 percent said 
“a little,” for a total of 72 percent. These responses are fairly similar to the responses given 
by the literacy test subjects. So we can generalize to say that around one-half to two-thirds of 
W-J speakers in Bangladesh read some standard Khasi and claim to understand at least a 
little. 
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Another nine subjects (13 percent) said they read Bangla. A couple others said they 
read in English and/or W-J. This question was not applicable for the sixteen subjects who 
said they never read or for the eight subjects who could not complete the reading portions of 
the test. 

Figure 37: Summary of responses to the question, “What kinds of things do 
you read?” 
 

Response 

Bible Books 
(general) 

Religious 
books Newspapers Magazines School 

books Nothing NA 

37% 22% 18% 15% 10% 6% 4% 35% 
 

The most common answer to the question about what subjects read (figure 37) was 
the “Bible.” Twenty-six subjects (37 percent) gave this answer, and all twenty-six of these 
people listed Khasi as the only language that they read (see figure 36). This indicates that the 
Bangla Bible is not used much by W-J speakers. Although our W-J research assistants, who 
are highly educated in Bangla medium, did say they feel more comfortable reading the 
Bangla Bible. 

 
The second-most common thing people said they read are simply “books.” Fifteen 

subjects (22 percent) gave this answer, which seems to primarily refer to storybooks. 
Additionally, religious books (such as songbooks) and school books were specifically named 
by 18 percent and 6 percent of the subjects, respectively. 

 
Those who said they generally read books were more likely to have said they read 

Khasi, although some subjects did say they read storybooks or school books in Bangla. 
Among those who said they read newspapers and/or magazines, however, subjects were 
slightly more likely to have said they read Bangla than to have said they read Khasi. In spite 
of this, it does seem clear that W-J speakers who are literate tend to read Khasi more than 
Bangla, especially in the domain of religion. 

7. Recommendations 
Before giving recommendations about language development for any group, one must 

begin with an assessment of the current sociolinguistic situation. For the War-Jaintia in 
Bangladesh, the most significant sociolinguistic fact is the most basic, the most obvious: W-J 
is a very vital language. There is little chance that it will weaken because it is widely spoken 
in almost every domain, in almost every punji, by the old and young. Not only that, W-J is 
the language of wider communication that unites the various (and quite different) dialects 
spoken by the ethnically diverse Khasi people living in Bangladesh. 

 
However, for as vital a language as W-J is, it may not be meeting the community’s 

expressed and felt need, which is to know standard Khasi better. Greater fluency in standard 
Khasi is desired because (1) it allows the W-J people to stay more connected to the larger 
Khasi society centered in Meghalaya, where standard Khasi is the language of wider 
communication; (2) it gives the W-J an important access to literacy since standard Khasi is 
the only form of written Khasi; and (3) it deepens their spiritual lives since standard Khasi is 
the language of the church. A sense of connectedness, an access to literacy, and spiritual 
richness—these are three very good reasons to know standard Khasi better. 
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It is hard to overestimate how strong this felt need is. Even though they were found to 

be only marginally bilingual in Bangla as a group, and thus could certainly benefit from 
improving their ability in the national language of the country they live in, the W-J in 
Bangladesh are not focused on improving in Bangla. But as the literacy and intelligibility 
tests showed, simply wanting to know standard Khasi clearly has not made it happen. 
Lexically, standard Khasi is a different language from W-J, and thus must be acquired like a 
second language. Because of this, and because there are both very few standard Khasi 
speakers in Bangladesh and very few opportunities to study standard Khasi whether through 
formal or non-formal education, W-J speakers cannot read or understand standard Khasi 
adequately. Hence, their expressed and felt need to know standard Khasi remains an unmet 
need. Without intervention it will, and can only, remain so. 

 
As members of SIL Bangladesh, we believe that intervention is possible. Our 

recommendation begins at the point of strength for the W-J community: the vitality of W-J. 
Since all W-J speakers grow up speaking the mother tongue very well, we recommend that 
literacy classes begin in W-J. The results from the sociolinguistic questionnaire have shown 
that there is a willingness (84 percent responding positively) to send children to W-J literacy 
classes. It might initially be limited to children’s classes, but there is no reason why adults 
cannot participate. Because of the undeveloped state of W-J, it will initially require 
preparatory work such as script adaptation, literature development, primer development, 
teacher training, and curriculum development. 

 
However, a mother-tongue literacy program cannot proceed without the support of the 

W-J leaders. As a whole they have not shown a comparable enthusiasm to match that of the 
community because they seem to believe that this would be taking a step back from learning 
standard Khasi better, a step back from meeting their felt needs. Yet literacy research 
throughout the world has shown that a literacy program in the mother tongue prepares the 
people to more easily achieve fluency in a second language. Thus, we recommend literacy 
classes in W-J, not as the first step in a full-blown program which leads to translating 
Shakespeare into W-J, but as a small, transitional step toward literacy in standard Khasi. 
(Also, and not insignificantly, mother-tongue literacy will also aid them in acquiring literacy 
in Bangla.) 

 
The idea is simple: if W-J children can first learn to read the language that they 

already know how to speak, then learning to read standard Khasi will be that much easier, 
especially since the two languages can share the same Roman alphabet. Once they learn to 
read W-J, then they can be transitioned into learning to read standard Khasi. From there they 
can go on to read Shakespeare, the Bible, or the many other materials that make up the rich 
standard Khasi literature. The point is this: the best and quickest way to meet the felt needs of 
the W-J community would be to begin with education in the mother tongue. 

 
Of course, implementing this idea is not so simple. We have already mentioned the 

various aspects of preparatory work that would be required. On behalf of SIL Bangladesh, we 
can say that our organization is ready and committed to help with each of those steps. But we 
must emphasize: SIL Bangladesh cannot take any actions without the necessary 
understanding, cooperation, and commitment from the leaders of the Khasi community. One 
of the great strengths of the W-J community is the honor and respect given to its leaders. 
Thus, we believe that with the support of the leaders, this kind of transitional literacy/ 
educational program can succeed. 
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There is an alternative to all this, of course. If many more fluent standard Khasi 

speakers and teachers can come from Meghalaya to live and work in Bangladesh, or if many 
more standard Khasi-speaking pastors can come to revitalize the churches in Bangladesh, 
then perhaps standard Khasi could be taught adequately as a second language without any 
sort of mother-tongue literacy program. However, the influx of many more Khasi speakers, 
teachers, and pastors seems unlikely in the near future.. Rather than waiting for situations that 
do not seem likely to arise, we recommend that the W-J take action now with the resources at 
hand and give the children of this generation a good foundation for a lifetime of education 
and literacy. 
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Appendix B. Wordlists 

B.1. Standard procedures for counting lexical similarity* 

A standard list of 307 vocabulary items was collected from speakers at geographically 
representative War-Jaintia villages in Bangladesh. This list is presented in appendix B.3. A 
phonetic chart presenting the transcription conventions used in this report is in appendix A. 

 
In standard procedure, the 307 words are elicited from a person who has grown up in the 

target locality. The list is then checked with a second speaker. Any differences in responses are 
examined in order to identify (1) incorrect responses due to misunderstanding of the elicitation cue, 
(2) loan words offered in response to the language of elicitation when indigenous terms are 
actually still in use, and (3) terms which are simply at different places along the generic-specific 
lexical scale. Normally, a single term is recorded for each item of the wordlist. However, more 
than one term is recorded for a single item when synonymous terms are apparently in general use 
or when more than one specific term occupies the semantic area of a more generic item on the 
wordlist. 

 
The wordlists are compared to determine the extent to which the vocabulary of each pair of 

speech forms is similar. No attempt is made to identify genuine cognates based on a network of 
sound correspondences. Rather, two items are judged to be phonetically similar if at least half of 
the segments compared are the same (category 1), and of the remaining segments at least half are 
rather similar (category 2). For example, if two items of eight segments in length are compared, 
these words are judged to be similar if at least four segments are virtually the same and at least two 
more are rather similar. The criteria applied are as follows: 

Category 1 
 a. Contoid (consonant-like) segments which match exactly 
 b. Vocoid (vowel-like) segments which match exactly 
     or differ by only one articulatory feature 
 c. Phonetically similar segments (of the sort which 
     frequently are found as allophones) which are seen 
     to correspond in at least three pairs of words 
Category 2 
 All other phonetically similar pairs of segments which are not, 
 however, supported by at least three pairs of words 
Category 3 
 a. Pairs of segments which are not phonetically similar 
 b. A segment which is matched by no segment in the 
     corresponding item 

After pairs of items on two wordlists had been determined to be phonetically similar or not, 
according to the criteria stated above, the percentage of items judged similar was calculated. The 
procedure was repeated for each pair of dialects. The pair-by-pair counting procedure was greatly 
                                                 
* These standard procedures are taken largely from Frank Blair’s Survey on a Shoestring, chapter 3. 
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facilitated by the use of WordSurv©, a computer program written by SIL for this purpose (Wimbish 
1989). 

 
Occasionally, one or more of the standard 307 lexical items were found to be so 

problematic that consistent elicitation was impossible or evaluation of similarity became 
anomalous. In those few cases the problematic lexical items were excluded from the lexical 
similarity counts. 

 
The wordlist data and transcribed texts as included in the subsequent appendices are field 

transcriptions and have not undergone thorough phonological and grammatical analysis. 

B.2. Wordlist notes 

Wordlists are given in appendix B.3. Following each of the 307 English glosses are the 
elicitations from the wordlist collection sites. These elicitations are transcribed using the 
International Phonetic Alphabet shown in appendix A. 

 
Each elicitation is preceded by a number. For each gloss, all elicitations which have the 

same preceding number are considered to be phonetically similar and are grouped together. 
Following each elicitation is a list of one or more letters in brackets. These letters represent the 
wordlist site of that particular elicitation. The codes for these wordlist sites are as follows: 

 
Code: Wordlist site: 
 A  Niralapunji 
 B Aliachora 
 C Dabolchora 
 D Singur 
 E Barenga 
 F Noksia 
 G Jaintiapur 
 H Panai (from a Lyngngam speaker) 
 I Magurchora 
 J Amlarem, in Jaintia Hills, Meghalaya (from a W-J speaker) 
 K Shella, in East Khasi Hills, Meghalaya (from a Khasi War speaker) 
 L Shillong (from a standard Khasi speaker) 
 
If a wordlist site is not listed for a given word, this is because there was no entry for that 

particular word at that site. 
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B.3. Wordlists 

 
1  sky    
   1   phli ja  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   bn  [H] 
   2   bni  [G] 
   2   kmn  [F] 
   3   suin bn  [KL] 

 
2  sun    
   1   joa  [C] 
   1   jua  [DI] 
   1   jua  [B] 
   1   sa  [AE] 
   1   sei  [H] 
   1   si  [F] 
   2   u   [J] 
   3   si  [KL] 
   3   sni  [G] 

 
3  moon    
   1   pnu  [ABCDEI] 
   1   pnu  [J] 
   2   bnai  [GKL] 
   2   bni  [H] 
   2   mne  [F] 

 
4  star    
   1   khl men  [J] 
   1   khle men  [BI] 
   1   khle smen  [E] 
   1   khlo men  [C] 
   1   khlo smen  [A] 
   2   khliar  [F] 
   2   khlr  [H] 
   2   khlor  [G] 
   2   khlur  [DKL] 

 
 

 
 
 
5  cloud    
   1   dum  [ABCDEFI] 
   2   slap  [G] 
   3   lmpm  [J] 
   4   khlau  [L] 
   5   lo  [K] 

 
6  rain    
   1   sla  [ABCDEI] 
   1   slap  [FGHL] 
   1   sle  [J] 
   2   lap  [K] 
   2   slap  [FGHL] 

 
7  rainbow    
   1   u len  [I] 
   1   su len  [ACDE]  
   1   suln am  [J] 
   2   rn tie iam  [G] 
   3   u len nan  [B] 
   3   suln am  [J] 
   4   sm pllie  [KL] 

 
8  wind    
   1   pr hut  [D] 
   1   por hut  [A] 
   2   s r  [CJ] 
   2   s re  [BI] 
   3   s re  [BI] 
   3   sa ra  [E] 
   4   ke  [F] 
   5   le et  [G] 
   6   l r  [L] 
   6   l ir  [H] 
   7   r  [K] 
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9  lightning    
   1   kndar  [A] 
   1   kendar  [B] 
   2   phi  [C] 
   2   phua  [D] 
   3   kmbli  [EHJ] 
   4   pr tht  [F] 
   5   rba  [G] 
   6   d ar  [L] 
   6   d ei  [K] 

 
10  thunder    
   1   kr hu  [D] 
   1   kr hum  [EI] 
   1   kor hu  [A] 
   2   kr hum  [EI] 
   2   kro hom  [C] 
   3   kdur  [G] 
   3   krur  [B] 
   4   prthat  [FKL] 
   5   psir  [J] 

 
11  sea    
   1   duriou  [ABCDEFHIJKL] 
   2   kamai duri  [G] 

 
12  mountain    
   1   pde  [ABCDFJ] 
   2   lum  [G] 
   2   ru m  [L] 
   3   dm  [H] 
   4   lmba  [K] 

 
13  water    
   1   am  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   um  [FGKL] 
   3   um  [H] 

 
 
 
 

14  river    
   1   wa  [ABCDEFGIJL] 
   2   pr  [H] 
   3   katu  [K] 

 
15  soil/ground    
   1   khu  [ABCDEI] 
   1   khue  [J] 
   2   khn dao  [G] 
   2   khn deo  [L] 
   2   khn dua  [F] 
   2   khen du  [K] 
   3   kmia  [H] 

 
16  mud    
   1   mla  [ABCDEI] 
   1   ml  [J] 
   2   dp  [F] 
   3   khtt  [G] 
   4   dir  [H] 
   5   tiek  [L] 
   6   kta  [K] 

 
17  dust    
   1   r pho  [J] 
   1   er pho  [CD] 
   1   er phuo  [B] 
   1   r phu  [EI] 
   1   ur pho  [A] 
   2   tdem  [F] 
   3   sm phu  [G] 
   4   dmut  [H] 
   6   pum pum  [L] 
   7   dobo  [K] 

 
18  stone    
   1   mia  [BCDIJ] 
   1   smia  [AE] 
   2   mao  [FHK] 
   3   m  [G] 
   4   erio  [L] 
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19  sand    
   1   sr wu  [CD] 
   1   ser wu  [BI] 
   1   sr wu  [E] 
   1   soruwu  [A] 
   2   iap  [KL] 
   2   si ip  [FJ] 
   3   uwe  [G] 
   4   dmiak  [H] 

 
20  gold    
   1   khsi  [ABCDEIJ] 
   1   khsiar  [FGH] 
   1   ksiar  [KL] 

 
21  silver    
 
22  today    
   1   da de  [A] 
   1   da je  [CD] 
   1   da jia  [J] 
   1   na ne  [G] 
   2   da hn j  [I] 
   2   da hn je  [E] 
   2   ja hen le  [B] 
   3   la tia  [F] 
   4   hn ta  [H] 
   5   min ta ka si  [L] 
   6   tani  [K] 

 
23  yesterday    
   1   dan hen mit  [B] 
   1   da hmit  [ACDEIJ] 
   2   dam ni  [F] 
   2   na ni  [G] 
   3   mot nao  [H] 
   4   hn nin  [L] 
   4   mn nin  [K] 

 
 
 

24  tomorrow    
   1   ja hn ti  [CE] 
   1   ja hen ti  [AB] 
   1   la hn ti  [I] 
   1   la hnti  [J] 
   2   da o hmit  [D] 
   3   lm rod  [F] 
   4   mert  [G] 
   5   rtip  [H] 
   6   la step  [K] 
   7   la ai  [L] 

 
25  week    
   1   k u  [DEI] 
   1   k u  [J] 
   1   ke u  [B] 
   1   ku u  [A] 
   2   itajieo  [F] 
   2   itiao  [G] 
   3   tiu  [H] 
   4   ta ju  [K] 
   4   tai jo  [L] 

 
26  month    
   1   pnu  [ABCDEI] 
   1   pnua  [J] 
   1   pnui  [L] 
   2   bnai  [GKL] 
   2   bni  [H] 
   2   mne  [F] 

 
27  year    
   1   snem  [ABCDEGIJK] 
   1   snm  [FHL] 
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28  day    
   1      [J] 
   1   i a  [C] 
   1   s a  [ABE] 
   1   s ei  [H] 
   1   si i  [F] 
   2   ju a  [I] 
   2   ju a  [D] 
   2      [J] 
   2   i a  [C] 
   2   s a  [ABE] 
   2   s ei  [H] 
   3   si  [K] 
   3   sni  [G] 

 
29  morning    
   1   korti  [CE] 
   1   kurti  [A] 
   2   r ti  [DJ] 
   2   re ti  [B] 
   3   ja ui  [I] 
   4   m se tun  [F] 
   5   step  [G] 
   6   snsi  [H] 
   7   mn stp  [L] 
   7   men step  [K] 

 
30  noon    
 
31  evening    
   1   mt  [G] 
   1   smt  [ABDEIJ] 
   2   dan miet  [L] 
   2   danmot  [H] 
   2   den mt  [K] 
   2   mnmt  [F] 

 
 
 
 
 

32  night    
   1   l  [BCDEI] 
   2   sn nja  [F] 
   3   siao  [G] 
   4   miet  [KL] 
   4   mot  [H] 
   5   lama  [AJ] 

 
33  paddy rice    
   1   he i  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   kba  [GKL] 
   2   kuba  [F] 
   3   diba  [H] 
   3   kuba  [F] 

 
34  uncooked rice    
   1   re hea  [J] 
   1   re hia  [B] 
   1   rhia  [ACDEI] 
   2   khao  [FHKL] 
   3   kh  [G] 

 
35  cooked rice    
   1   i  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   a  [F] 
   3   da  [GHKL] 

 
36  wheat    
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37  corn    
   1   so h ro  [DEI] 
   1   so he reo  [B] 
   1   so h rao  [A] 
   2   h rou  [J] 
   2   so reo  [FK] 
   2   so ru  [G] 
   3   sur khao  [H] 
   4   keo  [L] 
   5   h rou  [J] 
   5   so h ro  [DEI] 
   6   so h ro  [DEI] 
   6   so ru  [G] 
   7   so he reo  [B] 
   7   so h rao  [A] 
   7   so reo  [FK] 

 
38  potato    
   1   saa  [J] 
   1   sla  [G] 
   1   so la  [ABCDEI] 
   2   phan  [FHKL] 

 
39  cauliflower    
 
40  cabbage    
 
41  eggplant    
 
42  peanut    
 
43  tree    
   1   twia  [DE] 
   1   tewia  [C] 
   1   tu wei  [J] 
   1   tuwia  [ABI] 
   2   de  [F] 
   2   die  [L] 
   2    dia  [H] 
   3   tre d  [G] 
   4   ki di  [K] 

44  branch    
   1   hia  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   tr nat  [L] 
   2   tnat  [FK] 
   3   r ka  [H] 

 
45  leaf    
   1   sla  [FGHKL] 
   1   sli  [ABCDEIJ] 

 
46  thorn    
   1   ia  [FL] 
   1   ie  [K] 
   1   hei  [G] 
   1   hia  [ABCDEIJ] 
   1   i  [H] 

 
47  root    
   1   it  [ABCDIJ] 
   2   tra  [E] 
   2   trai  [F] 
   3   tht  [G] 
   3   thiet  [KL] 
   3   tht  [H] 

 
48  bamboo    
   1   thne  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   ken  [F] 
   2   eken  [G] 
   3   r si  [H] 
   4   sie  [L] 
   5   sk  [K] 

 
49  fruit    
   1     [CF] 
   1   s  [ABDEIJKL] 
   1   so  [G] 
   1   su  [H] 
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50  jackfruit    
   1   phan  [F] 
   1   s fan  [KL] 
   1   s phua  [J] 
   1   sphai  [A] 
   1   sphu  [BCDEI] 
   2   e hram  [G] 
   3   su  rm  [H] 

 
51  coconut (ripe)    
 
52  banana    
   1   ldia  [CDEIJ] 
   1   ladao  [G] 
   1   ledea  [B] 
   1   ledia  [A] 
   2   l kai  [F] 
   3   kait  [HKL] 

 
53  mango    
   1    pe  [F] 
   1   s pi  [K] 
   1   s pia  [ABCDEIJ] 
   1   s pie  [L] 
   1   so pia  [GJ] 
   1   su pia  [H] 

 
54  flower    
   1   khl  [CEJ] 
   1   khla  [D] 
   1   khle  [BI] 
   1   khlo  [A] 
   2   sn t  [H] 
   2   sn teo  [FKL] 
   2   sn tu  [G] 

 
55  seed    
   1   si ia  [ABCDEIJ] 
   1   e ein  [G] 
   2   sn bai  [FKL] 
   3   khut lia  [H] 

56  sugarcane    
   1   pu  [ABCDE] 
   1   pua  [J] 
   2   pe am  [F] 
   3   pai  [KL] 
   3   pei  [G] 
   4   khluit  [H] 
   5   pur  [I] 

 
57  betelnut    
   1   kuwai  [G] 
   1   kuwei  [F] 
   1   kuwu  [ABCDEI] 
   1   kuwua  [J] 
   1   kwai  [L] 
   2   ki  [K] 
   2   kui  [H] 

 
58  lime for betelnut    
   1   un  [FKL] 
   1   una  [ABCDEI] 
   1   un  [J] 
   1   huni  [G] 
   1   un  [H] 

 
59  liquor    
   1   ra  [AE] 
   1   re  [I] 
   2   r  [BCJ] 
   2   rua  [D] 
   3   kiat  [FHKL] 
   3   kit  [G] 
   4   r  [BCJ] 
   4   re  [I] 

 
60  milk    
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61  oil    
   1   mn suit  [F] 
   1   mksut  [BI] 
   1   moksot  [C] 
   1   moksut  [ADEJ] 
   2   phnia  [GKL] 
   3   su nia  [H] 

 
62  meat    
   1   d  [ABCDEGIJL] 
   2   ta  [F] 
   3   mim  [H] 
   4   k  [K] 

 
63  salt    
   1   mlu  [K] 
   1   mnu  [F] 
   1   mo  [L] 
   1   pnu  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   bolu  [G] 
   3   mlk  [H] 

 
64  onion    
 
65  garlic    
 
66  red pepper    
   1   so mn tho  [J] 
   1   so mon tho  [BCI] 
   1   som tho  [ADE] 
   2   mrt  [FKL] 
   2   sum rt  [GJ] 
   3   su sat sao  [H] 

 
67  elephant    
 
68  tiger    
   1   khla  [FGHKL] 
   1   khli  [ABCDEI] 

 
 
 

69  bear    
   1   d em  [L] 
   1   d m  [H] 
   1   de em  [G] 
   1   de um  [F] 
   1   d m  [K] 
   1   l em  [J] 
   1   le em  [ABCDEI] 

 
70  deer    
   1   ka  [CDEI] 
   1   ke  [J] 
   1   ska  [AB] 
   1   skai  [G] 
   1   skao  [H] 
   1   skei  [FKL] 

 
71  monkey    
   1   rie  [L] 
   1   r  [K] 
   1    ri  [H] 
   1   ria  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   erek  [F] 
   3    ri  [H] 
   3   hre  [G] 
   3   ria  [ABCDEIJ] 

 
72  rabbit    
 
73  snake    
   1   bsein  [KL] 
   1   msein  [H] 
   1   phsein  [FG] 
   1   phsen  [ABCDEIJ] 

 
74  crocodile    
   1   aha  [ADEFIJ] 
   1   eha  [B] 
   2   ha ri a  [H] 
   3   koratie  [K] 
   4   jak dakor  [L] 
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75  house lizard    
 
76  turtle    
   1   l kar  [L] 
   1   lka  [CDEIJ] 
   1   la ka  [G] 
   1   leka  [B] 
   1   l kar  [F] 
   2   ha ru  [H] 
   3   ka dkar  [K] 

 
77  frog    
   1   khr  [ABCDEGIJ] 
   2    pe  [F] 
   3   he ru  [H] 
   4   sn tio  [L] 
   5   da puo  [K] 

 
78  dog    
   1   khsao  [G] 
   1   khsea  [BC] 
   1   khsia  [ADEIJ] 
   1   khsu  [H] 
   2   khua  [F] 
   2   khsu  [H] 
   3   khsu  [H] 
   3   ksu  [K] 
   4   keo  [L] 

 
79  cat    
   1   miao  [FL] 
   1   mio  [ABCDEGHIJK] 

 
80  cow    
   1   ms  [H] 
   1   msi  [G] 
   1   msou  [BCEI] 
   1   masi  [FKL] 
   1   masu  [J] 
   1   muso  [AD] 

 

81  buffalo    
   1   muit  [G] 
   1   mut  [ABCDEIJL] 
   2   srei  [F] 
   3   rk  [H] 
   4   n rei  [K] 

 
82  horn (of buffalo)    
   1   rein  [G] 
   1   re  [ABCDEFIJKL] 

 
83  tail    
   1   kd  [H] 
   1   td  [ABCDEFGIJKL] 

 
84  goat    
   1   bla  [ABCDEFGHIJKL] 

 
85  pig    
   1   rnia  [ABCDEIJ] 
   1   snia  [FGHKL] 

 
86  rat    
   1   khna  [ABDE] 
   1   khnai  [CFHIKL] 
   1   khne  [GJ] 

 
87  chicken (adult female)    
   1   s er  [H] 
   1   s i  [ABCDEIJ] 
   1   s iar  [FGKL] 

 
88  egg    
 
89  fish    
   1   hi  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   kha  [FGHKL] 
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90  duck    
   1   r p s  [CJ] 
   1   r p sa  [E] 
   1   r p se  [I] 
   1   r p sua  [D] 
   1   re p sa  [AG] 
   1   re pe se  [B] 
   2   han  [FKL] 
   3   dao ep  [H] 

 
91  bird    
   1   khsem  [ABCDEIJ] 
   1   khsm  [F] 
   1   sm  [GHKL] 

 
92  insect    
   1   khnia  [ABCDEGHIJKL] 
   2   khsain  [F] 

 
93  cockroach    
   1   ja kha lao  [FI] 
   1   ja khe lau  [B] 
   1   na kho lao  [C] 
   1   nia ka lao  [K] 
   1   nia ka lo  [L] 
   1   nia kha lao  [DE] 
   1   nja halau  [J] 
   2   tel u ra  [G] 
   3   bima  [H] 

 
94  bee    
   1   ap  [ABDEGHIJKL] 
   2   am  [F] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

95  fly    
   1   mat  [BDIJ] 
   1   smat  [ACE] 
   2   pharai  [F] 
   2   phe rai  [H] 
   2   phere  [G] 
   3   thabali  [L] 
   3   thablo  [K] 

 
96  spider    
   1   thok iem  [ACI] 
   2   rn a  [E] 
   2   re a  [B] 
   3   p im  [F] 
   4   t kre  [G] 
   5   nja ph iem  [J] 
   6   thaboa  [L] 
   6   thada  [K] 

 
97  ant    
   1   ln ti  [DEIJ] 
   1   len ti  [ABC] 
   2   dkh  [H] 
   2   thkheo  [F] 
   2   thkhu  [G] 
   3   dkh  [H] 
   3   dkheo  [K] 
   3   dkhiu  [L] 

 
98  mosquito    
   1   t kr  [CEIJ] 
   1   te kr  [B] 
   1   to kro  [AD] 
   2   skain  [FK] 
   3   meit  [G] 
   4   d kai  [H] 
   5   pr do  [L] 
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99  head    
   1   khle  [F] 
   1   khlea  [B] 
   1   khl  [HIKL] 
   1   khlt  [G] 
   1   khlia  [ACDEIJ] 

 
100  face    
   1   dur mat  [ABCDEFGIJ] 
   2   ksi mat  [J] 
   3   khmat  [KL] 

 
101  neck    
   1   rda  [ABCDEIJ] 
   1   rda  [G] 
   2   nia  [F] 
   3   kra  [H] 
   4   rn d  [L] 
   4   rda  [G] 
   5   s da  [K] 

 
102  hair    
   1   su  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   suu  [F] 
   3   sniu  [KL] 
   3   snu  [G] 
   4   sniak  [H] 
   4   sniu  [KL] 

 
103  eye    
   1   khmat  [FGHKL] 
   1   mat  [ABCDEIJ] 

 
104  nose    
   1   mr k  [I] 
   1   mor k  [ABCDEJ] 
   2   khmut  [FGKL] 
   3   lmut  [H] 

 
 
 

105  ear    
   1   tara  [ACDEIJ] 
   1   tera  [B] 
   2   kor  [KL] 
   2   skor  [F] 
   2   hkur  [G] 
   3   lkur  [H] 

 
106  cheek    
   1   a  [ACE] 
   1   e  [B] 
   2     [IJ] 
   2   ua  [D] 
   3   ap  [FGL] 
   4   sae  [K] 
   5     [IJ] 
   5   e  [B] 

 
107  chin    
   1   hnbin  [DEIJ] 
   1   henbin  [ABC] 
   1   tmbun  [F] 
   1   tabin  [G] 
   2   tmbun  [F] 
   2   tm  [L] 
   2   tmu  [H] 
   3   thedo  [K] 

 
108  mouth    
   1   thk  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   sntur  [FL] 
   3   khten  [G] 
   3   khtn  [K] 
   4   ap  [H] 

 
109  tongue    
   1   khlit  [ABCDEIJ] 
   1   thleit  [FGKL] 
   1   thlit  [H] 
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110  tooth    
   1   lmn  [J] 
   1   lmin  [G] 
   1   lemen  [ABCDEI] 
   2   moin  [H] 
   2   muin  [F] 
   3   bniat  [KL] 

 
111  elbow    
   1   hnbin  [E] 
   1   hnbut  [ADI] 
   1   henbin  [C] 
   2   khn do ta  [B] 
   2   khnd khti  [G] 
   3   hnbut  [ADI] 
   3   lmbuit  [F] 
   3   tmbuit  [KL] 
   3   tmbut  [J] 

 
112  hand    
   1   ta  [ABCEI] 
   1   te  [J] 
   2   khd  [L] 
   2   khtei  [H] 
   2   khti  [FG] 
   3   khtei  [H] 
   3   khti  [FG] 
   3   ktei  [K] 

 
113  palm    
   1   p kht  [G] 
   1   pta  [ABCDEI] 
   1   pte  [J] 
   2   sla khtei  [FH] 
   2   sla kht  [KL] 

 
 
 
 
 
 

114  finger    
   1   periam  [A] 
   1   priam  [BDEI] 
   1   priam  [J] 
   2   priam  [BDEI] 
   2   riam  [C] 
   3   si reim khtei  [F] 
   4   lu tei  [H] 
   5   m pria  [KL] 

 
115  fingernail    
   1   snem  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   tr m  [KL] 
   2   tr sem  [F] 
   2   tr sim  [G] 
   2   tur sim  [H] 

 
116  knee    
   1   khli hn sia  [E] 
   1   khli hen ia  [CDI] 
   1   khlia hn ie  [J] 
   1   khlie hen ia  [B] 
   1   khlie hen sia  [A] 
   2   kh eu  [F] 
   2   kh sio  [K] 
   2   kh siu  [L] 
   3   khle hu  [G] 
   4   e mao ria  [H] 

 
117  foot    
   1   nia  [CDE] 
   1   nie  [ABIJ] 
   2   slak at  [F] 
   3   k dat  [GL] 
   3   k diat  [H] 
   3   khdet  [K] 
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118  bone    
   1   i   [K] 
   1   i   [L] 
   1   i ia  [BDIJ] 
   1   s ia  [A] 
   1   si e  [F] 
   1   si ia  [CE] 
   1   e in  [G] 
   1   ia  [H] 

 
119  fat    
   1   l t  [ACDEI] 
   1   l t  [BJU] 
   2   khelein  [G] 
   2   khlein  [FL] 
   2   khl  [H] 
   3   s aid  [K] 

 
120  skin    
   1   sne  [F] 
   1   snep  [K] 
   1   sn  [GHL] 
   1   snia  [ABCDEIJ] 

 
121  blood    
   1   rn  [BCIJ] 
   1   rna  [D] 
   1   rna  [AEJ] 
   2   snam  [FGKL] 
   3   sam  [H] 

 
122  sweat    
   1   pu ur  [BCDEJ] 
   1   pur  [AI] 
   2   sa ao  [F] 
   2   se ep  [L] 
   3   hit  [G] 
   4   pr u  [H] 
   5   s ep  [K] 
   5   se ep  [L] 

 

123  belly    
   1   khp  [GL] 
   1   p  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   snur  [F] 
   3   lau ba  [H] 
   4   s er  [K] 

 
124  heart (organ)    
 
125  back    
   1   tmp  [BDEIJ] 
   1   temp  [C] 
   1   tump  [A] 
   2   luam  [F] 
   3   r khi  [G] 
   4   phat  [H] 
   5   met  [L] 
   6   dn  [K] 

 
126  body    
   1   pran  [ABCDEFIJ] 
   2   mm phat b  [H] 
   3   met  [KL] 

 
127  person    
   1    prou  [EI] 
   1   e prau  [B] 
   1   h prou  [D] 
   1   u pro  [AJ] 
   2   thao i da  [C] 
   3   br  [H] 
   3   breo  [K] 
   3   brio  [L] 
   3   bru  [G] 
   4   kibreo  [F] 
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128  man    
   1   tr ma  [I] 
   1   tr mei  [A] 
   1   ter ma  [BCDE] 
   1   ter me  [J] 
   2   sn ra  [L] 
   2   sin ra  [F] 
   2   he ra  [G] 
   3   khon kora  [H] 
   4   ki breo  [K] 

 
129  woman    
   1   hn tha  [CDEI] 
   1   hn the  [J] 
   1   hen tha  [AB] 
   1   kn thai  [G] 
   1   kn thei  [FKL] 
   2   raok mao  [H] 

 
130  father    
   1   pa  [ABCDEFGHIJKL] 

 
131  mother    
   1   ma  [ABCDEI] 
   1   m  [J] 
   1   mei  [FKL] 
   2   bei  [GH] 

 
132  husband    
   1   lk  [ABCDEFIJ] 
   2   urim  [G] 
   3   kora  [H] 
   4   mar  [K] 
   5   ta  [L] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

133  wife    
   1   ka kk  [F] 
   1   ka lk  [ACDEJ] 
   1   ke lk  [B] 
   1   k lk  [I] 
   2   ka urim  [G] 
   3   kon thao  [H] 
   4   ka mar  [K] 
   5   ta  [L] 

 
134  son    
   1   hun  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   khn  [FK] 
   2   khun  [L] 
   3   thra  [G] 
   4   khon kora  [H] 

 
135  daughter    
   1   ka hun  [ADEJ] 
   1   ka khn  [FK] 
   1   ka khun  [L] 
   1   ke hun  [B] 
   1   k hun  [I] 
   2   hun tha  [C] 
   2   kn thai  [G] 
   3   raok mao  [H] 

 
136  elder brother    
   1   ba ro ba  [BC] 
   1   ja ro ba  [AE] 
   2   ja  [D] 
   3   jia ba  [I] 
   3   u bai  [F] 
   4   piju be he  [G] 
   5   hn min kora  [H] 
   6   jia hn be  [J] 
   7   hm men  [L] 
   7   hu men  [K] 
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137  elder sister    
   1   ka ba ro ba  [B] 
   1   ke ja ro ba  [AE] 
   2   ka ja ian  [C] 
   3   ka ja  [D] 
   4   b lom  [I] 
   5   ka bai kn the  [F] 
   6   piju be he  [G] 
   7   hn min raok mao  [H] 
   8   ka jia hn ba  [J] 
   9   hn men  [L] 
   A   ka hun bo  [K] 

 
138  younger brother    
   1   bo  [ABCEI] 
   1   b  [D] 
   2   ijoi  [F] 
   3   piju khna  [G] 
   4   hn bu du dit  [H] 
   5   bo biat  [J] 
   6   para  [L] 
   7   hun bo kha du  [K] 

 
139  younger sister    
   1   k bo  [C] 
   1   k b  [B] 
   1   ka bo  [AE] 
   1   ka b  [D] 
   1   k bo  [I] 
   2   ka ijoit kha du  [F] 
   3   piju khna  [G] 
   4   hn bu raok mao  [H] 
   5   ka b biat  [J] 
   6   para  [L] 
   7   ka hun bo  [K] 

 
 
 
 
 
 

140  friend    
   1   pr lk  [IJ] 
   1   para lk  [FGKL] 
   1   pra lk  [ABCE] 
   1   pr lk  [D] 
   2   ma lk  [H] 
   2   pra lk  [ABCE] 

 
141  name    
   1   twia  [D] 
   1   tuwia  [ABCEIJ] 
   2   kr t  [H] 
   2   kr te  [FKL] 
   3   kr t  [H] 
   3   pr tuit  [G] 

 
142  village    
   1   in  [F] 
   1   n  [KL] 
   1   n  [GH] 
   1   hn  [ABCDEIJ] 

 
143  house    
   1   sni  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   jie  [L] 
   2   jin  [K] 
   2   ji  [FH] 
   3   jie  [L] 
   3   ji  [FH] 
   3   ju  [G] 

 
144  door    
   1   pr  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   duar  [FG] 
   3   phr dao  [H] 
   4   di kha  [KL] 
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145  window    
   1   ha jit  [I] 
   1   kha it  [D] 
   1   kha jit  [ABCEJKL] 
   1   khn jit  [F] 
   2   khrki  [G] 

 
146  roof    
 
147  wall of house    
   1   ham  [ABCDEIJ] 
   1   hram  [G] 
   2   sr de  [F] 
   3   kn r  [KL] 
   3   kn ru  [H] 

 
148  pillow    
   1   sn khen  [ABDEIJ] 
   1   sn khin  [G] 
   1   sn khon  [F] 
   1   sn khl  [L] 
   2   khon khl  [H] 
   3   ili  [C] 
   4   bali  [K] 

 
149  blanket    
 
150  ring (on finger)    
   1   khsa  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   sakti  [FG] 
   2   sati  [KL] 
   3   sulu  [H] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

151  clothing    
   1   mai  [E] 
   1   ama  [AI] 
   1   em  [C] 
   2   ariam  [F] 
   3   dain pho  [HL] 
   3   d ph  [K] 
   4   mai  [E] 
   4   mua  [D] 
   4   em  [C] 
   4   um  [J] 

 
152  cloth    
   1   dea  [B] 
   1   dia  [CDEI] 
   2   arat  [F] 
   3   kapor that  [G] 
   4   dain  [H] 
   5   dai  [L] 

 
153  medicine    
   1   dwa  [B] 
   1   dawai  [FJKL] 
   1   dewa  [C] 
   1   duwa  [A] 
   1   duwai  [DEHI] 
   2   kdap  [G] 

 
154  paper    
   1   kt  [ACDEFGHIJKL] 
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155  needle    
   1   snu  [BCEI] 
   1   snua  [J] 
   2   su  [D] 
   3   thr ia  [F] 
   3   thr nie  [GK] 
   3   thr ria  [H] 
   4   tr niar  [L] 
   4   thr ia  [F] 
   4   thr nie  [GK] 
   5   snai  [A] 

 
156  thread    
   1   lt  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   khsai  [FHKL] 
   2   khsei  [G] 

 
157  broom    
   1   sr  [ABCDEI] 
   1   sur  [GJ] 
   2   sn sar  [L] 
   2   usar  [F] 
   2   tr sar  [K] 
   3   i pnat  [H] 

 
158  spoon (for eating)    
   1   ia  [BCFIJ] 
   1   sia  [ADE] 
   2   amoit  [KL] 
   2   amo  [GH] 

 
159  knife (to cut meat)    
 
160  hammer    
   1   lbn  [ABDEIJ] 
   1   la bn  [F] 
   1   lebn  [C] 
   2   trnem  [GKL] 
   2   trnim  [H] 

 
 

161  axe    
   1   se o  [C] 
   1   so o  [DI] 
   1   so ou  [E] 
   1   s l  [A] 
   1   s ou  [BJ] 
   2   i dou  [F] 
   2   se o  [C] 
   3   sdai  [G] 
   3   sdei  [KL] 
   4   dpam  [H] 

 
162  bow    
   1   prut  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   te  [F] 
   3   rn te  [L] 
   3   r ti  [H] 
   4   bator  [K] 

 
163  arrow    
   1   ham  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   khnam  [FGHKL] 

 
164  spear    
   1   her  [ABCEGI] 
   1   hr  [DJ] 
   2   er  [F] 
   2   her  [ABCEGI] 
   3   sm  [K] 
   3   som  [H] 
   3   sum  [L] 

 
165  fire    
   1   mn  [J] 
   1   smen  [ABCDEI] 
   2   dn  [GK] 
   2   d  [L] 
   2   doin  [FH] 
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166  ashes    
   1   pu se  [F] 
   1   pu sea  [B] 
   1   pu sia  [ACDEIJ] 
   2   dpao  [H] 
   2   dpei  [KL] 
   2   tpai  [G] 

 
167  smoke    
   1   tdem  [ABCDEFGIJKL] 
   2   n thk  [H] 

 
168  candle    
 
169  boat    
   1   lein  [G] 
   1   le  [F] 
   1   lia  [ABDEHIJ] 
   1   lie  [L] 
   2   li  [K] 

 
170  road    
   1   rhen  [AE] 
   1   rehen  [BCI] 
   1   rhen  [D] 
   2   lnti  [FL] 
   2   luti  [G] 
   3   tuar  [H] 
   4   r  [K] 
   4   srk  [J] 

 
171  path    
 
172  to go    
   1   le  [F] 
   1   lea  [BJ] 
   1   lia  [ACDEI] 
   2   lai  [GL] 
   2   le  [F] 
   2   lea  [BJ] 
   3   dni  [H] 
   4   loi  [K] 

173  to come    
   1   wan  [ABCDEIJKL] 
   2   ia  [F] 
   3   lei  [G] 
   4   un nan  [H] 

 
174  to stand    
   1   re  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   jein  [G] 
   2   je  [FKL] 
   3   nia n  [H] 

 
175  to sit    
   1   kia  [J] 
   1   skia  [ABCDEI] 
   2     [FKL] 
   2   ho  [G] 
   3    n  [H] 

 
176  to lie down    
   1   thia  [ABCDEFGIJL] 
   1   thie  [K] 
   2    ni  [H] 

 
177  to walk    
   1   kap  [ADEGIJ] 
   2   jait  [F] 
   3   dni  [H] 
   4   jai  [L] 
   5   loi  [K] 

 
178  to fly    
   1   piar  [ACDEIJ] 
   2   pdea  [B] 
   3   her  [FGKL] 
   4   n dei  [H] 
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179  to enter    
   1   et  [ACDEIJ] 
   1   niet  [B] 
   2   phsut  [FG] 
   3   sn na  [H] 
   4   ru  [KL] 

 
180  to kick    
   1   kn dat  [ABDEFHIJL] 
   1   ken diet  [K] 
   2   er tem  [G] 

 
181  to swim    
   1   ria  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   sia  [F] 
   3   dm pa  [G] 
   4   n nai  [H] 
   5   d i  [L] 
   5   d ie  [K] 

 
182  to see    
   1   ma  [ABCDEIJK] 
   2   i  [F] 
   3   ju  [G] 
   4   mu do  [H] 
   5   pet  [L] 

 
183  to hear    
   1   sa  [ABDEIJ] 
   2   khsi  [C] 
   3   sam  [F] 
   3   so  [L] 
   4   sap  [K] 
   4   snao  [G] 
   5   so  [L] 
   5   swu  [H] 

 
 
 
 
 

184  to wait    
   1   hen  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   ja  [FGK] 
   3   n nap  [H] 
   4   ap  [L] 

 
185  to cry    
   1   nia  [ABCI] 
   2   j  [J] 
   2   jua  [D] 
   3   ja  [E] 
   4   jam  [FGKL] 
   5   un nao  [H] 

 
186  to cook    
   1   te  [ABCDEFIJ] 
   2   thet  [G] 
   3   thn n  [H] 
   4   et  [L] 
   4   iet  [K] 

 
187  to boil (water)    
   1   te am  [ABCDEFIJ] 
   2   se srut  [G] 
   3   sn nup  [H] 
   4   et  [L] 
   5   pn iet  [K] 

 
188  to eat    
   1   ba  [AE] 
   2   b  [J] 
   2   ba  [CI] 
   2   bua  [BD] 
   3   bam  [FGL] 
   4   bna  [H] 
   5   sa  [K] 

 
189  to drink    
   1   d  [H] 
   1   de  [ABCDEIJ] 
   1   di  [FGKL] 
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190  to sing    
   1   rowai  [L] 
   1   ruwai  [G] 
   1   ruwei  [F] 
   1   ruwu  [ABCDEIJ] 
   1   rwoi  [K] 
   2   rwui  [H] 
   2   rowai  [L] 
   2   ruwu  [ABCDEIJ] 

 
191  to bite    
   1   hit  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   dait  [FKL] 
   3   dei  [G] 
   4   knnap  [H] 

 
192  to laugh    
   1   ru  [ABCDEI] 
   1   rua  [J] 
   2   thkho  [F] 
   3   erkhai  [G] 
   4   l lom  [H] 
   5   r khei  [KL] 
 
193  to speak    
   1   iar  [BDJ] 
   1   siar  [ACEI] 
   2   khapai  [F] 
   3   klam  [G] 
   4   kr ra  [H] 
   5   kren  [KL] 
 
194  to tell    
 
195  to know    
   1   t  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   uma  [F] 
   3   tip  [GKL] 
   4   hei kan  [H] 

 
 
 

196  to forget    
   1   ble  [H] 
   1   bl  [F] 
   1   plia  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   mbi  [G] 
   3   klet  [KL] 

 
197  to sleep    
   1   thia  [ABCDEFGIJKL] 
   2   n n  [H] 

 
198  to dream    
   1   pe smo  [C] 
   1   po smo  [BI] 
   1   po smu  [AD] 
   1   p smu  [EJ] 
   2   f sniu  [K] 
   2   ph sniu  [L] 
   2   phu sneo  [F] 
   3   ju po nu  [G] 
   4   m phao  [H] 
 
199  to do/make    
 
200  to work    
   1   khi  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   rep  [F] 
   3   kre  [G] 
   4   trei  [HKL] 
 
201  to play    
   1   ja le  [A] 
   1   jalekai  [F] 
   2   khlu  [E] 
   2   khu ru  [J] 
   2   khuru  [BCDI] 
   3   khlu  [E] 
   3   khelai  [H] 
   3   khlei  [G] 
   5   jalekai  [F] 
   5   leka  [L] 
   5   lekai  [K] 
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202  to dance    
   1   kara  [ACDEI] 
   1   kare  [J] 
   1   kera  [B] 
   2   at  [F] 
   2   hat  [G] 
   3   en nat  [H] 
   4   at  [F] 
   4   iet  [K] 
   5   ad  [L] 
   5   at  [F] 

 
203  to throw    
 
204  to lift    
   1   khn ra  [E] 
   1   khn ra  [A] 
   1   khn r  [D] 
   1   khn ro  [CI] 
   2   ra  [FJKL] 
   3   tule  [G] 
   4   thn nom  [H] 

 
205  to push    
   1   it  [ABCDEGIJ] 
   1   niet  [K] 
   2   lor  [F] 
   3   khn niat  [HK] 

 
206  to pull    
   1   p te  [A] 
   1   p tea  [BJ] 
   1   p tia  [CDEI] 
   2   rien  [K] 
   2   rin  [G] 
   2   ri  [F] 
   3   par  [L] 
   4   r n  [H] 

 
 
 

207  to tie    
   1   kd  [DEI] 
   1   kd  [AGJ] 
   2   te  [L] 
   2   ti  [B] 
   3   wit  [C] 
   4   khm  [K] 
   4   khum  [F] 
   5   khn nom  [H] 

 
208  to wipe    
   1   s ia  [DE] 
   1   si a  [A] 
   1   si ia  [BIJ] 
   2   njiar  [KL] 
   3   pe sili  [C] 
   4   pn khuit  [F] 
   5   njam  [G] 
   6   nien nat  [H] 

 
209  to weave (on loom)    
 
210  to sew    
   1   su  [ABCDEIJKL] 
   2   sur  [F] 
   2   sur  [G] 
   3   sn nk  [H] 

 
211  to wash (face/hand)    
   1   khsi  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   sait  [FKL] 
   2   set  [G] 
   3   s nait  [H] 

 
212  to take bath    
   1   sem  [ABCDEIJ] 
   1   sum  [FGKL] 
   2   s num  [H] 
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213  to cut something    
   1   but  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   t  [FKL] 
   3   a  [G] 
   4   n nut  [H] 

 
214  to burn    
   1   tha  [ABCDEFGIJKL] 
   2   thna  [H] 

 
215  to buy    
   1   khti  [ACDEJ] 
   1   kht  [B] 
   2   thet  [G] 
   2   thiet  [KL] 
   2   thot  [F] 
   3   th nt  [H] 

 
216  to sell    
   1   do  [F] 
   1   du  [ABCDEI] 
   1   dua  [J] 
   2   dai  [G] 
   2   dei  [K] 
   3   dei  [K] 
   3   die  [L] 
   4   dn  [H] 

 
217  to steal    
   1   htu  [DE] 
   1   hetu  [BI] 
   1   hutu  [AJ] 
   2   stu  [C] 
   2   tu  [KL] 
   3   to  [FG] 
   4   tnk  [H] 

 
 
 
 
 

218  to lie, fib    
   1   pn r  [ADEIJ] 
   1   pen r  [B] 
   2   lam ler  [F] 
   3   klam misa  [G] 
   4   thlit  [H] 
   5   thk  [KL] 

 
219  to take    
   1   lum  [ABCDEFIJ] 
   2   him  [G] 
   3   thnom  [H] 
   4   m  [K] 
   4   sm  [L] 

 
220  to give    
   1   a  [ABCDEI] 
   1   ai  [KL] 
   1   e  [GJ] 
   2   im  [F] 
   3   n nai  [H] 

 
221  to kill    
   1   pn jap  [FH] 
   1   pen dip  [BDEJ] 
   1   pen jip  [A] 
   1   pen ip  [CI] 
   2   deti jap  [G] 
   3   pniap  [KL] 

 
222  to die    
   1   de dip  [B] 
   1   de jip  [AD] 
   1   de ip  [CI] 
   2   jap  [FG] 
   2   jiap  [KL] 
   2   jip  [EJ] 
   3   nien nap  [H] 
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223  to love    
   1   mj  [J] 
   1   mjua  [D] 
   1   maja  [FG] 
   1   maje  [B] 
   1   mej  [I] 
   1   mej  [CE] 
   1   mija  [A] 
   2   de mr hia  [H] 
   3   iet  [L] 
   4   lep  [K] 

 
224  to hate    
   1   ma khn  [A] 
   1   ma khni  [C] 
   2   khnji  [F] 
   2   khni  [BDEIJ] 
   3   n hin  [G] 
   4   do kn a  [H] 
   5   i si  [L] 
   6     [K] 

 
225  one    
   1   mi  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   wei  [FKL] 
   2   wi  [G] 
   3   uw  [H] 

 
226  two    
   1     [J] 
   1     [ACI] 
   1   ua  [D] 
   2   a  [E] 
   2   e  [B] 
   3   ar  [FGHKL] 
   4     [J] 
   4   e  [B] 
   5     [J] 
   5   ua  [D] 

 
 

227  three    
   1   la  [ABCDEI] 
   1   lai  [FHKL] 
   1   le  [GJ] 

 
228  four    
   1   rea  [BJ] 
   1   ria  [ACDEI] 
   2   sao  [FHKL] 
   3   so  [G] 

 
229  five    
   1   ran  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   san  [FGH] 
   2   sa  [KL] 

 
230  six    
   1   thro  [A] 
   1   throu  [BCDEIJ] 
   2   hn reo  [FKL] 
   3   ru  [G] 
   4   hr  [H] 

 
231  seven    
   1   hn thla  [ACDEI] 
   1   hn thle  [J] 
   1   hen thla  [B] 
   2   hn jo  [L] 
   2   hn niu  [K] 
   2   hn njua  [F] 
   3   njao  [G] 
   4   hniu  [H] 
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232  eight    
   1   mp  [A] 
   2   hm p   [I] 
   2   hm pa a  [E] 
   2   hn p   [J] 
   2   hen pe e  [B] 
   3   phra  [FGHKL] 
   4   mp  [C] 
   4   mpu ua  [D] 

 
233  nine    
   1   hn i a  [C] 
   1   hn ia  [A] 
   1   hen sa a  [B] 
   1   hen sia  [EI] 
   2   a  [D] 
   3   khn dai  [FKL] 
   3   khn de  [G] 
   3   khon dai  [H] 
   4   hn i a  [C] 
   4   hn ia  [A] 
   4   hn ie  [J] 
   4   hen sia  [EI] 

 
234  ten    
   1   i pho  [KL] 
   1   i phu  [ABCDEI] 
   1   i phua  [FJ] 
   1   i phao  [G] 
   2   i phu  [ABCDEI] 
   2   i phua  [FJ] 
   2   i pu  [H] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

235  eleven    
   1   pher mi  [AI] 
   1   i phr mi  [DJ] 
   1   i phr mi  [C] 
   1   i pher mei  [B] 
   1   i phr mi  [E] 
   2   khat uw  [H] 
   2   khat uwei  [K] 
   2   khat wei  [L] 
   2   khatruwai  [F] 
   3   khat uw  [H] 
   3   khat uwei  [K] 
   3   khat wei  [L] 
   3   khatwi  [G] 

 
236  twelve    
   1   phr   [IJ] 
   1   phr   [A] 
   1   phr   [C] 
   1   phr u  [D] 
   1   pher e  [B] 
   1   phr a  [E] 
   2   khat ar  [FGHKL] 

 
237  twenty    
   1   ar phao  [G] 
   1   ar pho  [KL] 
   1   ar phu  [EH] 
   1   ar phua  [F] 
   1   r phu  [BI] 
   1   r phu  [AC] 
   1   ur phu  [D] 
   2    phu  [J] 
   2   ar pho  [KL] 
   2   ar phu  [EH] 
   2   ar phua  [F] 
   2   r phu  [BI] 
   2   r phu  [AC] 
   2   ur phu  [D] 
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238  hundred    
   1   sua  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   spa  [FGHKL] 

 
239  thousand    
 
240  few    
 
241  some    
   1   i ia  [ACDEIJ] 
   2   sun  [B] 
   3   i knn  [F] 
   4    diat  [H] 
   4   khdiat  [G] 
   5   khn diat  [L] 
   5   khdiat  [G] 
   6   i ti  [K] 

 
242  many    
   1   i bo  [ACEI] 
   1   i bn  [K] 
   1   i bon  [L] 
   1   i bou  [D] 
   1   si bo  [J] 
   1   hi bon  [G] 
   2   bou  [B] 
   3   i bo  [ACEI] 
   3   i bou  [D] 
   3   ime  [F] 
   4   bn  [H] 

 
243  all    
   1   bar  [DEFKL] 
   1   br  [IJ] 
   1   br  [A] 
   1   br  [BG] 
   1   pr  [C] 
   2   bt prk  [H] 

 
 
 

244  big    
   1   mea  [BI] 
   1   mia  [ACDEJ] 
   2   ba he  [FL] 
   3   kmai  [G] 
   4   km ba  [H] 
   5   ba khrao  [K] 

 
245  small    
   1   sbiat  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   bain  [F] 
   3   khin  [G] 
   4   du dt  [H] 
   5   ret  [KL] 

 
246  long    
   1   dar  [G] 
   1   kr  [J] 
   1   kr  [ABCDEI] 
   2   dar  [G] 
   2   dro  [KL] 
   2   r  [F] 
   3   dar  [G] 
   3   der ro  [H] 

 
247  short (length)    
   1   hert  [B] 
   1   hrt  [ADEI] 
   1   rt  [J] 
   2   sbiat du  [C] 
   3   taban  [G] 
   3   tbian  [F] 
   4   l kt  [L] 
   4   to kut  [H] 
   5   l kt  [L] 
   5   l   [K] 
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248  heavy    
   1   stu  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   khia  [FL] 
   2   khie  [K] 
   2   khi  [G] 
   3   khn ja  [H] 

 
249  light (not heavy)    
   1   stia  [ABCDEIJ] 
   1   stin  [G] 
   1   sti  [FKL] 
   2   sn ti  [H] 
   2   stia  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   sti  [FKL] 

 
250  fat    
   1   mea  [B] 
   1   mia  [ACDEI] 
   2   bahe  [F] 
   3   s ai  [KL] 
   3   s eit  [G] 
   4   m mir  [H] 
   5   l mu  [J] 

 
251  thin    
   1   rh  [AIJ] 
   2   sbiat  [BDE] 
   3   sbiat du  [C] 
   4   raikh  [KL] 
   4   rekh  [F] 
   4   rkh  [G] 
   5   khru  [H] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

252  wide, broad    
   1   bhia  [A] 
   2   mea  [BJ] 
   2   mia  [EI] 
   3   kr diam  [C] 
   4   hia  [D] 
   5   bahe  [F] 
   6   kmai  [G] 
   7   kmba  [H] 
   8   jar  [KL] 

 
253  narrow    
   1   sbiat  [ABCEIJ] 
   2   khim  [G] 
   2   khim  [DKL] 
   3   bin  [F] 
   4   du dit  [H] 

 
254  deep    
   1   hrou  [DE] 
   1   herou  [BCI] 
   1   hrou  [AJ] 
   2   d l  [H] 
   2   d lu  [G] 
   2    leo  [F] 
   2    lio  [L] 
   3   sa am  [K] 

 
255  shallow    
 
256  full (cup)    
   1   dap  [ABCDEFGHIJKL] 

 
257  empty (cup)    
 
258  hungry    
   1   tm ph  [ADEIJ] 
   1   tem ph  [BC] 
   2   th an  [FKL] 
   2   tha an  [G] 
   3   h li  [H] 
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259  thirsty    
   1   thria  [J] 
   1   the ria  [ABCDEI] 
   2   th an um  [F] 
   2   tha an um  [G] 
   3   de ra um  [H] 
   4   slia  [KL] 

 
260  sweet    
   1   ba  [ABCDEFGIJ] 
   2   thia  [HKL] 

 
261  sour    
   1   a hat  [ACDEIJ] 
   1   er hat  [B] 
   2   ua  [F] 
   3   dao  [G] 
   4    du  [H] 
   5   dou  [L] 
   5   du  [K] 

 
262  bitter    
   1   kha  [BJ] 
   1   khia  [CDEF] 
   1   khsa  [A] 
   1   khsia  [I] 
   2   kh tha  [KL] 
   2   kha  [BJ] 
   2   khsa  [A] 
   2   khtha  [G] 
   3   n tha  [H] 
   3   kh tha  [KL] 
   4   khtha  [G] 
   4   kh tha  [KL] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

263  spicy, hot    
   1   su u  [ADEI] 
   1   su ua  [J] 
   1   suu  [B] 
   1   suu  [C] 
   2   tr ha  [F] 
   3   jie  [G] 
   4   n sat  [H] 
   5   dlep  [L] 
   6   sat  [K] 

 
264  ripe    
   1   e en  [B] 
   1   s en  [DE] 
   1   se en  [A] 
   1   si en  [CIJ] 
   2   i  [FGKL] 
   3   n neit  [H] 

 
265  rotten (fruit)    
   1   p t  [ABCDEIJL] 
   1   put  [K] 
   1   put  [FG] 
   2   d lip  [H] 

 
266  fast    
   1   p ka  [E] 
   1   pe ke a  [B] 
   1   p ke a  [I] 
   2   pr smat  [D] 
   2   pasmat  [G] 
   3   phet pk a  [C] 
   4   kli kli  [F] 
   5    leit  [H] 
   6   stet  [KL] 
   7   kha  [J] 
   7   phkha  [A] 
   8   p ka  [E] 
   8   phkha  [A] 
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267  slow    
   1   siao siao  [DJ] 
   1   sio sio  [ABCEFI] 
   2   mon mon  [G] 
   3   su ki  [KL] 
   4   m mon m mon  [H] 

 
268  same    
   1   hu  [A] 
   1   u  [CDEIJ] 
   1   ui  [B] 
   2   kau  [F] 
   2   k du  [K] 
   3   hi deit  [G] 
   4   srim  [H] 
   5   k du  [K] 
   5   kum do  [L] 

 
269  different    
   1   phla  [FG] 
   1   phili  [ABCDEI] 
   2   mau lei  [H] 
   3   ja pher  [J] 
   4   pher  [L] 
   5   fer  [K] 

 
270  dry    
   1   rhia  [ABCDEIJ] 
   1   rkhia  [GKL] 
   2   rkhia  [GKL] 
   2   thkhia  [F] 
   3   thra  [H] 
   4   rhia  [ABCDEIJ] 
   4   rhia  [K] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

271  wet    
   1    riat  [J] 
   1   e ria  [CD] 
   1   e ria  [ABEI] 
   2   duan  [F] 
   3   de  [GL] 
   3   di  [K] 
   4   dm bait  [H] 
   5   de riat  [L] 
   5   e ria  [CD] 
   5   e ria  [ABEI] 
   5   e riat  [J] 

 
272  hot    
   1   saao / kn thap [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   iet  [K] 
   2   it  [FL] 
   2   hit  [G] 
   3    lup  [H] 

 
273  cold    
   1   kh am  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   iam  [F] 
   2   saam  [K] 
   3   kdam  [G] 
   4   bn sir  [H] 
   5   khriat  [L] 

 
274  good    
   1   r um  [J] 
   1   ru um  [ABCDEI] 
   2   hiam  [F] 
   3   bha  [GKL] 
   4   mr hia  [H] 

 
275  bad    
   1   km  [ABCDEFIJ] 
   2   s  [G] 
   3   kn thia  [H] 
   4   sneo  [K] 
   4   snio  [L] 
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276  new    
   1   thma  [DE] 
   1   thma  [ABCI] 
   1   thmai  [F] 
   1   thme  [J] 
   2   thm mai  [HKL] 
   2   them me  [G] 

 
277  old    
   1   se rem  [ABCDEI] 
   1   s rem  [J] 
   2   brim  [G] 
   2   rim  [FKL] 
   3   r rim  [H] 

 
278  broken    
   1   pu  [ABCIJ] 
   2   pia  [D] 
   2   pie  [E] 
   3   khain  [F] 
   3   khn  [K] 
   4   be khein  [G] 
   5   m p  [H] 
   6   kdia  [L] 

 
279  above    
   1   kr  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   tl  [F] 
   3   dr  [GKL] 
   4   n da  [H] 

 
280  below    
   1   e rem  [C] 
   1   i rem  [B] 
   1    rem  [AD] 
   2   a p  [KL] 
   2   e p  [F] 
   2   s p  [J] 
   2   he p  [G] 
   3   p lia  [H] 

 

281  far    
   1   hu u  [A] 
   2   kn e  [CDEI] 
   2   kn   [J] 
   2   ken e  [B] 
   3   e e e  [F] 
   4   d ai  [KL] 
   4   d i  [H] 
   4   de ai  [G] 

 
282  near    
   1   dan  [GKL] 
   1   an  [ABCDEFIJK] 
   2   d an  [H] 

 
283  right    
   1   mon  [FGKL] 
   1   mun  [ABCDEIJ] 

 
284  left    
   1   dia  [ABCDEFGIJKL] 
   2   tm mia  [H] 

 
285  black    
   1   pr  [ABCDEGIJ] 
   2   jo  [FKL] 
   3   n nio  [H] 

 
286  white    
   1   sla  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   le  [FL] 
   2   lei  [G] 
   2   li  [H] 
   3   ie  [K] 
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287  red    
   1   sa  [J] 
   1   sea  [BL] 
   1   sia  [ACDEI] 
   2   sao  [FHKL] 
   2   sea  [BL] 
   3   o  [G] 

 
288  green    
   1   dr am  [K] 
   1   r am  [L] 
   1   er am  [FG] 
   1   her am  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   s ia  [H] 

 
289  yellow    
   1   t   [J] 
   1   t a  [ACEI] 
   1   t e  [B] 
   1   t ua  [D] 
   2   t ar e  [F] 
   3   bstem  [G] 
   3   stem  [L] 
   4   sn tim  [H] 
   4   stem  [L] 
   5   si roi  [K] 

 
290  when (near future)    
   1   ja hn a  [A] 
   1   ja hn a  [E] 
   2   ja a  [BC] 
   3   la mn no  [FL] 
   4   mn nt  [H] 
   4   men no  [K] 
   4   mun nu  [G] 
   5   la nia  [DIJ] 

 
 
 
 
 

291  where    
   1   ti nja  [ABCEIJ] 
   2   ian no  [F] 
   3   hian  [G] 
   4   di nia  [D] 
   4   t nt  [H] 
   5   hano  [KL] 

 
292  who    
   1   u a  [ABCDEI] 
   1   u e  [J] 
   2   ma no  [F] 
   2   ma nu  [L] 
   3   nu  [G] 
   4   u jiet  [H] 
   5   bai je  [K] 

 
293  what    
   1   i a  [ABCDEI] 
   2   ka no  [F] 
   3   ni ki  [G] 
   4   u mt  [H] 
   5   k e  [J] 
   5   ke ei  [L] 
   6   rat  [K] 

 
294  how many    
   1   kat nia  [A] 
   1   kat no  [KL] 
   2   i hm bo  [EI] 
   2   i hn bo  [CDJ] 
   2   i hen bo  [B] 
   3   i kar no  [F] 
   4   at nu t li  [G] 
   5    mt tlei  [H] 
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295  this thing    
   1   u mi  [ABDE] 
   2   du u mi  [C] 
   3   i ni  [G] 
   3   u ne  [I] 
   3   u ni  [HL] 
   4   u wei  [F] 
   5   i ni  [G] 
   5   k n  [J] 
   5   ka ni  [K] 
   5   u ne  [I] 
   5   u ni  [HL] 

 
296  that thing    
   1   k tun  [J] 
   1   ti tun  [A] 
   1   tu tun  [D] 
   1   u tun  [BCI] 
   2   k tai  [L] 
   2   ka tai  [K] 
   3   u le  [E] 
   4   i tu  [G] 
   4   u to  [F] 
   4   u tu  [H] 
   4   u tun  [BCI] 
   5   k tai  [L] 
   5   k tun  [J] 

 
297  these things    
   1   i ne  [BC] 
   1   ki n  [J] 
   1   ki ni  [F] 
   2   i le  [DEI] 
   3   br i ni  [G] 
   4   u ni  [H] 
   5   ki  [K] 

 
 
 
 
 

298  those things    
   1   i tun  [ABCI] 
   1   ki tun  [J] 
   1   ti tun  [E] 
   2   tu le  [D] 
   3   ki to  [F] 
   3   ki tu  [K] 
   3   ki tun  [J] 
   4   i tai  [G] 
   5   u te du  [H] 

 
299  1s    
   1   nia  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   a  [FGKL] 
   3   u ne  [H] 

 
300  2s (familiar)    
   1   eam  [BIJ] 
   1   iam  [ACDEL] 
   2   umi  [FH] 
   3   me  [G] 
   3   mei  [L] 
   4   fei  [K] 

 
301  2s (honorific)    
 
302  3s (generic/male)    
   1   i ao  [E] 
   2   u le  [DI] 
   3   ki  [F] 
   4   u tai  [G] 
   5   u  [KL] 
   6   e ao  [BJ] 
   7   io  [AC] 
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303  3s (female)    
   1   ia  [AC] 
   2   e a ke  [B] 
   2   ija ke  [E] 
   3   ka le  [D] 
   3   ke le  [I] 
   4   e tai  [G] 
   5   u phei  [H] 
   6   ka  [KL] 

 
304  1p    
   1   i i  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   u i  [F] 
   3   i  [G] 
   4   u jia  [H] 
   5   i  [KL] 

 
305  2p (familiar)    
   1   i hi  [ABCDEIJ] 
   2   phi  [F] 
   3   br phi  [G] 
   4   u phiao  [H] 
   5   ba r  [K] 

 
306  2p (honorific)    
 
307  3p    
   1   i ki  [ACEI] 
   2   i e  [B] 
   3   i le  [D] 
   4   ki  [FGKL] 
   5   u kiu du  [H] 
   6   i ja  [J] 
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Appendix C. Recorded Text Tests 

C.1. Standard Recorded Text Test procedures* 

The extent to which speakers of related linguistic varieties understand one another can 
be studied by means of tape recorded texts. Such studies investigate whether speakers of one 
variety understand a narrative text in another variety and are able to answer questions about 
the content of that text. The accuracy with which subjects answer these questions is taken as 
an index of their comprehension of that speech form. From the percentage of correct answers, 
the amount of intelligibility between speech forms is inferred. The recorded text testing used 
in this survey is based on the procedures described in Casad (1974) and Blair (1990). 

 
Short, personal-experience narratives are deemed to be most suitable for recorded text 

testing in that the content must be relatively unpredictable and the speech form should be 
natural. Folklore or other material thought to be widely known is avoided. A three- to five- 
minute story is recorded from a speaker of the regional vernacular and then checked with a 
group of speakers from the same region to ensure that the spoken forms are truly 
representative of that area. The story is then transcribed and a set of comprehension questions 
is constructed based on various semantic domains covered in the text. Normally, a set of 
fifteen or more questions is initially prepared. Some of the questions will prove unsuitable—
perhaps because the answer is not in focus in the text, or because the question is confusing to 
mother-tongue speakers of the test variety. Unsuitable questions are then deleted from the 
preliminary set, leaving a minimum of ten final questions for each RTT. To ensure that 
measures of comprehension are based on the subjects' understanding of the text itself and not 
on a misunderstanding of the test questions, these questions must be recorded in the regional 
variety of the subjects. This requires an appropriate dialect version of the questions for each 
RTT for each test location. 

 
In the RTTs used in this study, subjects heard the complete story text once, after 

which the story was repeated with test questions and opportunities for responses interspersed 
with necessary pauses in the recorded text. Appropriate and correct responses are directly 
extractable from the segment of speech immediately preceding the question, such that 
memory limitations exert a negligible effect and indirect inferencing based on the content is 
not required. Thus the RTT aims to be a close reflection of a subject's comprehension of the 
language itself, not of his or her memory, intelligence, or reasoning. The average or mean of 
the scores obtained from subjects at one test location is taken as a numerical indicator of the 
intelligibility between speakers of the dialects represented. 

 
In order to ensure that the RTT is a fair test of the intelligibility of the test variety to 

speakers from the regions tested, the text is first tested with subjects from the region where 
the text was recorded. This initial testing is referred to as the hometown test. The hometown 
test serves to introduce subjects to the testing procedure in a context where intelligibility of 
the dialect is assumed to be complete since it is the mother-tongue of test subjects. In 
addition, hometown testing ensures that mother-tongue speakers of the text dialect could 
accurately answer the comprehension questions used to assess understanding of the text in 
locations where that is not the local dialect. Once a text has been hometown tested with a 

                                                            
* The description of recorded text test procedures is adapted from that found in appendix A of O’Leary (ed. 1992). It is used 
by permission of the author. 
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minimum of ten subjects who have been able to correctly answer the selected comprehension 
questions, the test is considered validated. 

 
It is possible that a subject may be unable to answer the test questions correctly 

simply because they do not understand what is expected of them. This is especially true with 
those unacquainted with test-taking. Therefore a very short pre-test story with four questions 
is recorded in the local variety before beginning the actual testing. The purpose of this pre-
test is to teach the subject what is expected according to the RTT procedures. If the subject is 
able to answer the pre-test questions, it is assumed that he or she would serve as a suitable 
subject. Each subject then participates in the HTT in his or her mother-tongue before 
participating in RTTs in other varieties. Occasionally, even after the pre-test, a subject fails to 
perform adequately on an already validated HTT. Performances of such subjects are 
eliminated from the final evaluation, the assumption being that uncontrollable factors 
unrelated to the intelligibility of speech forms are skewing such test results. In this study, 
subjects performing at levels of less than 70 percent on their the HTT were eliminated from 
further testing. 

 
There are cases when speakers of one language variety have had no previous contact 

with the language variety represented by the recorded text. In such a situation subjects’ test 
scores tend to be more similar to each other. This is especially true when the scores are in the 
higher ranges. Such consistent scores are often interpreted to be closer reflections of the 
inherent intelligibility between speech forms. If the sample of ten subjects accurately 
represents the speech community being tested in terms of the variables affecting 
intelligibility, and the RTT scores show such consistency, increasing the number of subjects 
should not significantly increase the range of variation of the scores. 

 
However, when some subjects have had significant previous contact with the variety 

recorded on the RTT, while others have not, the scores usually vary considerably, reflecting 
the degree of learning that has gone on through contact. For this reason it is important to 
include a measure of dispersion which reflects the extent to which the range of scores varies 
from the mean—the standard deviation. On an RTT with 100 possible points (that is 100 
percent), standard deviations of 15 or more are considered high. If the standard deviation is 
relatively low, say 10 or below, and the mean score for subjects from the selected test point is 
high, the implication is that the community as a whole probably understands the test variety 
rather well, either because the variety in the RTT is inherently intelligible or because this 
variety has been acquired rather consistently and uniformly throughout the speech 
community. If the standard deviation is low and the mean RTT score is also low, the 
implication is that the community as a whole understands the test variety rather poorly and 
that regular contact has not facilitated learning of the test variety to any significant extent. If 
the standard deviation is high, regardless of the mean score, one implication is that some 
subjects have learned to comprehend the test variety better than others. In this last case, 
inherent intelligibility between the related varieties may be mixed with acquired proficiency 
which results from learning through contact.  
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The relationship between RTT scores and their standard deviation can be seen in the 

following chart (Blair 1990:25): 
 

STANDARD DEVIATION 
High Low 

High 

Situation 1 
Many people understand the 

story on the test tape well, but some 
have difficulty. 

Situation 2 
Most people understand the 

story on the test tape. 

A
V

ER
A

G
E 

SC
O

R
E 

Low 

Situation 3 
Many people cannot understand 

the story, but a few are able to answer 
correctly. 

Situation 4 
Few people are able to 

understand the story on the test 
tape. 

 
High standard deviations can result from other causes, such as inconsistencies in the 

circumstances of test administration and scoring or differences in attentiveness or intelligence 
of subjects. Researchers involved in recorded text testing need to be aware of the potential for 
skewed results due to such factors and to control for them as much as possible through 
careful test development and administration. 

 
Questionnaires administered at the time of testing can help researchers discover which 

factors are significant in promoting contact which facilitates acquired intelligibility. Travel to 
or extended stays in other dialect regions, intermarriage between dialect groups, or contacts 
with schoolmates from other dialect regions are examples of the types of contact that can 
occur. 

 
In contrast to experimentally controlled testing in a laboratory or classroom situation, 

the results of field-administered methods such as the RTT cannot be completely isolated from 
potential biases. Recorded texts and test questions will vary in terms of their relative 
difficulty and complexity or in terms of the clarity of the recording. Comparisons of RTT 
results from different texts need to be made cautiously. It is therefore recommended that 
results from RTTs not be interpreted in terms of fixed numerical thresholds, but rather be 
evaluated in light of other indicators of intelligibility such as lexical similarity, dialect 
opinions, and reported patterns of contact and communication. In general, however, RTT 
mean scores of around eighty percent or higher with accompanying low standard deviations 
are usually taken to indicate that representatives of the test point dialect display adequate 
understanding of the variety represented by the recording. Conversely, RTT means below 
sixty percent are interpreted to indicate inadequate intelligibility. 
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C.2. Codes used in the transcription of texts 

In the following W-J and standard Khasi texts, these line codes are used: 
Code  Meaning: 
\n  Line number 
\p  Phonetic transcription 
\g  Word-by-word English gloss of transcribed text 
\f  Free (natural) English translation of the text 
 
\Question # Question number 
\Q  Free (natural) English translation of the question 
\A  Expected answer for the question 
\A  Subjects answer 
 
The following abbreviations are used in the glosses: 
DO = direct object 
EMP = emphatic 
F = feminine gender marker 
M = masculine gender marker 
PLU = plural marker 
POSS = possessive marker 
PRCON = present continuous 
PST = past 

C.3. Text transcription 

C.3.1. War-Jaintia text 
Title:   Fishing with friends 
Location:  Magurchora village, Kamalganj thana, Bangladesh 
Date:   26 February 2003 
Language:  War-Jaintia 
Sex:   female 
Age:   20 
 
\n 1 
\p ka mi ka sia ma a lia  wa 
\g F 

ne 
F day saw go to river 

\f One day I went to the river. 
 
\Question 1 

\Q  Where did she go? 
\A  To the river. 

 
\n 2 
\p la poja  wa ja t  bi ni i prlk  la ba 
\g when reach to river see meet with friend my three person 
\f When I reached the river I met my friends.  There were three of us. 
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\n 3        
\p i ni prlk t ka meri ba dalia 
\g these friend is F Mary and Dalia 
\f These friends were Mary and Dalia. 
 
\n 4 
\p lai te bi nia ma a je te ia t  la bai e 
\g and then with me saw then meet my three people  
 

\p    ia bia e tara kr kan hi 
\g went there up catch fish 
\f The three of us went up the river to catch fish. 
 
\Question 2 

\Q  Why did they go up the river? 
\A  To catch fish. 

 
\n 5 
\p lai te rai bi h lai te kan hi 
\g and took with basket and catch fish 
\f We took a basket to catch fish. 
 
\n 6 
\p lai te ma a i ti i hi lai te i la bai ja lie 
\g then saw those fish then PRCON three people PST went 
 

\p  ma do k mi k hi e di i la di i do k mi k hi 
\g saw only one fish  got when got only one fish 
 
\p   lai te ma de ia e bu porj he i hi 
\g   then saw much day spent time we 
\f    Then we saw those fish, and the three of us only caught one fish—we spent the whole day 

there and only caught one fish. 
 
\n 7 
\p  lai te ma a la kane ka ma la tok ei i  wa 
\g then saw come this F mom she look.for us at river 
\f Then my mom came and looked for us at the river. 
 
\Question 3 

\Q  Who came to look for them? 
\A  Her mom. 
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\n 8 
\p lai te ma a la tuk ka ne  wa lai te ma ka 
\g then saw come look for F 

e 
at river then see F 

 

\p   au a a te e wa 
\g not was I at river 
\f When my mom came to look for me at the river, then she saw that I was not at 

the river. 
  
\n 9 
\p lai te ku ka ta kr ma jei te hut ka ma nie 
\g then go up she much up mom then call F mom me 
 

\p   ma a pdu sa ka ma nie 
\g see hit strongly F mom me 
\f So my mom went a long ways up the river, and she called me, and when she 

saw me she beat me hard. 
 
\Question 4 

\Q  What did her mother do when she found her? 
\A  She beat her. 

 
\n 10 
\p la pdu ka nie la lo wan i  sni ma a la 
\g after hit F me when back come we to house see when 
 

\p wan o pa ti te b ma a pdu sa o pa ha nie 
\g come M dad there also see hit hard M dad to me 
\f After she beat me, when we got back to the house, when my dad came home he also 

beat me. 
 
\n 11 
\p lai te ma a le smit ho sa ka ri e 
\g then saw afternoon go.up very F fever my 
\f Then during the afternoon I got a high fever. 
 
\n 12 
\p la ho ka ri e lai te ma a la tu kor ti 
\g when go up F fever my then see when dawn 
 

\p lo ho uo daktor o pa hen nie 
\g take doctor M dad DO me 
\f When my fever was still high in the morning, my dad took me to the doctor. 
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\n 13 
\p ma a ja kap i i di nia di nia i i bai te ka ri 
\g see go.by.walking we on.foot we even.though F fever 
 

\p ba tur lai te ma hai te hap kap i i di nia nia e 
\g increased then  saw because of that forced walk we by foot 
\f We went by walking—even though I had a high fever, we had to go by foot. 
 
\Question 5 

\Q  How did they travel to the doctor? 
\A  By foot. 

 
\n 14 
\p lai te ha du poi i i  srimonol la ma a poi  
\g then until reach we to Srimangal when see reach to 
 

\p srimonol bo ma e au di daktor i i te ha du ban se i 
\g Srimangal  saw not get doctor we until forced  
 

\p ban wan kari  sni 
\g again.come back to house 
\f When we got to Srimangal we could not see the doctor, so we had to go back home. 
 
\n 15 
\p ja wan t sni ka tu ja wan i i b ma e 
\g when come to house same come.back we saw 
 

\p di nie pe di nie hap kap e 
\g by.foot forced walk 
\f When we went home, we had to walk on foot the same way we had come. 
 
\n 16 
\p lai te ma a tia i i ti sni ha du bo ie i ke tu 
\g then see sleep we at house until one week 
 

\p tia ti sni 
\g sleep at house 
\f Then we were lying sick at home, for one week we were sick at home. 
 
\Question 6 

\Q  How long was she sick at home? 
\A  One week. 

 
\n 17 
\p la dap i ke tu ma a de lia ka ri la la kari i i ma a 
\g after one week see went.go again when go again we see 
 

\p ka te ka nu a ma a di i da ka motor a lia i di motor 
\g that day see got by F car went we by car 
\f One week later we went again, and that day we got a car, so we went by car. 
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\n 18 
\p lia te ha du poi ta daktor la poi ta daktor ma a 
\g then until reach to doctor when reach to doctor saw 
 

\p au daktor nie di duwa 
\g gave doctor me by medicine 
\f Then when we got to the doctor, we saw the doctor and he gave me medicine. 
 

 
\Question 7 

\Q  What did the doctor give her? 
\A  Medicine. 

 
\n 19 
\p la au di duwa ma a la wan a ta sni ja 
\g when gave by medicine saw when come  to home when 
 

\p de i nie duwa ma a hia a 
\g eat these medicine saw healthy 
\f After he gave the medicine, we went home.  I took the medicine and got better. 
 
\Question 8 

\Q  What happened after she took the medicine? 
\A  She got better. 

 
\n 20 
\p la hiaa ti te tu po ka tu lai te ma a nu a la lia a 
\g when healthy after again.same then saw day went I 
 

\p a wa ja to keri a bi ne prlk a p tu i ne  
\g to river meet again I with friend I same.again these  
 

\p prlk a la ba 
\g friend I three people 
\f After I got better, one day I went to the river again and met my same friends 

again, the three of us. 
 
\n 21 
\p e te ja to i la bai lia keri ta non ta kr 
\g then meet we three people went again there up 
 

\p tu pi tu nua ma a ka ki tu ma a kan keri i i hi 
\g same.again day saw again.same saw catch again we fish 
\f Then the three of us went up the river again that day to catch fish. 
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\n 22 
\p na ka te ka nua ma a ra keri i i bini ho lai te 
\g that F day see took again we with basket then 
 

\p ra i i bi kua l kan hi i 
\g took we with stick go catch fish we 
\f That day we took a basket with us again, and we also took a stick and went to catch fish. 
 
\n 23 
\p lai te ma a k te ka nua b lia i k te nua ptan 
\g then see that F day also went we that day but 
 

\p hen di i i ta ka mi b 
\g not get we not.even.one 
\f Then we went that day, but we did not catch even one. 
 
\Question 9 

\Q  How many fish did they catch? 
\A  None. 

 
\n 24 
\p lai te ma a ja wan ti sni k tu pk tu ma a wan 
\g then saw come.back to house same.again saw come 
 

\p keri ka di dia hen na ma a ho kari ka ri 
\g again F danger DO me saw go.up again F fever 
\f Then when I got home again, just like before I had the same danger and I got a 

fever again. 
 
\n 25 
\p lai te ho ka ri e lai te ma a hen du ka ma bo 
\g then go.up F fever my then saw both F mom and 
 

\p pa ma a de i tom di mut e 
\g dad saw got worried mind their 
\f When my fever went up, then my mom and dad saw and got worried. 
 
\Question 10 

\Q  How did her mom and dad feel? 
\A  Worried. 

 
\n 26 
\p ho kari ka ne ka ri e lai te ma a i lanam kari 
\g go.up again F this F fever my then saw took again 
 

\p o pa ha ir hen ta daktor ja lanam kari o ta daktor 
\g M dad again to doctor took again he to doctor 
\f I had a fever again, so again my dad took me to the doctor. 
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\n 27 
\p ka te ka nua ma a lia e di niai i la wan i i 
\g that F day saw go we by foot we when come we 
 

\p ti te ja wan i b wan i di niai lai te ma a 
\g there when come we after come we by foot then saw 
 

\p ti te ka nua hi a 
\g that F day healthy 
\f That day we went by foot when we went there, and we also went home by foot, 

and that day I got better. 
 
\n 28 
\p la hia ti te ti du ka te ka nua be lia te wan 
\g when healthy that after that F day more go not 
\f After I got better that day, I never went fishing again. 
 

C.3.2. Standard Khasi text 
Title:    The Car Accident 
Location:   Shillong 
Date:    28 September 2003 
Language:   Standard Khasi (Sohra dialect) 
Storyteller’s name:  Wadli Nongrum 
Sex:    male 
Age:    43   
Education:   B.A.  
 
\n 1 
\p ha u bnai nailar ar haʒar ar ŋa lɛt dʒiŋlɛt 
\g in the month August two thousand two I went journey 
           

\p na ka lɪntʌ kʌm dʒoŋ ŋa 
\g for my purpose work POSS I 
\f   In August 2002, I went on a trip for my work. 
 
\n 2  
\p ŋa sŋokamɛn ʃibor ɛː namar i lok dʒoŋ ŋa bad u kʰun 
\g I happy very.much EMP because the wife POSS I and the child              
\p uba hɨnño sʲnɛm dʒoŋ ŋa ki la dʌn niŋʔat bad ŋa 
\g who.is seven year POSS I we PST have together and I 
\f   I was very happy because my wife and my seven-year-old son went with me. 
 
\Question 1 

\Q  How did the storyteller feel about going on this trip? 
\A  Very happy. 
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\n 3 
\p ŋa la ŋʲa da kali ɔfis na ha bɛnta kane ka dʒiŋlɛt 
\g I PST drive by car office purpose for reason that the journey 
\f   I drove the office car for this trip. 
 
\n 4 
\p i lok i ʃoŋ ha kʰmut bad ŋa u kʰun u dan ha ka ba 
\g the wife she sat on front and I the child he have on the back 
                
\p ʃɛdiɛn̯ dʒoŋ ka kali 
\g being POSS the vehicle 
\f   My wife sat next to me in the front seat, and my son was in the back seat. 
 
\n 5 
\p hadiɛn hi kʌm dʒoŋ ŋa katba ŋa daŋ wan pʰai ̯ kumba 
\g after much work POSS I while I PST come return about 
            

\p lai badʒe eie̯i ̯ la dʒʲa ka dʒiŋ aksidɛn kʌbə dʒur 
\g three o’clock about PST happen the EMP accident which.is heavy 
\f   After I finished the work, we were coming back home around 3 PM when we had 
  a big car accident. 
 
\Question 2 

\Q  At about what time was the accident? 
\A  3 o’clock. 

 
\n 6 
\p ŋam sugtʰur kumno ha dʒʲa namer ba ŋa ʃu loŋ 
\g I.not understand how it happened because PST I unaware happened            
\p kum bam tip brio̯ 
\g suddenly with know man 
\f   I don’t know why, but I lost consciousness. 
 
\n 7 
\p haba ka kali iad̯ ʃɛɾud ka lɪnti i lok dʒoŋ ŋa i pɨrkʰat 
\g when the car move side.of.road the road the wife POSS I the thought 
          

\p ba ŋa ʃu lɛʔ kai haba ŋa ŋʲaʔ 
\g PST I unaware do pretend while I drive 
\f   When the car started to go off the road, my wife thought I was joking because sometimes 
     I like to play jokes while driving. 
 
\n 8 
\p haba i la ioʔ̯i ba ha kali ka ijad ʃɛɾud i la 
\g when she was see that the car the move side.of.road she was              
\p ktaʔ na ha kti dʒoŋ ŋa bʌn pʲakʲɛndit ia ŋa 
\g touch from the hand POSS I to awake toward I 
\f   When the car kept going off the road, she tapped my arm to warn me. 
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\n 9 
\p ŋa kʰlɛn ioʔ sŋɛo ̯ ei ̯ ia kata ka dʒiŋ ktaʔ namer 
\g I not EMP hear nothing to that the EMP touch because 
            

\p ŋa nam ʃɨm tip bɾio ̯ hɨnrei ̯ i lok joŋ ŋa im 
\g I not was know man but the wife POSS I not             
\p tip ia kata namer ba ki kʰmat dʒoŋ ŋa ki peit̯ 
\g know to that because the PLU eye POSS I PLU see 
\f   I didn’t feel the tap because I was unconscious, but my wife didn’t know that because my 
 eyes were open. 

 
\Question 3 

\Q  Why didn’t the man’s wife know he was unconscious? 
\A  His eyes were open. 

 
\n 10 
\p te ka kali ka la tɨnɾaʔ ia ̯ ka kɨnɾɔʔ 
\g then the car the PST hit to the wall 
\f   Then the car ran into a wall. 
 
\Question 4 

\Q  What did the car run into? 
\A  A wall. 

 
 
\n 11 
\p ka dʒiŋstet dʒoŋ kali ka loŋ kumba saopʰo kilomitar eie̯i ̯
\g the speed of car the almost about 40 km about 
           

\p namer kata ka la dei ka dʒiŋ aksidɛn kaba dʒur 
\g because that the PST due.to the EMP accident which.is heavy 
\f   The car was going about 40 km/h, so it was a big accident. 
 
\n 12 
\p ka kali ka la dʒulor bʰa ha ka liaŋ ka diaŋ dʒoŋ ka 
\g the car the PST damaged very on the side the left of it 
\f   The car was badly damaged, especially on the left side of the car. 
 
\Question 5 

\Q  In what condition was the car? 
\A  Badly damaged. 
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\n 13 
\p ŋa la ʃitom ha ki kniuŋ dʒoŋ ŋa bʌd u kʰun u la laitdoʔ ha 
\g I was injured on the ribs POSS I and the child he was sprain on 
            

\p ŋa kti ha mon dʒoŋ u katba i lok dʒoŋ ŋa pat i la 
\g the arm the right POSS he while the wife POSS I than she was 
            

\p ʃitom kʰun palat namer i ʃoŋ ha ka liaŋ ba tɨnɾaʔ kali 
\g injured son very because she sit on the side which hit car 
            

\f   I injured my rib and my son sprained his right arm, but my wife was seriously hurt 
 because she was sitting on the side of the car that was hit. 
 
\n 14  
\p kʰmat dʒoŋ i ka leit̯ saŋoʔ ha ka jet kali 
\g face POSS she the went hit on the glass car 
 

\p bad ka la moŋ bʰa bad la doŋ da ki jet 
\g and the was injured very and was pierced by the glass 
 

\p paʲt keba buən̯ ha ka ŋap dʒoŋ i 
\g broken which.is many on the cheek POSS she 
\f   Her face hit the windshield, and her left cheek was very hurt because bits of glass were in 

her cheek. 
 
\Question 6 

\Q  Why was the the wife’s cheek hurt badly? 
\A  Glass was in the cheek. 

 
 
\n 15 
\p ka lɨnti ka loŋ kaba kɨndʒaʔ hɨnrei ̯ dʌn bok la wanpʰai 
\g the road the to.be which lonely but have luck PST return 
 

\p unei ̯ u plidar uba la soŋɛr bad irap ia ŋi 
\g same he lawyer who PST stop and help to us 
\f   The road wasn’t a busy one, but fortunately a lawyer who was on the same road stopped 
 and helped us. 
 
\n 16 
\p u la pɨnʃoŋ ia ŋi ha kali dʒoŋ u bad u la pɨnpoi ̯
\g he PST put to us on car POSS he and he PST take 
 

\p ia ŋi ʃa dʒake sumar 
\g to us to place to.heal 
\f   He put us in his car and drove us to the hospital. 
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\n 17 
\p haba ŋa la poi ̯ ha ka dʒaka-dʒiŋsumar u paɾalok
\g when I PST reach to the hospital the friend 
 

\p u la kum dan haŋla u la iarap lem ia ŋi 
\g he PST sudden luck there he PST help generously to us 
\f    When we reached the hospital, a friend who happened to be there helped us. 
 
\n 18 
\p u la raʔ ia i lok dʒoŋ ŋa na kata 
\g he PST carry to the wife POSS I from that 
 

\p ka kali ʃa dʒaka-sumar 
\g the car to hospital 
\f   He (that friend) carried my wife from the car to the hospital. 

 
\Question 7 

\Q  How did the wife get from the car to the hospital? 
\A  Carried (by a friend). 

 
 
\n 19 
\p u doktar u la jatʰoʔ ia ŋa ba ki dʒiŋ 
\g the doctor he PST tell to me that the EMP 
 

\p moŋ ki dʒoŋ i ka la dʒur 
\g injury the POSS she the PST heavy 
\f   The doctor told me that her injuries were serious. 
 
\Question 8 

\Q  What did the doctor tell the storyteller? 
\A  The injuries were serious. 

 
 
\n 20 
\p ka la ʃim por hɨnrɛw bnai ba ŋin koit bʰa na ki 
\g the PST take time six month that we healthy much from the 
 

\p dʒiŋ ʃitom baɾoʔ hɨnrei ̯ ki dʒiŋim dʒoŋ ŋi ka la kɨlla 
\g EMP problem all but the life POSS we the PST change 
\f   It took six months for us to be healed of our injuries, but our lives changed. 
 
\Question 9 

\Q  How long did it take their injuries to heal? 
\A  Six months. 

 
\n 21 
\p mɨnta u kʰun dʒoŋ ŋa u ʃɛptiŋ ban ʃoŋ kali kaba iaid stɛt 
\g now the son POSS I he afraid to.be sit car which.is move fast 
\f   Now my son is scared to ride in a car when it goes fast. 
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\Question 10 

\Q  When is the son scared to ride in a car? 
\A  When it goes fast. 

 
 
\n 22 
\p i lok dʒoŋ ŋa ruʔ i dan saʔ ki dʒiŋkɨn-mau 
\g the wife POSS I also she to.have even.now the memory 
 

\p ia kata ka dʒiŋdʒia namar ba i la ohi lut 
\g to that the event because that she PST see fully 
 

\p ia ka dʒiŋdʒia baroʔ bad i lakɨn kɨnmai bʰa ia ka 
\g to the event all and she still disturbed very to that 
\f   My wife is still disturbed by bad memories of the accident because she saw the whole   
 accident happen and remembers it well. 
 
\n 23 
\p bad mɨnta i pɨnjad ma i ia ka dʒiŋ ŋiaʔ kali dʒoŋ ŋa 
\g and now she to.move EMP she to the EMP drive car POSS I 
\f   And now she tells me how to drive. 
 
\n 24 
\p mɨnta i hala suki, kata ka kʰoŋdɔŋ lene paʲt ia katu ka tɾɔk 
\g now she shout slow that the curve or see to that the truck 
\f   Now she says, “Slow down, there’s a curve there,” or “Watch out for that truck.” 
 
\n 25 
\p hɨnrei ̯ lɛʔse ka dʒiŋkɨlla kaba kʰɾau ka dei ja ŋa 
\g but maybe the change which.is big the referring to me 
\f   But perhaps the biggest change is in me. 
 
\n 26 
\p ŋa sŋau ba u blei ̯ u la pɨnim dʒoŋ ŋa ia ka jiŋ 
\g I feel that the God he PST save POSS I to the house 
 

\p dʒoŋ ŋa bad ai lad saʃiam ban im na ka bɨnta ka dʒiŋtʰamu 
\g POSS I and give chance again to live for the reason the purpose 
\f   I feel that God saved my family and gave me a second chance at life for a purpose. 
 
\n 27 
\p mɨnta ŋa sŋuŋuʔ ʃiʃa na ka bɨnta ka jiŋ ka dʒoŋ ŋa 
\g now I gratitude truly for the reason the house the POSS I 
 

\p bad na bɨnta ka dʒiŋim dʒoŋ ŋa 
\g and for reason the life POSS I 
\f   Now I am truly thankful for my family and for my life. 
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C.3.3. Questions and answers for War-Jaintia text 
 

The following questions were translated and recorded by Ridiam Mannar. Several of 
the questions, especially question 8, differ slightly from the wording that was originally 
intended. We had envisioned the question as more open ended (“What happened after she 
took the medicine?”) without the specific reference to her physical condition. However, after 
the completion of the testing, it was judged that the difference in wording was insignificant. 

 
The answer to question 9 was given in two different ways, which have essentially the 

same meaning. Both are listed below. 
 

\Question 1 
\p jia ka ti a lia ka 
\g she F where go F 
\f Where did she go? 
\A: 
\p  wa 
\g to river 
\f To the river. 
 
\Question 2 
\p a ni i ki lia ki n kr ka ne ka wa 
\g why they go PL up this F river
\f Why did they go up the river? 
\A: 
\p kan hi (ki) 
\g catch fish (PL) 
\f To catch fish. 
 
\Question 3 
\p kia le tu he ia ka n kr k ne ka wa 
\g who look for DO them up this F river
\f Who went up the river to look for them? 
\A: 
\p ka ma (ka) 
\g F mom (her) 
\f Her mom. 
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\Question 4 
\p ka ne ka ma ka l t he ia ka ja ni ka ne ka ma 
\g this F mom F look-find DO them did what this F mom 
 
\p   ka he ia ka 
\g F DO them 
\f What did her mom do when she found them? 
\A: 
\p pdu (ka) 
\g beat (her) 
\f She beat her. 
 
\Question 5 
\p kai  i ki lia ki tu ne u doktor 
\g how 3PL go PL that M doctor 
\f How did they travel to the doctor? 
\A: 
\p di nia 
\g by foot 
\f By foot. 
 
\Question 6 
\p im bo ia tia kto ka ti sni 
\g how many day sleep sick F at house 
\f How long was she sick at home? 
\A: 
\p i  ke tu 
\g one week 
\f One week. 
 
\Question 7 
\p u doktor ia au he ia ka 
\g M doctor what give DO them 
\f What did the doctor give them? 
\A: 
\p duwa e 
\g medicine 
\f Medicine. 
 
\Question 8 
\p l dep de ka i ne i duwai kai a rukom du i ne i pran ka 
\g after eat she this medicine how kind become this body her
\f What happened to her physical condition after she took the medicine? 
\A: 
\p hiaa (ka) 
\g get better (she) 
\f She got better. 
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\Question 9 
\p in bo kln i hi i ki di ki 
\g how.many PL fish they got 
\f How many fish did they catch? 
\A: 
\p au di ki te (or) ta ka mi b di ki te 
\g not get  not.even.one get 
\f None. 
 
\Question 10 
\p ka ma ka bad u pa ka kai a rokom e man ki 
\g F mom her and M dad her how kind situation their 
\f How did her mom and dad feel? 
\A: 
\p itom dimut 
\g worried mind 
\f Worried. 

  

C.3.4. Questions and answers for standard Khasi text 
 
\Question 1 
\p kumno une u noŋiatʰu kʰana u sŋew ʃopʰaŋ kane ka dʒiŋlei? 
\f How did the storyteller feel about going on this trip? 
\A: 
\p (ʃibon) sŋokamen 
\f (Very) happy. 
 
\Question 2 
\p ha kano kapor ba ka ja ka aksidɛn 
\f At about what time was the accident? 
\A: 
\p (kumba) lai ̯bidʒe 
\f (Around) 3 o’clock. 
 
\Question 3 
\p  balu ba ka lok une u bniew kam tip ba um tip bniew 
\f  Why didn’t the man’s wife know he was unconscious? 
\A: 
\p  ki kʰmat (dʒoŋ u) ki peit̯ 
\f  (His) eyes were open. 
 
\Question 4 
\p  kau kaba ka kali ka la lɨnraʔ ? 
\f  What did the car run into? 
\A: 
\p  kɨnrɔʔ 
\f  A wall. 
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\Question 5 
\p  ka kali ka la loŋ kumno 
\f  In what condition was the car? 
\A: 
\p  dʒulor (bʰa) 
\f  (Badly) damaged 
 
\Question 6 
\p  balei ̯ba ka ŋop dʒoŋ i ka miʔ snam 
\f  Why was the wife’s cheek bleeding (or hurt) badly? 
\A: 
\p  doŋ da ki jet pait̯ 
\f  Pierced by broken glass. 
 
\Question 7 
\p  kumno i lok i la pai ̯na kali ʃa ka dʒakasumar 
\f  How did the wife get from the car to the hospital? 
\A: 
\p  (paɾalok) raʔ 
\f  Carried (by a friend). 
 
\Question 8 
\p  u daktor u la iatʰuʔ kumno ia u noŋiatʰuʔ kʰana 
\f  What did the doctor tell the storyteller? 
\A: 
\p  moŋ dʒur 
\f  The injuries were serious. 
 
\Question 9 
\p  ka la ʃim par katno ba kin ioʔ pait̯ na ki dʒiŋʃitom baɾoʔ  
\f  How long did it take their injuries to heal? 
\A: 
\p  hɨnrew bnai 
\f  Six months. 
 
\Question 10 
\p  ha kapor aui ̯ha u kʰun u tieŋ ban ʃoŋ kali 
\f  When is the son scared to ride in a car? 
\A: 
\p  (iad) stɛt 
\f  When it goes fast. 
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Appendix D. Recorded Text Test Scores 

D.1. Scoring and answer notes 

The following tables display the answers given by RTT subjects. They are displayed 
according to subject location and text location. The following abbreviations and scoring codes are 
used in the tables in section D.2: 

 
• Subj. No. = subject identification number 
• A1–A10 = Answer given to questions 1–10 about the content of the text. Questions and 

correct answers vary among tests. Actual questions and accepted answers are given within 
the texts shown in appendices C.3.1. and C.3.2. 

• Score = Total score for the given subject, based on 10 points per question 
 

Correct answer; Full credit 
Partially correct answer; Half credit 
Incorrect answer; No credit 

 
The tables in section D.3. display post-HTT and post-RTT questionnaire responses. The 

questionnaires are given in appendices E.2. and E.3. 
 

The following abbreviations are used throughout appendix D: 
 

• Y = yes 
• N = no 
• DK = does not know  
 

D.2. Recorded Text Test answers and scores 

D.2.1. War-Jaintia HTT validation: Magurchora subjects 
 

Subj.
No. A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 Score

1 to the river to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 100 
2 to the river to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 100 
3 to the river to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 100 
4 went to fish to fish her mom beat her walked one week had fever got well none worried 80 
5 to the river to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 100 
6 to the river to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 100 
7 to the river to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 100 
8 to the river to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 100 
9 to the river to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 100 
10 to the river to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 100 

Average score = 98; Standard deviation = 6.32; Sample size = 10 
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D.2.2. War-Jaintia HTT validation: Amlarem subjects 
 

Subj.
No. A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 Score

1 to the river to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 100 
2 to the river to fish her mom beat her unclear one week medicine got well none worried 90 
3 to the river to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 100 
4 to the river to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 100 
5 to the river to fish her mom beat her unclear one week medicine got well none worried 90 
6 to the river to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 100 
7 to the river to fish her mom beat her medicine one week medicine got well none worried 90 
8 to the river to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 100 
9 to fish to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 90 
10 to the river to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 100 
11 to the river to fish her mom beat her walked one week medicine got well none worried 100 
12 to the river to fish her mom beat her unclear unclear medicine got well none worried 80 

Average score = 95; Standard deviation = 6.74; Sample size = 12 

 

D.2.3. Standard Khasi HTT validation subjects 
 

Subj.
No. A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 Score

1 happy 3 
o’clock 

eyes 
open wall damaged cut by 

glass carried badly 
injured 6 months DK 90 

2 happy 3 
o’clock 

eyes 
open wall damaged cut by 

glass carried badly 
injured 6 months going 

fast 100 

3 happy 3 
o’clock 

eyes 
open wall damaged cut by 

glass carried badly 
injured 6 months going 

fast 100 

4 DK 3 
o’clock 

eyes 
open wall damaged cut by 

glass carried badly 
injured 6 months going 

fast 90 

5 happy 3 
o’clock 

eyes 
open wall damaged DK carried badly 

injured 6 months going 
fast 90 

6 happy 3 
o’clock 

eyes 
open wall damaged cut by 

glass carried badly 
injured 6 months going 

fast 100 

7 happy 3 
o’clock 

eyes 
open wall damaged cut by 

glass carried badly 
injured 6 months going 

fast 100 

8 happy 3 
o’clock DK wall damaged cut by 

glass carried badly 
injured 6 months going 

fast 90 

9 happy 3 
o’clock 

eyes 
open wall damaged cut by 

glass carried badly 
injured 6 months going 

fast 100 

10 happy 3 
o’clock 

eyes 
open wall damaged cut by 

glass carried badly 
injured 6 months going 

fast 100 

Average score = 96; Standard deviation = 5.16; Sample size = 10 
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D.2.4. War-Jaintia RTT subjects: Magurchora text 
 

Subj.
No. A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 Score

1 to the 
river to fish her 

mom DK walked one 
week medicine got 

well none worried 90 

2 to the 
river to fish her 

mom beat her walked one 
week medicine got 

well none worried 100 

3 to the 
river to fish her 

mom beat her walked one 
week medicine got 

well none worried 100 

4 went to 
fish to fish her 

mom DK by car one 
week medicine got 

well none worried 70 

5 to the 
river to fish her 

mom beat her walked one 
week medicine got 

well none worried 100 

6 to the 
river to fish her 

mom beat her walked one 
week medicine got 

well none worried 100 

7 to the 
river to fish her 

mom beat her walked one 
week medicine got 

well none worried 100 

8 to catch 
fish to fish her 

mom beat her walked one 
week medicine got 

well none worried 90 

9 to the 
river to fish her 

mom beat her walked one 
week medicine got 

well none worried 100 

10 to the 
river to fish her 

mom beat her walked one 
week medicine got 

well none worried 100 

11 to the 
river to fish her 

mom beat her walked one 
week medicine got 

well none worried 100 

12 to catch 
fish 

caught 
one fish 

her 
mom beat her walked one 

week medicine got 
well none worried 80 

13 to the 
river to fish her 

mom beat her walked one 
week medicine got 

well one worried 90 

14 to the 
river to fish her 

mom beat her walked one 
week medicine got 

well none worried 100 

15 to the 
river to fish her 

mom beat her DK one 
week medicine got 

well none worried 90 

16 to the 
river to fish her 

mom beat her walked one 
week medicine got 

well none worried 100 

17 to the 
river to fish her 

mom beat her DK one 
week medicine got 

well none worried 90 

Average score = 94.1; Standard deviation = 8.70; Sample size = 17 
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D.2.5. War-Jaintia RTT subjects: standard Khasi text  
 

Subj.
No. A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10 Score

1 for 
work 

coming 
back DK DK damaged cut by 

glass carried badly 
injured 

6 
months 

going 
fast 60 

2 happy 
come 
from 
office 

DK wall damaged hit glass friend’s 
help very hurt 6 

months 
going 
fast 80 

3 DK 3 PM pay no 
attention wall damaged glass lawyer’s 

help very hurt 6 
months 

when in 
car 65 

4 DK  3 o’clock DK DK DK DK DK DK DK DK 10 

5 DK 3 o’clock DK wall ruined sit on 
left side

friend took 
her very hurt 6 

months 
in the 

morning 60 

6 DK 3 PM was 
looking wall fell to left 

side 
due to 
glass 

lawyer’s 
help very hurt 6 

months 
going 
fast 75 

7 DK 3 PM looking 
elsewhere truck DK sit on 

left side
lawyer’s 

help was hurt 6 
months 

in the 
morning 35 

8 DK 3 PM DK glass DK DK DK DK long 
time 

when 
speeding 20 

9 for 
work start trip he’s 

looking wall broke glass lawyer’s 
help very hurt 6 

months 
going 
fast 75 

10 happy 3 PM eyes open truck very 
damaged glass lawyer’s 

help very hurt 6 
months 

see 
accident 75 

11 happy 3 PM DK wall very 
damaged glass lawyer’s 

help very hurt 6 
months accident 75 

12 DK  3 PM accident garden accident glass friend’s 
help very hurt 6 

months 
when in 

car 50 

13 happy coming 
back DK DK hit left 

side accident lawyer’s 
help very hurt 6 

months 
going 
fast 45 

14 happy DK DK wall hit left 
side glass by car very hurt 1 

month 
going 
fast 50 

15 happy 3 PM DK wall hit left 
side DK DK very hurt 6 

months speeding 60 

16 DK DK eyes open wall fell to left 
side glass friend very hurt 6 

months speeding 70 

17 DK 3 PM accident wall ruined danger by car met with 
him 

2 
months 

due to 
accident 30 

Average score = 55; Standard deviation = 20.99; Sample size = 17 
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D.3. Post-HTT/RTT responses 

D.3.1. Post-War-Jaintia HTT validation: Magurchora subjects 
See section 3.2.3. (Post-RTT questionnaire results) in the body of the report for the 

discussion of these responses and why they are not given in a table format. 
D.3.2. Post-War-Jaintia HTT validation: Amlarem subjects 
 

Subj. 
No. 

1. What 
language? 

2. Where 
from? 

3. Speech 
good? 

4. The way you 
speak? 

1 W-J: Lamin DK Y A little different 
2 W-J: Lamin DK DK Very different 
3 W-J Bangladesh Y A little different 
4 W-J: Amlarem DK Y Same 
5 W-J: Amlarem Sokha Y A little different 
6 W-J: Lamin Lamin Y Very different 
7 W-J Sokha Y A little different 
8 W-J: Padu Padu Y Very different 
9 W-J Nongtalang Y Very different 
10 W-J Nongtalang Y A little different 
11 W-J Amlarem DK A little different 
12 W-J Nongtalang Y Very different 

 
 
D.3.3. Post-standard Khasi HTT validation subjects 
 

Subj. 
No. 

1. What 
language? 

2. Where 
from? 3. Speech good? 4. The way you 

speak? 
1 Khasi DK Y Same 
2 Khasi Sohra Not so smooth Same 
3 Khasi Shillong Y Same 
4 Khasi DK Y Same 
5 Khasi rural area Y Same 
6 Khasi Sohra Not so good A little different 
7 Khasi Shillong Y Same 
8 Khasi Shillong Y Same 
9 Khasi rural area N A little different 
10 Khasi Shillong Y Same 
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D.3.4. Post-War-Jaintia RTT subjects: Magurchora text 
 

Subj. 
No. 

1. What 
language? 2. Where from? 3. Speech 

good? 
4. The way you 

speak? 
1 W-J Magurchora Y Y 
2 W-J Magurchora Y Y 
3 W-J Dabolchora Y Y 
4 W-J Dabolchora Y Y 
5 W-J Shillong Y N 
6 W-J DK Y Y 
7 W-J Longlia Y Y 
8 W-J Aliachora Y Y 
9 W-J Nihar Y Y 
10 W-J DK Y Y 
11 W-J DK Y Y 
12 W-J Srimangal Y Y 
13 W-J Any punji in Bangladesh Y A little different 
14 W-J Magurchora Y Y 
15 W-J DK Y Very different 
16 W-J Lamin Y A little different 
17 W-J Khalinji Y Y 

 

 
D.3.5. Post-War-Jaintia RTT subjects: standard Khasi text 
 

Subj. 
No. 

1. What 
language? 2. Where from? 3. Speech 

good? 
4. The way you 

speak? 
1 Khasi Aliachora Y Very different 
2 Khasi India Y Very different 
3 Khasi Shillong Y A little different 
4 Khasi Aliachora Y A little different 
5 Khasi Magurchora Y A little different 
6 Khasi Shillong Y Very different 
7 Khasi Shillong Y Very different 
8 Khasi Nihar DK Very different 
9 Khasi DK Y Very different 
10 Khasi Shillong Y A little different 
11 Khasi DK Y Very different 
12 Khasi Shillong Y Very different 
13 Khasi Sohra Y Very different 
14 Khasi Shillong Y A little different 
15 Khasi Sohra Y Very different 
16 Khasi Shillong Y Very different 
17 Khasi Aliachora Y Very different 
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Appendix E. Questionnaires 

E.1. Sociolinguistic questionnaire 

1a. In which villages do the people speak very differently from you, so that you have trouble 
understanding them? 

1K. †Kvb †Kvb MÖv‡gi †jv‡Kiv Avcbvi fvlv †_‡K m¤c~Y© wfbœZi fvlvq K_v e‡j †hUv eyS‡Z Avcbvi  
Kó nq? 

 
1b. When you go to these villages, what language do you use?  

1L. GB mKj MÖvg¸‡jv‡Z wM‡q Avcwb †Kvb fvlv e¨envi K‡ib? 
 
2. What language do children in this village learn first? 

2. GB MÖv‡gi wkïiv me©cÖ_g †Kvb fvlv †k‡L? 
 
3. Do many children in your village learn to speak another language before starting school? 

3. ¯‹z‡j hvevi Av‡MB wK Avcbvi MÖv‡gi A‡bK wkïiv gvZ…fvlv Qvov Ab¨ fvlv †k‡L? 
 
4. Do young people (age 10) in your village speak your language well, the way it ought to be 

spoken? 

4. Avcbvi MÖv‡gi `k eQ‡ii eqmx wkïiv wK †hgb K‡i ejv DwPZ †Zgb K‡i Avcbvv‡`i gvZ…fvlv mwVK
fv‡e ej‡Z cv‡i? 

 
5a. Do children in your village speak another language better than your language? 

5K. Avcbvi MÖv‡g wkïiv wK Avcbvi fvlvi PvB‡ZI Ab¨ †Kvb fvlv †ekx fvj K‡i ej‡Z cv‡i? 
 
5b. If yes, which one(s)? 

5L. hw` n üv, Zvn‡j †Kvb fvlvwU? 
 
6. When the children in this village grow up and have children of their own, what language 

do you think those children will speak? 

6. GB MÖv‡gi wkïiv eo n‡q hLb wcZv-gvZv n‡e, Avcwb wK g‡b K‡ib Zv‡`i †Q‡j-†g‡qiv †Kvb fvlvq 
K_v ej‡e? 

 
7. In each of the following places and activities, what language do you use most of the time? 

7. wb‡gœ ewY©Z ¯’vb Ges Kvh©µ‡g, †ekxifvM mg‡q Avcbviv †Kvb fvlvwU e¨envi K‡ib? 
7a. At home? 

7K. evox‡Z 

7b. At church? 

7L. MxRv©q/ Dcvmbvjq 
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7c. With neighbors? 

7M. Avcbvi cÖwZ‡ekxi mv‡_ 

7d. With a village leader? 

7N. Avcbvi MÖv‡gi †bZvi mv‡_ 
 
8. In a typical week, which language do you use most? 

8. mßv‡n mvaviYZ †Kvb fvlvwU Avcwb ‡ekx e¨envi K‡ib? 
 
9a. Other than your MT, what languages do you speak? 

9K. Avcbvi gvZ…fvlv Qvov †Kvb †Kvb fvlvq Avcwb K_v e‡jb? 
 
9b. At what age did you begin to learn each? 

9L. †Kvb eq‡m Avcwb GB fvlv¸‡jv wk‡L‡Qb? 
 
10. What language do you speak best? 

10. †Kvb fvlvwU Avcwb me‡P‡q fv‡jv ej‡Z cv‡ib? 
 
11. What language do you speak second best?  

11. †Kvb fvlvwU Avcwb wØZxq fv‡jv ej‡Z cv‡ib? 
 
12. Can you always say what you want to say in your second-best language? 

12. Avcwb wØZxq †h fvlvwU fv‡jv ej‡Z cv‡ib †mB fvlv‡Z wK memgq hv ej‡Z Pvb ZvB ej‡Z cv‡ib? 
 
13. Can you understand jokes and proverbs in your second-best language? 

13. Avcwb wØZxq †h fvlvwU fv‡jv ej‡Z cv‡ib †mB fvlv‡Z wK Avcwb †KŠZzK I cÖev` eyS‡Z cv‡ib? 

 
14. What language should a mother in your language group speak to her children? 

14. Avcbvi fvlvfvlx gv‡q‡`i Zv‡`i wkï‡`i mv‡_ †Kvb fvlvq K_v ejv DwPZ e‡j Avcwb g‡b K‡ib? 
 
15a. Do you think people in your language group need to learn other languages, such as 

Bangla or English, to have a good job and a good future? 

15K.  Avcwb wK g‡b K‡ib Avcbvi fvlvfvlx †jv‡Kiv fv‡jv PvKzix I fwel¨‡Zi Rb¨ Ab¨ fvlv I      w
k¶v Kiv cÖ‡qvRb (†hgb: evsjv ev Bs‡iRx)? 

 
15b. If yes, which ones? 

15L. hw` n¨uv, Zvn‡j †Kvb fvlvwU? 
 
16. Do you think it’s okay if your children speak other languages better than your MT? 

16.  Avcbvi Kv‡Q wK GUv fvj jvM‡e hw` Avcbvi wkïiv Avcbvi gvZ…fvlv Qvov Ab¨ fvlv AviI        
fvjfv‡e ej‡Z cv‡i? 
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17. What is the most useful language to know in your village? 

17. Avcbvi MÖv‡g †Kvb fvlvwU me‡P‡q †ekx Kv‡R jv‡M? 
 
18. What language should be used as the medium of education in primary school? 

18.  wk¶vi gva¨g wn‡m‡e cÖv_wgK ¯‹z‡j †Kvb fvlvwU e¨envi Kiv DwPZ? 
 
19. What language is best for worshiping God? 

19. cÖv_©bvi Rb¨ †Kvb fvlvwU me‡P‡q fv‡jv? 
 
20. If a foreigner wanted to learn your language correctly, what would be the best village for 

him to live in? 

20. hw` GKRb we‡`kx Avcbv‡`i fvlv mwVK fv‡e wkL‡Z Pvq Zvn‡j †Kvb MÖvgwU‡Z _vK‡j me‡P‡q    
fv‡jvfv‡e Avcbvi fvlv wkL‡Z cvi‡e? 

 
21. Can you read and write letters and messages in standard Khasi? 

21. Avcwb wK standard Khasi-‡Z (ev Khynriem-‡Z) wPwV Ges evZv©mgyn co‡Z I wjL‡Z cv‡ib?  
 
22. Can you read and write letters and messages in Bangla? 

22.  Avcwb wK evsjvfvlvq wPwV Ges evZv©mgyn co‡Z I wjL‡Z cv‡ib? 
 
23a. If your community leaders set up a class to teach young children how to read and write 

standard Khasi, would you send your children? 

23K. hw` Avcbvi MÖv‡gi †bZ„̄ ’vbxq e¨w³iv standard Khasi fvlv (ev Khynriem fvlv) wk¶vi Rb¨ 
 ¯‹zj cÖwZôv K‡ib, Avcwb wK Avcbvi wkï‡`i †mLv‡b cvVv‡eb? 

 
23b. Why or why not? 

23L. †Kb ev †Kb bv?  
 
24a. If your community leaders set up a class to teach young children how to read and write 

War-Jaintia, would you send your children? 

24K. hw` Avcbvi MÖv‡gi †bZ„̄ ’vbxq e¨w³iv Avcbvi Iqvi-‰RwšZqv fvlv wk¶vi Rb¨ ¯‹zj cÖwZôv K‡ib, 
   Avcwb wK Avcbvi wkï‡`i †mLv‡b cvVv‡eb? 

 
24b. Why or why not? 

24L. †Kb ev †Kb bv? 
 

E.2. Post-HTT questionnaire 

1. What language does the person in the story speak? 
2. Which village do you think the storyteller is from? 
3. Does the storyteller speak good War-Jaintia language? 
4. Is the language in the story the same as what you speak? 
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E.3. Post-RTT questionnaire 
 

1. What language does the storyteller speak? 
2. Which village do you think the storyteller is from? 
3. Is the storyteller’s language or speech good? 
4. Is the language in the story the same as what you speak? 

E.4. Post-literacy test questionnaire 

1. How much of these stories did you understand? 
2. Is the language in these stories the same, a little different, or very different from the way 

you speak? 
3. How often do you read?   
4. In what languages do you read? 
5. What kinds of things do you read? 

E.5. Subject biodata questionnaire 

Number of interview: 

mv¶vrKv‡ii µwgK bs: 
Date of interview: 

mv¶vrKv‡ii ZvwiL: 
Location of interview: 

mv¶vrKv‡ii ¯’vb: 
1. What is your name? 

1. Avcbvi bvg wK? 
 
2. How old are you? 

2. Avcbvi eqm KZ? 
 
3. Sex of interviewee: 

3. DËi`vZvi wj½ cwiPq: 
 
4. Up to what standard have you studied? 

4. Avcwb †Kvb †kªYx ch©šZ cov‡jLv K‡i‡Qb? 
 
5. What is the name of the village you are now living in? 

5. Avcwb †h MÖv‡g evm K‡ib Zvi bvg wK? 
 
6. What do you call your mother language? 

6. Avcbvi gvZ„fvlvi bvg wK? 
 
7a. What is your mother’s mother tongue? 

7K. Avcbvi gvZvi gvZ…fvlv wK? 
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7b. What is your father’s mother tongue? 

7L. Avcbvi wcZvi gvZ…fvlv wK? 
 
8. Where else have you lived and for how long? 

8. Gi Av‡M Avcwb Ab¨ †Kv_vq emevm K‡i‡Qb?  KZw`‡bi Rb¨? 

E.6. Community Information Questionnaire (CIQ) 

Name of village: 

MÖv‡gi bvg: 
Transportation to village: 

hvZvq‡Zi gva¨g: 
1. What is the location of your village by thana and district? 

1. Avcbvi MÖvgwU ‡Kvb _vbvq I ‡Kvb †Rjvq Aew¯’Z ? 
 
2. How many people and families live in this village? 

2. GB MÖvgwUi RbmsL¨v KZ †jvK I KZwU cwievi emevm K‡i? 
 
3. What religions are followed here? 

3. GLvbKvi †jv‡Kiv ‡Kvb †Kvb ag© cvjb K‡i? 
 
4. Which languages are spoken as mother tongues in your village? 

4. gvZ…fvlv wn‡m‡e †Kvb ‡Kvb fvlvwU Avcbvi MÖv‡gi ‡jvKRb e¨envi K‡i? 
 
5. What jobs do people in your village do? 

5. Avcbvi MÖv‡gi ‡jvKRb mvaviYZ †Kvb ai‡Yi KvR K‡i? 

 
6. Where is the nearest post office? 

6. me‡P‡q Kv‡Qi †cv÷ AwdmwU †Kv_vq Aew¯’Z? 
 
7a. Can you make TNT calls in your village? 

7K.  Avcbvi MÖvg †_‡K wK Avcwb wUGbwU †dvb Ki‡Z cv‡ib? 
 
7b. Can you make mobile calls in your village? 

7L.  Avcbvi MÖvg †_‡K wK Avcwb †gvevBj †dvb Ki‡Z cv‡ib? 
 
7c. If not, where is the nearest place you can make phone calls? 

7M. hw` bv cv‡ib, me‡P‡q Kv‡Qi †Kvb RvqMv †_‡K Avcwb †dvb Ki‡Z cv‡ib? 
 
8a. Where is the nearest hospital?   

8K. me‡P‡q Kv‡Qi nvmcvZvjwU †Kv_vq? 
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8b. Where is the nearest clinic? 

8L. me‡P‡q Kv‡Qi wK¬wbKwU (ev wPwKrmv ‡K› ª̀) †Kv_vq? 
 
9a. Are there government schools in your village? 

9K. Avcbvi MÖv‡g wK miKvix ¯‹zj Av‡Q? 
 
9b. If yes, what kinds? 

9L. hw` _v‡K, †mwU wK ai‡Yi? 

 
10. Are there any other types of schools or non-formal educational institutions in your 

village? 

10. MÖv‡g wK Ab¨ †Kvb ai‡Yi ¯‹zj A_ev DcvbyôvwbK wk¶v cÖwZôvb Av‡Q? 
 
11. How many children in your village go to school? (All, most, half, or few?) 

11. Avcbvi MÖv‡g KZ msL¨K wkïiv ¯‹z‡j hvq?  (mevB, †ekxifvM, A‡a©KmsL¨K, AímsL¨K)? 
 
12. How many girls in your village go to school? (All, most, half, or few)? 

12. Avcbvi MÖv‡g KZ msL¨K †g‡qiv ¯‹z‡j hvq?  (mevB, †ekxifvM, A‡a©KmsL¨K, AímsL¨K?) 
 
13. At which standard do most children in your village stop going to school? 

13. Avcbvi MÖv‡g †Kvb †kªYx ch©šZ cov‡jLv †k‡l †ekxifvM wkïiv ¯‹z‡j hvIqv eÜ K‡i †`q? 
 
14. In your village, how many students who begin school end up finishing 5th standard? (All, 

most, half, or few?) 

14. Avcbvi MÖv‡g hviv ¯‹zj ïiy K‡i Zv‡`i g‡a¨ KZRb cÂg †kªYx †kl K‡i?  (mevB, †ekxifvM,        
A‡a©KmsL¨K, AímsL¨K?) 

 
15. In your village, how many students who begin school end up finishing 10th standard? 

(All, most, half, or few?) 

15. Avcbvi MÖv‡g hviv ¯‹zj ïiy K‡i Zv‡`i g‡a¨ KZRb `kg †kªYx †kl K‡i?  (mevB, †ekxifvM,        
A‡a©KmsL¨K, AímsL¨K?) 

 
16. How many people in your village have completed a BA or higher? 

16. Avcbvi MÖv‡g KZ msL¨K gvbyl we.G. A_ev Zvi †P‡q DPPZi wWMÖx jvf K‡i‡Q? 
 
17. Do you have electricity in your village? 

17. Avcbvi MÖv‡g wK we ÿ̀ r Av‡Q? 

 
18. What is your water source? 

18.  Avcbvi MÖv‡g cvwbi Drm wK? 
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19a. Do you listen to radio programs? 

19K. Avcwb wK †iwWI †kv‡bb? 

 
19b. In what language(s)? 

19L. †Kvb †Kvb fvlvq? 
 
20a. Do you watch TV programs? 

20K. Avcb wK wUwf †`‡Lb? 
 
20b. In what language(s)? 

20L. †Kvb †Kvb fvlvq? 
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Appendix F. Sociolinguistic Questionnaire responses 

The following tables display subjects’ responses to the sociolinguistic questionnaire. 
The questionnaire itself is in appendix E.1, and the question numbers there correspond with 
the numbers given at the top row of each table in this appendix. Moreover, the subject 
numbers in the far left column correspond to the numbering system we used to identify the 
subjects and compile their responses. Notice also that the responses from ten subjects of 
Senrem are included throughout as subjects A–J. 

 
The following abbreviations are used in these tables: 
 
Languages: 
B = Bangla 
D = Darang 
E = English 
H = Hindi  
K = standard Khasi 
S = Synteng 
W-J = War-Jaintia 

Other: 
DK = does not know 
Lg = language 
MT = mother tongue 
NA = not applicable 
ND = no data 
 
 

F.1. Language use responses 
 

Subj. 
No. 

7a. Lg 
use in 
home 

7b. Lg use 
in church 

7c. Lg use 
with 

neighbors 

7d. Lg use 
with village 

leader 

8. Lg use 
most 

1 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
2 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
3 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
4 W-J K ND ND W-J 
5 W-J DK W-J W-J W-J 
6 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
7 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
8 W-J W-J W-J W-J W-J 
9 W-J W-J W-J W-J W-J 
10 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
11 W-J B W-J W-J W-J 
12 W-J W-J W-J W-J W-J 
13 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
14 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
15 W-J W-J W-J W-J W-J 
16 W-J W-J W-J W-J W-J 
17 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
18 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
19 W-J W-J W-J W-J W-J 
20 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
21 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
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Subj. 
No. 

7a. Lg 
use in 
home 

7b. Lg use 
in church 

7c. Lg use 
with 

neighbors 

7d. Lg use 
with village 

leader 

8. Lg use 
most 

22 W-J K W-J W-J B 
23 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
24 W-J K W-J, K W-J W-J 
25 W-J W-J, K W-J W-J W-J 
26 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
27 W-J NA W-J W-J W-J 
28 W-J W-J W-J W-J W-J 
29 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
30 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
31 W-J W-J W-J W-J W-J 
32 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
33 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
34 W-J W-J, K W-J W-J W-J 
35 W-J W-J W-J, little K W-J W-J 
36 W-J B W-J W-J W-J, B 
37 W-J W-J, K W-J W-J W-J 
38 W-J W-J, K W-J W-J W-J 
39 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
40 W-J K W-J W-J B 
41 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
42 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
43 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
44 W-J W-J W-J W-J W-J 
45 W-J B W-J W-J B 
46 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
47 W-J K W-J W-J B 
48 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
49 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
50 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
51 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
52 W-J K, little B W-J W-J W-J 
53 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
54 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
55 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
56 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
57 W-J W-J W-J W-J W-J 
58 W-J K, W-J W-J W-J W-J 
59 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
60 W-J NA W-J W-J W-J 
61 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
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Subj. 
No. 

7a. Lg 
use in 
home 

7b. Lg use 
in church 

7c. Lg use 
with 

neighbors 

7d. Lg use 
with village 

leader 

8. Lg use 
most 

62 W-J W-J W-J W-J W-J 
63 W-J W-J W-J W-J W-J 
64 W-J W-J W-J W-J W-J 
65 W-J W-J W-J W-J W-J 
66 W-J W-J W-J W-J W-J 
67 W-J W-J, K W-J W-J W-J 
68 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
69 W-J NA W-J W-J W-J 
70 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
71 W-J K W-J W-J W-J 
A S K S S S 
B D K D D D 
C D D D D D 
D D D D D D 
E D K D D D 
F D K D D D 
G D K D D D 
H D K D D D 
I D K, D D D D 
J D K D D B 

 

F.2. Language attitudes responses 

F.2.1. Responses to questions 14–19 
 

Subj. 
No. 

14. Lg 
mom 

should use 

15a. 
Need 

other Lg 

15b. 
Which 
ones 

16. OK if kids 
speak other 

better 

17. Most 
useful Lg

18. 
Primary 
school Lg 

19. Lg to 
worship 

God 
1 W-J yes B, E yes W-J B, E, K W-J 
2 W-J yes K yes W-J B W-J 
3 W-J yes K no B W-J W-J, K 
4 W-J yes ND yes W-J W-J K 
5 W-J yes E, K yes W-J K DK 
6 W-J yes ND no W-J B, E B, E 
7 W-J yes B, E, K no W-J K, E K 
8 W-J yes K, B no W-J B W-J, K 
9 W-J yes K, B no W-J B K 
10 W-J yes K yes W-J K K 
11 W-J no NA no W-J W-J B, K 
12 W-J yes ND yes B B K 
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Subj. 
No. 

14. Lg 
mom 

should use 

15a. 
Need 

other Lg 

15b. 
Which 
ones 

16. OK if kids 
speak other 

better 

17. Most 
useful Lg

18. 
Primary 
school Lg 

19. Lg to 
worship 

God 
13 W-J yes ND yes W-J B K 
14 W-J yes ND yes W-J K DK 
15 W-J yes ND yes W-J B W-J 
16 W-J yes ND yes W-J K K 
17 W-J yes ND no W-J B B 
18 W-J yes ND yes W-J B K 
19 W-J yes ND yes W-J B W-J 
20 W-J yes ND no W-J, B K K 
21 W-J yes ND yes W-J B K 
22 W-J yes ND no W-J K K 
23 W-J ND ND yes W-J B K 
24 W-J yes K no W-J K K 
25 K yes K no W-J K K 
26 W-J yes B yes W-J K K 
27 W-J no NA yes W-J K K 
28 W-J yes "all" yes W-J K K 
29 W-J yes B yes W-J K K 
30 W-J yes ND no W-J K K 
31 W-J yes ND no W-J K K 
32 W-J yes B, E, K yes B K K 
33 W-J yes B yes B B K 
34 W-J yes B, K yes W-J K any 
35 W-J no NA yes W-J K K 
36 W-J yes B no W-J B K, W-J 
37 W-J yes E, H yes B B B 
38 W-J yes K no W-J B, K K 
39 W-J yes K, B, E yes W-J B K 
40 W-J yes B, E yes B B K 
41 W-J yes K, E yes W-J B, K K 
42 B yes B yes B B, K, E K 
43 W-J yes K, B, E yes K B K, B 
44 W-J yes B, K, E yes W-J B W-J 
45 W-J yes B, K, E yes W-J B K 
46 W-J yes K, E yes B B K 
47 W-J yes K, B no W-J K K 
48 W-J yes B, K, E yes B E K 
49 W-J yes B, E no W-J K K 
50 W-J yes B, E no W-J K K 
51 W-J yes K, B, E no W-J B K 
52 W-J yes B, K yes W-J B K, B 
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Subj. 
No. 

14. Lg 
mom 

should use 

15a. 
Need 

other Lg 

15b. 
Which 
ones 

16. OK if kids 
speak other 

better 

17. Most 
useful Lg

18. 
Primary 
school Lg 

19. Lg to 
worship 

God 
53 W-J yes K, B yes B B B 
54 W-J yes B, K yes B B B, K 
55 W-J yes B, E yes W-J, B B K 
56 B yes E, B no B B K 
57 W-J yes B, K no W-J B, K, E K 
58 W-J yes B, K, E no W-J, B K K 
59 W-J yes B, E no W-J W-J K 
60 W-J yes K, B no W-J B DK 
61 W-J yes K, B, E no W-J W-J W-J 
62 W-J yes K, B no W-J W-J W-J 
63 W-J yes K, B no W-J W-J W-J 
64 W-J yes K, B no W-J W-J W-J 
65 W-J yes K, B no W-J W-J B 
66 W-J yes B no W-J B K 
67 W-J no W-J no W-J W-J K, W-J 
68 W-J yes K, B yes W-J K K 
69 W-J yes K, B no W-J DK DK 
70 W-J yes K, B no W-J W-J B, K 
71 W-J yes ND no W-J K K 
A S yes B, K yes S S K 
B D yes "all" no D K K 
C D yes B, K no D K D 
D D yes K, B no D D K 
E D yes B, K no K B K 

F D yes W-J, K, 
B DK D B K 

G D yes "all" yes K B K 
H B yes "all" yes D B K 
I D yes B, E yes B B K 
J D yes K, B yes D B K 

 
F.2.2. Responses to questions 23 and 24 
 

Subj. 
No. 

23a Kids 
to st. Kh. 

class 
23b. Why 

24a. 
Kids to 

W-J 
class 

24b. Why 

1 yes to learn standard Lg yes ND 
2 yes to learn yes good to know all Lgs 
3 yes to learn ND ND 
4 yes ND yes so they can learn 
5 yes to learn fully DK NA 
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Subj. 
No. 

23a. Kids 
to st. Kh. 

class 
23b. Why 

24a. 
Kids to 

W-J 
class 

24b. Why 

6 yes to learn well yes ND 
7 yes to get ahead in life no There's no alaphabet. 
8 yes to learn it yes It's their MT. 
9 yes He wants to learn K. yes He wants to learn it. 
10 yes need to know K no don't need to read and write W-J 
11 yes He would want them to know K. yes ND 
12 yes to learn it yes to learn it 
13 yes to learn it yes to learn it 
14 yes to learn it yes to learn it 
15 yes It would be good. yes ND 
16 yes to learn it yes to learn it 
17 yes to learn it DK NA 
18 yes to learn it yes to learn it 
19 yes to learn own Lg ND ND 
20 yes to learn hymns no no need 
21 yes to learn it yes to learn it 
22 yes to learn own Lg yes ND 
23 no ND no ND 
24 yes to learn K yes to learn W-J well 
25 yes K is a modern Lg yes to learn W-J well 
26 yes to learn own Lg yes to learn own Lg 
27 yes to learn it well yes to learn W-J well 
28 yes to learn K yes so W-J won't be lost 
29 yes to learn own Lg yes to learn own Lg 
30 yes to learn K DK NA 
31 yes to learn it well yes to learn it 
32 yes to read Bible in church yes to be educated 
33 yes Everyone should know his own Lg no better to learn K 

34 yes It's his own Lg yes Such a school would be good for 
Pnar speakers to learn W-J. 

35 yes to learn own Lg yes to learn own Lg 
36 yes to learn it yes to learn W-J alphabet 
37 yes to learn it yes to learn it 
38 yes It's necessary to know K. yes need to know own Lg 
39 yes to learn it yes to learn it 
40 yes to learn K yes He wants to learn W-J. 
41 yes to learn it yes to learn it 
42 yes to learn it yes to learn it 
43 yes It's important to study it. yes W-J needs an alphabet and books.
44 yes to learn K well yes He wants to learn everything. 
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Subj. 
No. 

23a. Kids 
to st. Kh. 

class 
23b. Why 

24a. 
Kids to 

W-J 
class 

24b. Why 

45 yes for education yes for eduation 
46 yes to learn K no no need for education in W-J 
47 yes so as not to forget own Lg yes so that their own Lg isn't lost 
48 yes to learn it no already know own Lg 
49 yes to learn K yes It's their MT. 
50 yes to learn it no It's not important. 
51 yes for future benefit yes to learn it 
52 yes for education yes for education 
53 yes to learn it yes to learn own Lg 
54 yes It's her own Lg yes to learn it 
55 yes to learn own Lg yes to learn W-J alphabet 
56 yes It's his own Lg yes to learn his own Lg 
57 yes to learn K well yes to learn W-J well 
58 yes to learn own Lg yes to learn W-J alphabet 
59 yes to better read Bible yes to learn own Lg 
60 yes to learn K yes DK 
61 yes to learn K yes to learn W-J better 
62 yes for praying and Bible study yes It's their own Lg 
63 yes to learn and for Bible study yes It's their own Lg 
64 no ND yes It's his own Lg 
65 yes for education and learning yes to know own Lg better 
66 yes for studying yes to learn W-J well 
67 yes need other Lgs yes It's his own Lg 
68 yes for education yes to study better 
69 yes to learn it yes to learn it 
70 yes for Bible reading in MT yes to learn W-J Lg 
71 yes It's almost like their MT. yes to learn his own Lg 
A yes to preserve Khasi culture yes to learn it well 
B yes to learn Khasi well no It's not written. 
C yes to learn Khasi well yes to speak Darang well 
D yes to learn own Lg yes to learn Darang well 

E yes to better understand religious 
materials and church services no no need to learn Darang 

F yes to learn it no no desire to learn Darang 
G yes for praying well no no need for a Darang school 
H yes He wants to learn all Lgs yes to learn own Lg well 
I yes to learn it well no no need to learn Darang 
J yes to learn own Lg no ND 
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F.3. Language vitality responses 
 

Subj. 
No. 

2. Kids' 
first Lg 

3. Kids 
speak 
other 

4. Kids 
speak 
well 

5a. Kids 
speak other 

better 

5b. 
Which 

6. Lg use 
next 

generation 
1 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
2 W-J yes yes no NA W-J 
3 W-J no yes no NA ND 
4 W-J yes yes yes B W-J 
5 W-J no yes no NA DK 
6 W-J little B yes no NA W-J 
7 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
8 W-J yes yes no NA W-J 
9 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
10 W-J little B yes no NA W-J 
11 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
12 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
13 W-J yes no yes B W-J 
14 W-J DK DK no NA W-J 
15 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
16 W-J yes no DK NA W-J 
17 W-J little B yes no NA W-J 
18 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
19 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
20 W-J little B yes no NA W-J 
21 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
22 W-J no yes no NA B 
23 W-J no ND no NA W-J 
24 W-J yes yes no NA W-J, K 
25 W-J yes yes no NA W-J 
26 W-J yes yes no NA W-J 
27 W-J no yes no NA DK 
28 W-J no yes no NA DK 
29 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
30 W-J yes yes no NA DK 
31 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
32 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
33 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
34 W-J little B yes no NA W-J 
35 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
36 W-J yes yes no NA W-J 
37 W-J little B yes no NA W-J 
38 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
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Subj. 
No. 

2. Kids' 
first Lg 

3. Kids 
speak 
other 

4. Kids 
speak 
well 

5a. Kids 
speak other 

better 

5b. 
Which 

6. Lg use 
next 

generation 
39 W-J no no no NA W-J 
40 W-J little B yes no NA W-J 
41 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
42 W-J yes yes no NA W-J 
43 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
44 W-J little B yes no NA W-J 
45 W-J little B yes no NA W-J 
46 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
47 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
48 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
49 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
50 W-J no yes no NA B 
51 W-J no yes no NA B 
52 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
53 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
54 W-J no yes no NA K, B 
55 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
56 W-J no yes no NA B 
57 W-J no no no NA DK 
58 W-J little B yes no NA W-J 
59 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
60 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
61 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
62 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
63 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
64 W-J little B yes no NA W-J 
65 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
66 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
67 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
68 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
69 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
70 W-J no yes no NA W-J 
71 W-J no yes no NA B, W-J 
A S no yes no NA S 
B D no yes little B D 
C D no yes no NA DK 
D ND yes no no NA DK 
E D no yes no NA D 
F D no yes no NA D 
G D no yes no NA K 
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Subj. 
No. 

2. Kids' 
first Lg 

3. Kids 
speak 
other 

4. Kids 
speak 
well 

5a. Kids 
speak other 

better 

5b. 
Which 

6. Lg use 
next 

generation 
H D no yes no NA B 
I D no yes no NA D 
J D no yes no NA D 

 

F.4. Bilingualism responses 
 

Subj. 
No. 9. Lgs speak and age 10. Best 

Lg 
11. 2nd- 
best Lg 

12. Always 
say in 2nd 

best 

13. Jokes and 
proverbs in 

2nd best 
1 B:4; little H; K:11 W-J B yes little 
2 B:7; K:14 W-J B yes yes 
3 B:8 W-J B yes no 
4 none W-J NA NA NA 
5 little B:20 W-J B no no 
6 E:8; B:15 W-J E yes yes 
7 B; H; K:10; E:11 W-J K yes yes 
8 B:15; K:20 W-J B no no 
9 B:5; E:7 W-J B yes yes 
10 B:6; K:6 W-J K yes yes 
11 B:11 W-J B yes yes 
12 B:10 W-J B yes yes 
13 K:30; B W-J K no no 
14 none W-J NA NA NA 
15 B W-J B yes yes 
16 K:11; E:11 W-J K yes yes 
17 K:1; B:3; E:12 W-J B yes yes 
18 B:7; K:13 W-J B yes yes 
19 B:8; K W-J B no no 
20 K:6; B:15 W-J B no no 
21 K:6; B:7 W-J B no yes 
22 B:6; K:12; E:19 B W-J yes yes 
23 K: 20; B:20 K W-J yes yes 
24 B:8; K:10 B W-J yes yes 
25 K:10; E:12; little B K W-J yes yes 
26 E: 7; K:8; B:16 W-J E no yes 
27 B:10 W-J B yes yes 
28 K:10; B:20 W-J K yes yes 
29 B:12 W-J B yes yes 
30 B:10; K:15 W-J K no no 
31 K:15; little B:20 W-J K yes yes 
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Subj. 
No. 9. Lgs speak and age 10. Best 

Lg 
11. 2nd- 
best Lg 

12. Always 
say in 2nd 

best 

13. Jokes and 
proverbs in 

2nd best 
32 B:10; K:16 W-J K yes yes 
33 B:6; little K W-J B yes little 
34 B:5; E:7 W-J B yes yes 
35 B:5 W-J B no no 
36 B:6; little E W-J B yes yes 
37 B:7; K:18 W-J B yes yes 
38 B:12; little K:15 W-J B no no 
39 B:12; little K:15 W-J K no no 
40 B:10 W-J B yes yes 
41 B:8 W-J B yes yes 
42 little B:15 W-J B no no 
43 B:7; E:16 W-J B yes yes 
44 B:8 W-J B yes yes 
45 B:8; little E:12 W-J B yes yes 
46 B:15 W-J B no no 
47 B:7; K:16 W-J B yes yes 
48 B:12; little K:16 W-J B yes yes 
49 K:5; E:18; B:30 W-J E no yes 
50 B:4; K:4 W-J K no no 
51 B:5; H:18; E:20; K:20 B W-J yes yes 
52 K:12; B:18; Garo:19 W-J K yes yes 
53 B:5; little E W-J B yes yes 
54 B:6; K:9 W-J B yes no 
55 K:5; E:12; B:16 W-J K yes yes 
56 B:6; K:15 W-J B yes yes 
57 none W-J NA NA NA 
58 K:9; E:12 W-J K yes yes 
59 B:7; K:8 W-J K yes yes 
60 B:12 W-J B yes yes 
61 B:6 W-J B no little 
62 B W-J B little little 
63 none W-J NA NA NA 
64 B:10; little K:17 W-J K yes yes 
65 B W-J B yes yes 
66 none W-J NA NA NA 
67 Pnar:6; E:12; little B W-J Pnar yes yes 
68 B:12 W-J B yes no 
69 none W-J NA NA NA 
70 B:10; little K W-J B yes yes 
71 B W-J B no no 
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Subj. 
No. 9. Lgs speak and age 10. Best 

Lg 
11. 2nd- 
best Lg 

12.Always 
say in 2nd 

best 

13. Jokes and 
proverbs in 

2nd best 
A B:5; K:20 S B yes yes 
B K:10; W-J:10; B:12 D W-J yes yes 
C K:5; little B:5; W-J:6 D W-J yes no 
D K:10; W-J:15; little B:15 D W-J yes yes 
E K:5; B:5 D K yes yes 
F B:6; W-J:13; little K D B yes yes 
G W-J; little B W-J D yes yes 
H B D B no little 
I D:2; W-J:3; K:3; B:10 D W-J yes yes 
J W-J; little B:15 D W-J yes little 

 

F.5. Language dialect responses and literacy responses 
 

Subj. 
No. 1a. Very different 1b. Lg use 

there 20. Village for foreigner 
21. 

Literate 
in st. Kh 

22. 
Literate 

in 
Bangla 

1 none NA any in B'desh yes yes 
2 Palatole; Shatnong W-J any little yes 
3 none NA Catholic mission little little 
4 none NA DK no no 
5 Meghalaya; none in B'desh W-J any in B'desh yes no 
6 DK NA any yes yes 
7 Jowai, India K, E Niralapunji yes no 
8 Khalinji (Kamalganj Thana) W-J, K Shillong some no 
9 none NA DK no yes 
10 Shillong K any in B'desh yes no 
11 none NA Brahmon Bazar mission yes yes 
12 none NA DK ND yes 
13 DK NA DK little no 
14 none NA DK no no 
15 Khalinji K Aliachora little yes 
16 none NA Aliachora yes no 
17 none NA DK yes yes 
18 none NA Aliachora yes no 

19 Jaintiapur W-J India little can read; 
can't write

20 none NA DK yes no 
21 none NA DK yes yes 
22 Jaintiapur B Aliachora yes yes 
23 none NA any no no 
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Subj. 
No. 1a. Very different 1b. Lg use 

there 20. Village for foreigner 
21. 

Literate 
in st. Kh 

22. 
Literate 

in 
Bangla 

24 DK NA any yes yes 
25 Palatole K any yes no 
26 none NA any yes no 
27 none NA DK little little 
28 none NA DK no no 
29 DK NA any with W-J teacher yes yes 
30 DK NA DK yes no 
31 Khalinji K any yes no 
32 none NA DK yes yes 
33 exist but DK name Pnar any yes yes 
34 Patrokola, Katabill DK any little yes 
35 none NA DK no no 
36 Jaintiapur, Khalinji W-J any in B'desh yes yes 
37 Husnabad W-J any yes yes 
38 Petrokola W-J any yes no 
39 none NA any in B'desh little no 
40 none NA DK yes yes 
41 none NA DK little yes 
42 none NA DK no no 
43 none NA any no yes 
44 DK NA any no yes 
45 none NA any no yes 
46 none NA any in B'desh no no 
47 none NA DK yes little 
48 none NA DK yes little 
49 none NA any yes no 
50 exist but DK name W-J any in B'desh little no 
51 none NA any in B'desh yes yes 
52 none NA Panai yes no 
53 none NA Panai no yes 
54 none NA any yes no 
55 none NA any yes no 
56 none NA DK yes yes 
57 none NA DK little no 
58 none NA any yes no 
59 none NA Barenga yes yes 
60 none NA any in B'desh no yes 
61 Palatole W-J any no ND 
62 Palatole, Kumersine W-J any w/ many W-J speakers no yes 
63 none NA Barenga little no 
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Subj. 
No. 1a. Very different 1b. Lg use 

there 20. Village for foreigner 
21. 

Literate 
in st. Kh 

22. 
Literate 

in 
Bangla 

64 Megatila (Kulaura jela) W-J any no yes 
65 none NA any no yes 
66 none NA DK no no 
67 Palatole W-J Barenga yes no 
68 none NA Barenga no no 
69 none NA DK no no 
70 none NA any yes yes 
71 Noksia W-J Barenga yes no 

A Jaintiapur; all Khasi villages 
outside the area W-J Noksia, Senrem, or 

Lamapunji yes yes 

B W-J villages W-J wherever Darangs live yes no 
C Jaintia Jaintia Senrem little no 
D DK NA Senrem little no 
E Bollaghat Darang DK yes little 
F Bollaghat W-J Senrem yes yes 
G Bollaghat W-J Darang, India no no 
H none NA Senrem little no 
I none NA Darang, India yes no 
J none NA Senrem yes no 
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Appendix G. Bangla Sentence Repetition Test 

G.1. Standard Sentence Repetition Test procedures* 

A Sentence Repetition Test (SRT) is based on the premise that people's ability to 
repeat sentences in a second language is limited by the level of their mastery of the 
morphology and syntax of that second language. The greater proficiency they have in that 
language, the better able they are to repeat sentences of increasing length and complexity. An 
SRT is developed separately for each language to be tested. Detailed procedures for 
developing and calibrating an SRT are presented in Radloff (1991).1 The sentences selected 
are calibrated against an evaluative instrument called the Reported Proficiency Evaluation 
(RPE), where mother-tongue raters are provided with a detailed framework of proficiency 
descriptions against which to evaluate the proficiency of their second-language speaking 
acquaintances.2 The half-levels of the RPE describe increasing levels of proficiency in a 
second language, as elaborated in figure G.1. 

Figure G.1: Descriptions of RPE proficiency levels 

RPE proficiency level            Brief description 
  0+   Very minimal proficiency. 
  1   Minimal, limited proficiency. 
  1+   Limited, basic proficiency. 
  2   Adequate, basic proficiency. 
  2+   Good, basic proficiency. 
  3   Good, general proficiency. 
  3+   Very good, general proficiency. 
  4   Excellent proficiency. 
  4+   Approaching native speaker proficiency. 

 
An SRT provides a rapid assessment of a person's second language proficiency, suited 

to the purposes of a bilingualism survey. It is often the goal of a bilingualism survey to obtain 
a profile of the second language proficiencies in the community under investigation, that is, a 
picture of what percentage of the population can be projected to be at each of the different 
levels of proficiency. In order to do this, a large and representative sample of the population 
must be tested. This speaks to the need for an assessment instrument that is quick and easy to 
administer. 

The short administration time, however, is offset by careful attention to the 
development and calibration of an SRT. The SRT provides a general assessment; thus, the 
researcher must be able to place full confidence in the results through strict attention to the 
quality of each developmental step. A complete step-by-step methodology for developing and 
calibrating an SRT is given in Radloff (1991). 

                                                
*The description of procedures for sentence repetition testing is quoted from appendix A of O'Leary (ed. 1992); 
it was authored by Carla F. Radloff. It is used by permission of the author. 
1Radloff, Carla F. 1991. Sentence repetition testing for studies of community bilingualism. Publications in 
Linguistics 104 Dallas: The Summer Institute of Linguistics and The University of Texas at Arlington. 
2RPE levels as assigned by mother-tongue raters show an internal consistency, but have not yet been correlated 
with any other, more widely recognized, scale of second language proficiency. The rationale and methodology 
for the Reported Proficiency Evaluation is also included in Radloff (1991). 
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The development and calibration of an SRT proceeds through several steps: A 

preliminary form of the test is developed through the assistance of mother-tongue speakers of 

the test language. A large group of second-language speakers of the test language have their 

proficiency assessed through a second, more descriptive proficiency standard instrument, in 

this case the RPE. These people are then administered the preliminary form of the test. Based 

on their performances, fifteen sentences are selected, which prove to be the most 

discriminating of performance and also represent increasing complexity and length. These 

fifteen sentences are calibrated against the proficiency assessments from the RPE. This 

fifteen-sentence final form of the test is used in the bilingualism survey, and the resulting test 

scores are interpreted in terms of equivalent RPE proficiency levels. 

 

The ranges of Bangla SRT scores corresponding to RPE levels are presented in figure 

G.2.
32
 

Figure G.2: Bangla SRT scores and predicted RPE levels 

    Bangla SRT Score               Predicted RPE Level 
   0 – 2    1 

   3 – 8    1+ 

   9 – 14    2 

  15 – 21   2+ 

  22 – 27   3 

  28 – 33   3+ 

  34 – 39   4 

  40 – 45    4+ 

 

                                                 
3
Kim, Amy. 2003. A report on the development of the Bangla Sentence Repetition Test.  Unpublished 

manuscript. 

G.2. Bangla Sentence Repetition Test 

In the following transcription of the Bangla SRT, these line codes are used: 

Code  Meaning: 
\#  Sentence number 

\b  Bangla sentence 

\p  Phonetic transcription 

\g  Word-by-word English gloss of transcribed text 

\f  Free (natural) English translation of the text 

\P  Practice sentence 

 

\P1 

\b AvR‡K Zvi Rb¥w`b | 
\p a��ke t�a	 ��
n�mod�in� 
\g today 3S.POSS birthday 

\f     Today is his birthday. 
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\P2 
\b Avgvi evev gvQ a‡i | 
\p ama baba ma doe 
\g 1S.POSS father fish catches 
\f     My father catches fish. 

 
\P3 
\b ‡mLv‡b Zviv mvivw`b KvR K‡i | 
\p ekane ta aadin ka koe 
\g there.in 3P all.day work do 
\f     They work there all day long. 

 
\P4 
\b wKš—y AvMvgx Kvj GUv Avgvi jvM‡e | 
\p kintu aami kal ea ama labe 
\g but coming day this 1S.POSS will.need 
\f     But tomorrow I will need this. 

 
\P5 
\b Kv‡Vi wg¯¿x GKUv bZyb Rvbvjv evbv‡”Q | 
\p ka msti æk notun anala banae 
\g wood.POSS craftsman one new window is.building 
\f     The wood craftsman is making a new window.  

 
\1 
\b ‡`vKv‡b wewfbœ ai‡bi wgwó cvIqv hvq | 
\p dokane bibino done mii paowa aj 
\g store.at various type.POSS sweet getting goes 
\f     Various types of sweets can be found in stores. 

 
\2 
\b Zviv wekªv‡gi ‡Zgb my‡hvM cvq bv | 
\p ta bisame tæmon uo paj na 
\g 3P rest.POSS such opportunity get not 
\f     They don’t get much opportunity to rest. 

 
\3 
\b AvR weKv‡j Zv‡K dj wKb‡Z n‡e | 
\p a bikale take l kinte hbe 
\g today afternoon.in 3S.to fruit to.buy will.have.to 
\f     He has to buy fruit this afternoon. 
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\4 
\b Avwg Avgvi †ev‡bi KvQ †_‡K Dcnvi †c‡qwQ | 
\p ami ama bone kats teke upoha pejei 
\g 1S 1S.POSS sister.POSS nearness from gift have.received 
\f      I received a gift from my sister. 

 
\5 
\b evox‡Z †Kvb †jvK Av‡Q e‡j g‡b nq bv | 
\p baite kono lok ae bole mone hj na 
\g home.in any person is says mind.in becomes not 
\f     It doesn’t seem as if there’s anyone home. 

 
\6 
\b ‡h ch©š— e„wó bv _v‡g †m ch©š— Avgiv GLv‡b _vKe | 
\p e poonto bii na tame e poonto ama ekane takbo 
\g when until rain not stops then until 1P here.at will.stay 
\f     We will stay here until the rain stops. 

 
\7 
\b GKUy Av‡M evRvi †_‡K GKUv Bwjk gvQ wK‡b G‡bwQ | 
\p eku ae baa teke æka ili ma kine enei 
\g a.little ago market from one ilish fish having.bought have.brought 
\f     Having bought a hilsa fish at the market a little while ago, I brought it. 

 
\8 
\b ‡m Rvb‡Zv evb‡iiv Lye AbyKiY wcÖq nq | 
\p e anto banoea kub onukon pijo hj 
\g 3S did.know monkeys very imitation favorite becomes 
\f     He knew monkeys really like to imitate. 

 
\9 
\b1 hw` Avcwb gvbyl‡K fvj bv ev‡mb gvbylI Avcbv‡K fvj  
\p1 odi apni manuke balo na baen manuo apnake balo 
\g1 if 2S people.to well not deem people.also 2S.to well 

 

\b2 evm‡e bv | 
\p2 babe n 
\g2 will.deem not 
\f       If you don’t treat people well, they won’t treat you well either. 

 
\10 
\b Ges Rxe‡b memgq wKQy wbqg ‡g‡b Pj‡Z n‡e | 
\p ebo ibone bmoj kiu nijom mene olte hbe 
\g and life.in all.time some rules having.followed to.move will.have.to 
\f     And in life at all times one must follow some rules. 
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\11 
\b1 myZivs b`x Avgv‡`i A‡bK DcKvi K‡i Ges gv‡S-gv‡S 
\p1 utoa nodi amad nek upoka koe ebo mae-mae 
\g1 therefore river 1P.to much benevolence do and sometimes 

 

\b2 AcKviI K‡i | 
\p2 pokao koe 
\g2 harm.also do 
\f      Therefore, rivers benefit us a lot and sometimes also harm us. 
 
\12 
\b1 cUj bv‡gi †Kvb meRx evRv‡i cvIqv hvq Zv Av‡M  
\p1 pol nam kono sobi baae paowa aj ta ae 
\g1 patol name.POSS any vegetable market.in getting goes that before 

 

\b2 Avwg RvbZvg bv | 
\p2 ami antam na 
\g2 1S did.know not 
\f       I didn’t know before that there is such a vegetable as patol available in the market. 

 
\13 
\b1 b`x Avgv‡`i Rb¨ LzeB cÖ‡qvRbxq KviY b`x c‡_ 
\p1 nodi amad ono kubi pjoonijo kaon nodi pte 
\g1 river 1P.POSS for very.EMP important because river route.on 

 

\b2 Avgiv e¨emv Ki‡Z cvwi |  
\p2 ama bæba kote pai  

\g2 1P business to.do are.able  
\f       Rivers are very important for us because we are able to do business along river routes. 
 
\14 
\b ZeyI gv‡S-gv‡S we‡kl mg‡q Zviv wKQy Avb›`-dzwZ© K‡i | 
\p tobuo mae-mae bie moje ta kiu anondo-uti koe 
\g nevertheless sometimes special time.in 3P some joy.delight do 
\f     Nevertheless, sometimes on special occasions they have some fun. 
 
\15 
\b1 b`xi cvwb Mfxi nIqvq A‡bK Lyu‡RI | 
\p1 nodi pani obi hwaj nek kueo 
\g1 river.POSS water deep happening.because much having.searched.although 

 

\b2 †m Zvi KzVviUv †cj bv 
\p2 e ta kuaa pelo n 
\g2 3S 3S.POSS axe did.find not 
\f      Although he searched a lot, he didn’t find his axe because the river was deep. 
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G.3. Sentence Repetition Test scores 

The table in this section displays the SRT scores for all 82 W-J subjects. The subject 
numbers in the far left column correspond to the numbering system we used to identify the 
subjects and compile their responses. For each of the twenty sentences (five practice 
sentences and fifteen test sentences), each subject’s score is given.  This is based on a four-
point scale (0–3) for each sentence. The total score at the far right is a summation of the 
subject’s scores for only the fifteen test sentences. 

 

Bangla SRT Sentence Number Subj. 
No. P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Total 
Score 

1A 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 0 3 3 3 0 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 23 
2A 3 3 3 0 2 2 2 3 2 2 0 3 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 
3A 3 3 1 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
4A 3 3 2 0 1 1 0 3 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
5A 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6A 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7A 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 0 3 2 0 2 2 1 0 0 0 22 
8A 3 3 3 0 3 3 2 3 3 3 2 3 1 3 3 3 3 1 2 0 35 
9A 3 3 2 1 3 3 2 3 2 3 1 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 19 
10A 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 25 
11A 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 2 0 36 
12A 3 3 3 2 2 1 3 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
13A 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 0 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 25 
14A 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 1 2 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 21 
15A 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 0 3 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 
16A 2 2 2 2 1 2 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
17A 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
18A 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 2 2 3 1 2 3 3 2 0 1 0 29 
19A 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
20A 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21A 3 3 2 2 1 1 3 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
22A 2 3 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
23A 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24A 3 3 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25A 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26A 3 3 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
27A 3 3 3 1 2 2 2 3 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 
28A 3 3 2 2 0 1 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
29A 2 3 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
30A 3 3 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
31A 3 3 2 2 3 2 0 3 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 
1P 3 3 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
3P 3 3 3 3 0 2 3 3 2 2 3 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 
4P 3 3 3 2 2 2 3 3 2 2 0 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 17 
5P 3 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 16 
6P 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 0 2 1 1 2 0 1 0 27 
7P 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 15 
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Bangla SRT Sentence Number Subj. 
No. P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Total 
Score 

8P 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 2 2 2 0 2 0 31 
9P 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 1 2 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 15 
10P 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 1 3 2 3 2 0 2 0 0 0 28 
11P 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 1 3 1 2 1 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 21 
12P 3 3 3 2 3 2 1 3 3 2 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 
13P 2 3 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
14P 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 20 
15P 3 3 3 3 3 1 2 3 3 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 13 
16P 1 1 1 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
17P 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
18P 3 3 3 2 0 2 1 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
19P 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 18 
20P 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 
21P 2 3 2 0 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
22P 3 3 0 2 3 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
24P 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
25P 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
26P 2 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27P 2 3 3 0 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
28P 3 3 3 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
29P 3 2 3 2 3 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
1B 1 3 3 2 0 1 2 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
2B 1 3 2 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
3B 1 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4B 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 1 2 3 3 2 0 1 0 3 0 29 
5B 3 3 3 3 0 2 2 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 
6B 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 3 1 1 2 0 3 1 0 0 2 0 23 
7B 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
8B 2 3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9B 3 3 3 2 0 3 3 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 12 
10B 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 2 3 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 26 
11B 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12B 3 3 3 2 1 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
13B 2 3 1 2 2 1 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
14B 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 0 3 0 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 21 
15B 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16B 2 3 2 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
17B 3 3 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
18B 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 13 
19B 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 3 2 0 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 17 
20B 2 3 2 0 2 2 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 
21B 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 14 
22B 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 18 
23B 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3 3 2 0 3 1 2 2 2 2 0 2 0 28 
24B 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Appendix H. Standard Khasi literacy testing 

H.1. Texts and comprehension questions 

The standard Khasi literacy test consisted of three parts, which are given below. Parts 
2 and 3 had comprehension questions, which are also given below. The post-literacy test 
questionnaire is given in appendix E.4. 

H.1.1. Part 1 

Standard Khasi text 
1. U don ka synduk. 
2. U khiew u khluit.  
3. Katto-katne ki briew kim wan.  
4. Nga khyrwait tala ia ka jingkhang ka iing jong-nga.  
5. Te ki la iaid laisingi lynti ha kata ka ri khlaw, bad kim shym la shem um. 
6. Mano mano ruh uban pyniaid ia me shi lynter, to khie leit lem bad u lynter. 
 

English translation 
1. He has a box. 
2. The pot is hot. 
3. Some men do not come. 
4. I lock the door of my house. 
5. They traveled in the desert for three days but did not find water. 
6. If someone forces you to go one mile, go with him two miles. 

H.1.2. Part 2 

Standard Khasi text 
Te ynda U Jisu la wai noh kaba kren, u la ong ha U Simon. To niat noh sha kaba jylliew, to 

pynhiar ruh ia ki jar jong phi ban dup ngat. Kumta ynda ki la lah leh ia kane, ki la ngat bun 

bah eh ki dohkha: ki jar jong ki te ki la sdang kad. Ki la khawoit te ia la ki lok kiba ha kata 

kawei pat ka lieng, ia kaban wan iarap ia ki. Te ki la wan bad ki la iapyndap ia ki lieng baroh 

artylli haduh ba ki la sdang ngam. 

English translation (from Luke 5:4, 6–7, NIV) 
When he [Jesus] had finished speaking, he said to Simon, “Put out into deep water, and let 
down the nets for a catch.” When they had done so, they caught such a large number of fish 
that their nets began to break. So they signaled their partners in the other boat to come and 
help them, and they came and filled both boats so full that they began to sink. 

Comprehension questions and answers 
Q1. Where did Jesus tell Simon to put down the net? 

A1. Into deep water. 
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Q2. Why did their nets begin to break? 
A2. They caught many fish. 
 
Q3. What happened to the boats when they were filled with fish? 
A3. They began to sink. 

H.1.3. Part 3 

Standard Khasi text 
Te ynda ngi la ioh laitim, ynda kumta ngi la iatip ba khot kyrteng ia kata ka 

dewlynnong Melita. Bad kita ki nongkyndong ki la pyni ka jinglehieit ia ngi kaba kham 

phylla, namar ki la sliew ding, bad ki la iakhot sngewbha ia ngi baroh, namar uta u slap uba 

mynkata bad namar ka jingpjah. Hynrei U Paul haba u la lah khar shi bah ki dieng, bad u la 

lah tei ia ki ha ding, u seinpuh u la mih noh namar bashit bad u la snoh na ka kti jong u. Te 

mynba kita ki nongkyndong ki la iohi, ia uta u mrad ba u sdien na ka kti jong u, ki la iaong 

paralok, Khlem artatien une u briew u long u nongpyniap briew uba, la u la ioh lait na ka 

duriaw, ka kput kam shym la shah ba un im. Pynban haba u la kynther noh ia uta u mrad ha 

ding, um pang ei ei. Hynrei ki la iakhmih lynti ba un sa sieb noh lane ba un sa kyllon iap 

shisyndon, hynrei haba ki dang iakhmih lynti slem bad ki la iohi ba um shym sniew ei ei ruh, 

ki la iakylla jingmut bad ki la ong ba u long u blei. 

English translation (from Acts 28:1–6, NIV) 
 

Once safely on shore, we found out that the island was called Malta. The islanders 
showed us unusual kindness. They built a fire and welcomed us all because it was raining and 
cold. Paul gathered a pile of brushwood and, as he put it on the fire, a viper, driven out by the 
heat, fastened itself on his hand. When the islanders saw the snake hanging from his hand, 
they said to each other, “This man must be a murderer; for though he has escaped from the 
sea, Justice has not allowed him to live.” But Paul shook the snake off into the fire and 
suffered no ill effects. The people expected him to swell up or suddenly fall dead, but after 
waiting a long time and seeing nothing unusual happen to him, they changed their minds and 
said he was a god. 

Comprehension questions and answers 
Q1. What was the weather like in the story? 
A1. Raining and cold. [Note: either or both were accepted as correct.] 
 
Q2. What did Paul gather? 
A2. Brushwood/firewood. 
 
Q3. Where did Paul throw the snake? 
A3. Into the fire. 
 
Q4. Why did the people call Paul a god? 
A4. Nothing happened to him. 
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H.2. Literacy test responses and scores 

The tables in this section display responses and scores for all 68 W-J literacy test 
subjects. The subject numbers in the far left column correspond to the numbering system we 
used to identify the subjects and compile their responses. As discussed in section 6.1.3, each 
fluency score is a summation of the number of hesitations/repetitions divided by two plus the 
number of other mistakes. 

 
The following abbreviations are used in these tables: 

Om = ommission B = Bangla DK = does not know 
In = insertion E = English NA = not applicable 
Wr = wrong K = standard Khasi 
H/R = hesitation/repetition W-J = War-Jaintia 

H.2.1. Fluency analysis scores 
 

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Total Subj. 
No. Om In Wr H/R Om In Wr H/R Om In Wr H/R Om In Wr H/R 

Fluency 
score 

A1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 3 8 0 1 5 10 11 
A2 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 4 2 0 7 11 2 0 9 17 19.5 
A3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 
A4 0 0 2 4 0 0 2 4 1 1 8 13 1 1 12 21 24.5 
A5 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 363 
A6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 5 17 1 0 6 17 15.5 
A8 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 8 0 0 2 5 0 0 3 15 10.5 
A9 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 5 0 2 2 5 0 2 3 12 11 

A10 0 0 2 4 0 0 5 11 0 0 4 28 0 0 11 43 32.5 
A11 0 0 2 10 0 0 0 3 1 0 6 21 1 0 8 34 26 
A12 0 0 1 10 0 0 1 7 0 0 1 36 0 0 3 53 29.5 
B1 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 2 0 0 3 11 0 0 4 16 12 
B2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 9 4.5 
B4 0 0 1 11 0 0 8 8 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 228.5 
B5 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 6 1 0 2 9 1 0 6 15 14.5 
B7 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 0 1 1 9 0 1 1 17 10.5 
B8 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 363 
B9 0 2 0 10 1 1 1 11 0 0 3 18 1 3 4 39 27.5 
B10 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 4 1 1 0 11 3 1 1 15 12.5 
B11 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 5 0 1 1 3 2 1 2 9 9.5 
B12 0 1 3 6 0 0 0 5 0 2 1 16 0 3 4 27 20.5 
B13 0 1 5 6 0 0 3 12 4 2 13 15 4 3 21 33 44.5 
B14 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 5 2 1 0 13 2 3 2 18 16 
C1 0 0 2 5 1 0 6 8 3 1 3 29 4 1 11 42 37 
C2 1 0 1 2 0 1 4 11 4 5 3 12 5 6 8 25 31.5 
C3 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 14 0 3 4 40 0 3 6 57 37.5 
C4 0 1 2 6 0 1 3 8 1 0 7 11 1 2 12 25 27.5 
C5 0 0 1 3 0 0 1 5 0 1 0 8 0 1 2 16 11 
C6 0 0 1 5 0 0 1 2 1 2 1 5 1 2 3 12 12 
C10 0 0 2 2 0 0 1 8 0 0 2 32 0 0 5 42 26 
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Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Total Subj. 
No. Om In Wr H/R Om In Wr H/R Om In Wr H/R Om In Wr H/R 

Fluency 
score 

C11 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 9 0 0 1 14 0 0 3 25 15.5 
C12 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 6 1 2 2 9 1 2 4 17 15.5 
C13 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 363 
C14 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 8 0 0 1 33 0 0 2 42 23 
D1 1 0 0 9 0 0 3 15 1 1 2 18 2 1 5 42 29 
D2 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 3 5 27 1 4 6 29 25.5 
D3 0 0 2 9 0 0 3 10 0 0 14 28 0 0 19 47 42.5 
D5 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 4 3 
D9 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 4 1 0 3 14 1 0 6 18 16 

D10 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 363 
D11 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 9 4.5 
E1 0 0 2 1 0 0 1 4 4 1 2 10 4 1 5 15 17.5 
E2 0 1 0 9 2 0 0 6 0 1 2 21 2 2 2 36 24 
E3 0 1 2 15 1 0 2 17 2 1 3 30 3 2 7 62 43 
E4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1.5 
E6 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 4 1 0 0 10 2 0 0 17 10.5 
E7 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 6 0 0 1 10 6 
E8 0 0 1 4 0 0 2 0 0 0 3 30 0 0 6 34 23 
E9 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 1 4 17 0 1 5 21 16.5 
E10 0 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 4 1 2 3 7 9.5 
E11 0 0 0 8 1 0 1 10 0 0 0 28 1 0 1 46 25 
F1 0 0 5 8 0 1 2 32 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 238 
F3 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 1 0 2 4 2 0 4 6 9 
F4 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 5 1 1 3 4 2 2 3 9 11.5 
F7 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 5 1 2 3 5 1 2 5 12 14 
F8 0 0 3 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 5 6 8 
F9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 1 5 3.5 

F10 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 8 4 
F11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
F12 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 3 2.5 
G2 0 1 2 3 0 2 0 12 0 1 2 46 0 4 4 61 38.5 
G3 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 363 
G4 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 363 
G5 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 8 2 2 1 8 9 
G8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 4 1 0 1 5 4.5 
G9 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 4 0 1 1 7 5.5 

G10 0 0 2 5 0 0 1 7 0 1 5 27 0 1 8 39 28.5 
G11 0 0 3 13 1 1 6 11 1 0 1 52 2 1 10 76 51 
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H.2.3. Post-literacy test questionnaire responses 

Subj. 
No. 1. Understand 2. Difference 3. Reading 

frequency 
4. Reading 
languages

5. Reading 
materials 

A1 a little very different in church K nothing 
A2 everything a little different 2 days a week K storybooks 

A3 a little very different in church 1 day a 
week K, B storybooks 

A4 a little very different in church and at 
home daily K only Bible 

A5 NA NA NA NA NA 

A6 a little very different 
praying, church, 

official work, 2–3 
days a week 

K storybooks 

A8 a little very different 
in church 1 day a 
week and official 

work 
B 

magazines, 
storybooks, 
newspapers 

A9 a little very different in church 1–2 days a 
week E, B 

magazines, 
storybooks, 
newspapers 

A10 a little very different in church 1 day a 
week K storybooks 

A11 a little very different never NA NA 

A12 all very different in church 1 day a 
week K storybooks, 

geography books 

B1 all very different in church 1 day a 
week K Bible and 

songbooks 
B2 all very different in school every day K only storybooks 
B4 NA NA NA NA NA 

B5 a little very different in church 1–2 days a 
week, at home daily K nothing 

B7 a little very different in church K 
storybooks, 
magazines, 
newspapers 

B8 NA NA NA NA NA 

B9 some very different in church 3 days a 
week some K only Bible 

B10 some very different Khasi in church 2 
days a week B 

magazines, 
storybooks, 
newspapers 

B11 all very different every day K religious books, 
Bible 

B12 a little very different in church once a 
week K Bible and 

songbooks 
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Subj. 
No. 1. Understand 2. Difference 3. Reading 

frequency 
4. Reading 
languages

5. Reading 
materials 

B13 a little very different in church once a 
week 

"W-J; 
doesn't 

understand 
Khasi" 

nothing 

B14 a little very different 2–4 days a week B prayer, storybooks
C1 a little a little different never NA NA 

C2 everything very different every day K 
magazines, 
storybooks, 
newspapers 

C3 everything very different every day K stories, Bible 
C4 a little not very different Bible once a week K Bible 
C5 a little not very different never NA NA 

C6 a little not very different not much, only when 
there's time K Bible 

C10 a little not very different 1 or 2 days a week K 
Bible, religious 

books (e.g. story of 
Moses) 

C11 a little not very different sometimes K Bible, church 
books, letters 

C12 a little very different when praying, at 
church, at home K Bible 

C13 NA NA NA NA NA 
C14 a little very different every day B newspapers 

D1 a little very different in church once a 
week K Bible 

D2 a little very different in church once a 
week K 

Sunday school 
books, Bible, 

religious history 
books 

D3 a little very different sometimes only B school books 

D5 a little not very different often K 

Bible, songbooks, 
commentaries, life 

of Jesus, Sadhu 
Sundar Singh, etc. 

D9 a little very different never NA NA 
D10 NA NA NA NA NA 

D11 a little very different sometimes B magazines, 
newspapers 

E1 most very different 

Never, because I'm 
very poor and have to 

work at other 
people's houses, so I 

have no time. 

NA NA 

E2 most very different never NA NA 
E3 a little not very different never NA NA 
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Subj. 
No. 1. Understand 2. Difference 3. Reading 

frequency 
4. Reading 
languages

5. Reading 
materials 

E4 most not very different 1 day a week K 

newspapers, 
storybooks, 

elementary school 
books 

E6 a little not very different 3 days a week K 
Bible, religious 
books, school 

books 

E7 a little not very different 4 days a week K Bible, religious 
books 

E8 nothing same 1 day a week K Bible 
E9 a little very different never NA NA 
E10 nothing very different never NA NA 
E11 a little very different never NA NA 
F1 NA NA NA NA NA 
F3 a little very different never NA NA 

F4 a little not very different 1 day a week K schoolbooks and 
Bible 

F7 most very different sometimes K Bible 
F8 most very different never NA NA 
F9 a little very different every day K Bible 

F10 a little very different 1 day a week K Bible, religious 
books 

F11 all very different often K, B, E 
newspapers, 
magazines, 
storybooks 

F12 a little very different 3 days a week K Bible 
G2 all a little different 2 or 3 days a week K Bible, newspapers 
G3 NA NA NA NA NA 
G4 NA NA NA NA NA 

G5 a little very different 1 or 2 days a week K Bible, religious 
books 

G8 a little very different never NA NA 
G9 a little very different never NA NA 
G10 a little very different never NA NA 
G11 a little very different never NA NA 
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